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ABSTRACT
In this paper we investigate whether certain locally 
convex completions of a Banach algebra are algebras under 
multiplications defined analogously to those which R. Arens 
defined on the bidual of a Banach algebra.
The first chapter establishes notation and terminology. 
In Chapter II we define three families of topologies —  the 
(3, at, and p families —  which are under consideration in the 
sequel. We determine their topological duals and discuss 
some of the basic relationships among these topologies. The 
first family is the left, right, and two-sided strict 
topologies on a Banach algebra with bounded approximate 
identity; the second consists of the analogues of Sakai's 
strong topology and Akemann's strong* topologies on 
W*-algebras in the setting of a Banach *-algebra; and the 
third family is a set of three new topologies defined on a 
Banach algebra with bounded approximate identity.
Chapter III is concerned with the Arens multiplications 
on the bidual of a given Banach algebra A. In the first 
section we extend the \i topologies to the bidual of A and 
show that their relationships to t(A**,A*) are related to 
the question of regularity of the Arens multiplications on 
A**. In the second section we define an AB*-algebra (of
which a B*-algebra is an example) and show that the Arens 
multiplications are always regular on the biduals of B* and 
AB*-algebras with bounded approximate identity. Moreover, 
we give an extension of one of the J topologies to the 
bidual of a Banach algebra with bounded approximate identity; 
its relationship to a(A**,A*) distinguishes B*, AB*, and 
non-AB* algebras. Tomita's proof that the bidual of a 
B*-algebra is also B* provides the motivation for this 
section and is included. The third section contains various 
examples, and a few basic properties of AB*~algebras are also 
developed here.
Chapter IV is concerned with the completions of a 
Banach algebra with respect to the preceding topologies. In 
the first section we give necessary conditions that an 
arbitrary locally convex completion be an algebra under 
either Arens multiplication. The remaining three sections 
are concerned specifically with showing that the 3, J, and 
[i completions of certain Banach algebras are algebras under 
at least one Arens multiplication provided that certain 
conditions are satisfied.
The topologies J and p in the second and third families 
have analogues in the setting of W*-algebras, and we discuss 
them briefly in Chapter V.
In conclusion Chapter VI contains several interesting 
questions that have arisen in connection with this paper.
vii
INTRODUCTION
R. Arens [ 2 ] has defined two multiplications on the 
bidual of a Banach algebra A so that the bidual A** is an 
algebra: one multiplication extends the given multiplication
on A and the other extends its transpose. We considered 
the following problem: if J is a locally convex Hausdorff
topology on A , what conditions on X imply that multi­
plications analogous to those defined by Arens can be 
defined on the IT-completion of A and that it be an algebra 
with respect to these multiplications.
We have sufficient conditions that this be the case; 
however, the conditions seem difficult to verify without 
knowing a great deal about X and the structure of A . 
Therefore, we examined the problem from the standpoint of 
examples.
We define three families of topologies, each family 
consisting of three topologies. The first family is the 
left, right, and two-sided strict topologies on a Banach 
algebra with bounded approximate identity; the second 
consists of the analogues of Sakai's strong topology [ 20] and 
Akemann's strong* topology [ 1 ] on W*-algebras in the 
setting of a Banach *-algebra; and the third family is a set 
of three new topologies defined on a Banach algebra with
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bounded approximate identity. It was recently brought to 
our attention that P. C. Shields [24] first introduced on 
W*-algebras a topology analogous to one of the topologies 
in our third family^ however., our discovery and investigation 
of this family of topologies was made independently.
Consideration of the second family of topologies leads 
us to define a new type of Banach algebra -- an AB*-algebra 
-- which includes B*-algebras as a special case. We give 
two examples of AB*-algebras which are not B* under any 
equivalent norm, and we establish some of the basic 
properties of AB*-algebras.
Using entirely different techniques for each of the 
families of topologies, we show that the completions with 
respect to two of the three topologies in each family are 
algebras under some Arens multiplication. The remaining 
topology in each family presents a problem: we can prove
that their completions are algebras under some Arens 
multiplication only with additional assumptions, some of 
which are quite restrictive.
To establish some of the foregoing results, we extend 
certain topologies to the biduals of the Banach algebras on 
which they are defined and examine some of their properties. 
It happens that the relationships of these extensions to 
cx(A**,A*) and t (A**,A*) are interconnected with algebraic 
properties of the Arens multiplications on A** : namely,
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whether multiplicative identities exist and whether the Arens 
multiplications on A** are transposes of one another. The 
case of the bidual of a B*-algebra is especially interesting: 
we include Tomita's proof that it is actually a W*-algebra 
[27]j and we prove that A is a two-sided ideal in A** if 
and only if A is dual.
The topologies in the second and third families also 
have analogues in the setting of W*-algebras* and we discuss 
this briefly. In particular* we consider Akemann's 
criterion for a subset of the predual of a W*-algebra to be 
weakly relatively compact* which is formulated in terms of 
the o?e seminorms on a W*-algebra. We show that for a 
certain type of Banach algebra A a subset of A* satisfies 
Akemann's criterion if and only if it is equicontinuous with 
respect to a topology on A related to the J topology* 
and we apply this result to the case where A is an 
AB*-algebra. We also give a counterexample to a claim by 
P. C. Shields in which he asserts that multiplication on a 
W*-algebra is jointly p -continuous provided that one 
variable remains bounded. In addition to these topics we 
extend some of the previous results on relationships among 
the topologies in the three families.
In conclusion we list several interesting questions 
that have arisen in connection with this paper.
To facilitate reading* the numbering of definitions*
x
lemmas, and theorems is consecutive within a section and is 
done in triple digits standing for chapter, section, and 





The purpose of this chapter is to establish notation 
and terminology, and to state some of the more frequently 
used results about locally convex spaces and Banach algebras. 
Our standard references are Robertson and Robertson [18] and 
Rickart [16]. In particular, for B*-algebras we use 
Dixmier [ 7 ] •
Section 1. Locally Convex Spaces.
Let E be a vector space over the complex field. The 
linear span of a subset X in E is denoted by <X>. If X and 
Y are subsets of E, the set of elements of the form x+y, 
where x is in X and y is in Y , is denoted by X+Y.
If E and F are vector spaces and f:E-*F is a linear 
mapping, we say that f is an injection if its kernel is 
the zero vector of E , and that f is a surjection if the 
set f“^(y) is non-empty for every y in F .
Let J be a topology on E for which E is a topo­
logical vector space. A set U is called a neighborhood of 
the point x in E if there exists an open set V containing 
x which is contained in U. If the set U is a neighborhood 
of the zero vector in E, we simply call U a neighborhood.
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The topology S' is said to be locally convex if it has a 
base of absolutely convex neighborhoods. In this case, the 
topological vector space (E,3’) is said to be a locally convex 
space.
Let S' and S'1 be locally convex topologies on E .
If every neighborhood in the IT topology is a neighborhood 
in the S'1 topology, we say that S’1 is finer than S’ ,
(or, equivalently, that S' is coarser than IT'), and write 
this as ST _< ST1 \ if S'<3'* and S'1 <3', we say that the 
topologies IT and IP are equivalent. The locally convex 
topology on E whose neighborhoods consist of all sets 
containing a set of the form UflV, where U is a S'-neighbor- 
hood and V is a S’*-neighborhood, is denoted by S’VIP, and
w& note that S’ < S' V3"1 and S'1 < S’ V S 1 .
If (E,IT) and (F,IP ) are convex spaces and f :(F,3) *■> (F,ST *) 
is a continuous mapping, we say that f is S'—O’1 continuous.
In case E = F and IT = 3 ’', we simply say that f is
^-continuous. If E and F are normed spaces, a mapping f 
that is continuous with respect to the norm topology on each 
space is called a norm-continuous mapping, or simply a 
continuous mapping.
The theorems stated in this section without proof can 
be found in [18].
1.1.1 Theorem. Let E be a vector space over the
3
complex field. If p and q are two seminorms on E such 
that q(x)<l whenever p(x) <1 , then q(x)<p(x) for all 
x in E .
1.1.2 Theorem. Given any (non-empty) set Q of semi­
norms on a vector space E , there is a coarsest topology on 
E for which E is a topological vector space and in which 
every seminorm of Q is continuous. This topology is 
locally convex., and a base of closed absolutely convex 
neighborhoods is formed by the sets {x e E:p^(x)< e , i = 1, 2, ... ,n),
where P1^...^Pn is any finite set of elements in Q and
e > 0 .
We call this coarsest topology the topology generated 
-S.- We have as a corollary to Theorem 1.1.2 that the 
topology generated by a set of seminorms Q on E is 
Hausdorff if and only if for each non-zero element x in E
there is some p in Q with p(x) ^ 0 .
1.1.3 (Hahn-Banach) Theorem. If ' p is a seminorm on 
the vector space E , and if f is a linear functional 
defined on a subspace M of E with |f(x)| <p(x) for all x 
in M , then there is a linear functional f defined on E 
which extends f and has the property that |f(x)| <p(x) for 
for all x in E.
The vector space of all linear functionals on a vector
space E is called the algebraic dual of E and is denoted by 
E ’. Let (E,JT) be a locally convex space. Then the 
subspace of E' consisting of those linear functionals 
which are continuous in the O’ topology is called the 
topological dual of E with respect to O' and is denoted
by (E,U)* . If E is a normed space, we denote its
topological dual with respect to the norm topology by E * .
The algebraic dual of E* is denoted by E** ; and since E* 
is a normed space in a natural way, the topological dual of 
E* with respect to this norm is denoted by E** and is 
called the bidual of E .
For any normed space E there is a unique Banach space 
EA and an injection t :E-»EA satisfying the following 
properties: (i) t is linear; (ii) tE is dense in EA
and (iii) for every e in E, the norm of Te in EA is
equal to the norm of e in E. If e -> ||e|| denotes the 
norm in E, the Banach space EA is called the completion of 
E with respect to the norm e-»||e||.
1.1.4 (Open Mapping) Theorem. Let E and F be 
Banach spaces and f:E->F be a continuous linear surjection. 
Then if f is injective, the mapping f-'*' is continuous.
Let E and F be vector spaces and E X F be their 
Cartesian product. Suppose there is a complex-valued 
function defined on E x F ,  whose value at a pair (x,y) will
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be denoted by <x,y>, which satisfies the following two 
conditions: (i) the function < x , y >  is linear in x for 
fixed y and linear in y for fixed x ; and (ii) for each 
non-zero element y in F there is an element x in E with 
<x,y> / 0 , and for each non-zero element x in E there 
is an element y in F with < x , y > ^ 0 „  Then the vector
spaces E and F are said to be a dual pair. For instance, if
(E,^) is a locally convex Hausdorff space, then E and
(E,3")* are a dual pair under the function <x,y>=f(x) by 
the Hahn-Banach theorem.
Let E and F be a dual pair and X be a subset of
E. Then X is said to separate points of F if for every 
non-zero element y in. F there is an element x in X 
such that < x , y > ^ 0  .
If E and F are a dual pair, the locally convex
Hausdorff topology on E generated by the seminorms 
(e-»|<e,f>|:feF) is called the weak topology on E 
determined by F and is denoted by a(E,F). If G is a
subspace of F , it is convenient to consider the topology on
E generated by the seminorms {e -» |<e,g>|:geG) even if 
E and G are not a dual pair; this topology, denoted by 
a(E,G), need not be Hausdorff.
If E and F are a dual pair, the topology of
uniform convergence on the set of all absolutely convex 
a(F,E)-compact subsets of F is a locally convex Hausdorff
topology on E 5 it is called the Mackey topology on E
determined by F and is denoted by t (E,F).
Let E and F be a dual pair. For each . e in E
let e be the element of F* defined by* e(f) = <e,f>.
Similarly, for each f in F let f be the element of E'
defined by f(e) = <e,f>.
1.1.5 (Mackey-Arens) Theorem. Let E and F be a dual pair,
and let J be a locally convex Hausdorff topology on E such 
that (E,JT) is a topological vector space. Then
(E,»T)* = {f :f e  F) if and only if ct(E,F) < < t  (E,F) .
1.1.6 Theorem. Let E and F be a dual pair and G be a
subspace of F* containing the set (e:eeE). Then the
bipolar X°°in G of a subset X of E is the ct(G,F)-closed 
convex hull of X .
1.1.7 Theorem. If (E,ff) is a locally convex Hausdorff
space and U is a H-neighborhood in E , then U° in E* is
a(E*,E)-compact. In fact, since U° is actually contained 
in (E,^)*, the set U° is certainly c( (E,3')*,E)-compact.
1.1.8 (Goldstine) Theorem. Let A be a Banach space. Then
the image in A** of the unit ball of A under the natural
imbedding is a(A**,A*)-dense in the unit ball of A**.
Proof. Let S denote the unit ball of A** and let
us identify S with its image in A** under the natural 
imbedding. Then S°° in A** is the a-(A**,A*)-closed 
convex hull of S by Theorem 1.1.6. Moreover, S°° is the 
unit ball of A** . The conclusion of the theorem now 
follows.
1.1.9 Corollary. If F is an element of A**, there exists
a net {a } in A such that ||a | < ||f | for each a, and F
C C    u ,  ■
is the t (A**,A*)-limit of the net fa } .Lv
Proof. Let S denote the unit ball of A imbedded 
in A**. Then the t (A**,A*)-closure of S equals the 
c(A**,A*)-closure of S by [18,p. 3^] since S is convex. 
The proof is easily finished by applying Theorem 1.1.8.
Let E and F be Banach spaces and f:E->F be a
linear mapping. The mapping f is said to be weakly
compact if the image of the unit ball of E under the map­
ping f is a relatively cr (F,F*)-compact subset of F .
1.1.10 (Generalized Gantmacher) Theorem. Let E and F be 
Banach spaces and f:E-*F be a continuous linear mapping. 
Then the following are equivalent: (i) the mapping f is
weakly compact; (ii) the mapping f*:F*-*E*, defined by 
f*(y)(e) = y(f(e)) for y in F* and e in E, is weakly 
compact; and (iii) the range of the mapping f**:E** -*F**, 
defined by f**(x)(y) = x(f*(y)) for x in E** and y
8
in F*, is contained in F (identified with its natural 
image in F**).
Proof. The reader is referred to [8,pp. 624-5]»
Section 2. Banach Algebras.
Some of the definitions and results in this section 
are barely touched upon: they are not used in the main part
of the paper but only in examples.
If A is a (complex) Banach algebra, let A^ denote 
the (vector space) direct sum of A with the complex field. 
Then the elements of A^ are pairs of the form (x,X), where
x is in A' and X is a complex number. Defining
multiplication by the relation (x,X)(x', X') = (xx’ + Xx' + X'x, 
XX'), and a norm by the relation | (x,X) | = ||x|| + | X | , we see 
that A-̂  becomes a Banach algebra with identity element 
(0,1). If we set (0,1) =e and identify each x in A with 
(x,0) in A-̂ , we can realize A-̂  as the set of elements of
the form. x+Xe, with x in A and X a complex number;
moreover, the operations on A-̂  become similar to those on
a polynomial ring. The algebra A-̂  is called the algebra
formed from A by adjunction of an identity.
Let A be a Banach algebra. A net (e :ael) in A,Ui
(where I is a directed set), is called a bounded approximate 
identity for A if the following properties are satisfied:
(i) ||e | < 1 for every a in I ; and (ii)
lim||xe - x|| = 0 = lim||e x - x|| for every x in A. If a oc oc
net (e :ae I) in A has only the properties that ||e | <1O C  OC
for every a in I, and that lim||e x - x|| = 0 for every xOC
in A: then the net fe } is said to be a left boundeda -------------
approximate identity; a right bounded approximate identity 
is defined analogously.
An element x of a (complex) algebra A is said to be
quasi-regular if there is an element y in A such that
x + y - x y  = 0 = x + y - y x  ; an element of A is called quasi­
singular if it is not quasi-regular. The spectrum of an
element x in A , denoted by Sp^(x), is defined as follows:
(i) if A does not have an identity, Sp^(x) is the set 
of all complex numbers X such that X“^x is quasi-singular
and the number 0 ; (ii) if A has an identity, SpA (x) is
_1the set of all complex numbers X such that X x is quasi­
singular, and the number 0 only in the case that x does 
not have a multiplicative inverse in A.
Let A be a commutative (complex) algebra, and denote 
by $ the set of all non-zero homomorphisms of A into the 
complex.field. If § is non-empty, there is associated to
each element x of A a complex-valued function x on
$ defined by x(cp) = cp(x). The A-tooology is a topology 
defined on $ by taking neighborhoods of the points cp in $ 
to be all sets of the form f cp1 : |x̂ (cp' ) - x^(cp) | < e ,i =1,2,... ,n.), 
where x^,...,x is any finite set of elements in A and
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e > 0 . The set $ endowed with the A-topology is called the 
carrier space of the algebra A „ The mapping x -* x , called 
the Gelfand transform on A, maps A into C($), the set of 
complex-valued continuous functions on
A Banach *-algebra is a Banach algebra with an 
involution satisfying the property that ||x*|| = ||x|| for 
every element x in the algebra. A Banach *-algebra is said 
to be symmetric if every element of the form -x*x is quasi­
regular.
An element x of a Banach *-algebra A is said to be 
hermetian if x = x *  . In particular, if A has an identity,
it is an hermetian element. If A has a bounded approximate 
identity fea ^  then it has an hermetian bounded approximate 
i d e n t i t y f o r  example, take the net {-i(ea + ea* )} .Involution 
on A is said to be hermetian if Sp^(x) is real for every 
hermetian element x in A.
Let A be a Banach *-algebra. A linear functional i|r 
on A is said to be positive if 0(x*x)> 0 for every x in 
A.
1.2.1 Cauchy-Schwartz Inequality. If 9 is a positive 
linear functional on a Banach *-algebra A , then
p
|0(xy)| <0(xx*) 0(y*y) for every x and y in. A .
Proof. The reader is referred to [l6 ,p. 213].
1.2.2 Theorem. If A is a Banach *-algebra with bounded 
approximate identity, any positive linear functional 0 on
A is continuous. Moreover ©(x) = 0(x*) for every x in A .
Proof. For the continuity of positive linear 
functionals the reader is referred to [28]; the other 
assertion follows from this and [7 ,p. 23]»
A Banach *-algebra A is said to be a B*-algebra if
p||x|| = ||x*x|| for every x in A , and this relation on the
norm is called the B*-condition. A Banach *-algebra is said 
to be a B*-algebra under an equivalent norm if there exists 
a norm on the algebra satisfying the B*-condition which is 
equivalent to the given norm.
1.2.3 Theorem. Any B*-algebra A has a bounded approximate 
identity, and its topological dual is spanned by the 
continuous positive linear functionals on A.
Proof. The reader is referred to [7 ,ppD15 and 40] .
If.. H is a Hilbert space, we indicate the inner 
product of x and y in H by ((x,y)). Let B(H) denote the 
set of bounded linear operators on H ; we assume that the 
reader is familiar with its basic properties. The Hausdorff 
topology generated on B(H) by the seminorms 
{S-»|((Sx,y))|:x,yeH) is called the weak operator topology 
on B(H) and is denoted by WOT. Other topologies on B(H)
12
are discussed in Chapter V.
Let A be a Banach algebra and x -» x* be a mapping
on A satisfying the following properties for every x and 
y in A and every complex number X : (i) (x*)*=x ;
(ii) (x + y)* = x* + y* ; and (iii) (Xx)*=Xx* . Notice that
the mapping x -*x* on A satisfies all the properties of
an involution with the exception that (xy)* need not be 
y*x* for x and y in A . Then a *-representation of A is 
a mapping T from A into some B(H) * which satisfies the 
following properties: (i) T is an algebra homomorphism; 
and (ii) T(a*) =T(a)* for every a in A* where T(a)* 
indicates the adjoint.of the operator T(a) . A 
•^-representation T:A-> B(H) is said to be cyclic if there 
is a vector h in H such that the set (T(a)h:ae A) is 
dense in H; any such vector h is called a cyclic vector.
We assume no continuity conditions on a •^-representa­
tion unless otherwise stated; however* sometimes a 
■^-representation by virtue of its existence is norm- 
continuous. For instance* if A is a Banach *-algebra with 
identity* any -^-representation of A is norm-continuous 
[15 jP. 241] .
Section 3* Factorization Theorems.
Let A be a Banach algebra. A Banach space V is 
said to be an algebraic left A-module if there exists a
13
mapping from A xV into V, whose value at a pair (a,v) 
will be denoted by a*v, Which satisfies the following 
properties: (i) a*v is linear in a for fixed v and
linear in v for fixed a; and (ii) (ab)«v = a • (b°v) for
every a and b in A and v in V. The mapping
(a,v) ■+ a*v is called a (left) modular action.
The Banach space V is said to be an isometric left 
A-module if it is an algebraic left A-module with the 
modular action satisfying the inequality | a «v||<_ | a|| | v||, for 
every a in A and v in V.
The definition of an. isometric right A-module is 
analogous; in this case, however, we let (a,v)->v-a denote 
the modular action.
If A is a Banach algebra, then A is itself an
isometric left and an isometric right A-module with respect 
to its multiplication. Moreover, the topological dual A* 
is an isometric left and an isometric right A-module under 
the following, .definitions for f in A* and a in A:
(i) a*f(x) =f(xa) for all x in A j and (ii) f*a(x) =f(ax) 
for. all x ..in A. We note that for a and b in A and 
f in A* that (a*f)*b= a •(f»b), and therefore write a»f*b 
unambiguously to mean either (a-f)*b or a»(f*b).
If V is an isometric left (resp., right) A-module, 
let A*V (resp., V*A) denote the set of elements in V
which can be written in the form a*v (resp., v«a) for some 
a in A and some v in V.
1.3.1 (Rieffel) Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra with 
bounded approximate identity {e ], and let V be anU>
isometric left (resp., right) A-module. Then the following
are equivalent: (i) the linear span of A«V (resp., V*A) is
dense in V; (ii) lim ||e °v - v|| - 0 (resp., lim||ve - v|| - 0)oc cc
for every v in V; and (iii) V = A°V (resp., V«A).
Proof. The reader is referred to [17].
If A is a Banach algebra with bounded approximate 
identity, by Theorem 1.3.1* each element a in A can be 
written as a=bc, for some b and c in A.
1.3-2 Theorem. If A is a Banach *-algebra with bounded
approximate identity, for each element a in A there is
an he m e t  i an element b and an element c in A such that
a = be .
Proof. Let {e ) be an hermetian bounded approximate
OC
identity for A. Examining Hewitt's proof that (ii) =* (iii)
in Theorem 1.3.1* we see that each a in A can be written
a=bc, where b and c are in A and b is a (norm)
limit of polynomials in {e } with positive coefficients.
OC
Since the element b is a limit of hermetian elements, it is
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also hermetian.
1.3.3 Theorem. If A is a Banach algebra with bounded 
approximate identity, for any finite set of elements
a2* *,,,ar1 in A there exis‘t elements b, .. ,,xn in 
A such that a^ = bx^ for i = l,2, ...,n. Moreover, if A 
is a Banach *-algebra as well, the element b can be chosen 
hermetian.
Proof. For a proof of this and much more general 
results the reader is referred to [17], [ 3 ]* and [22].
CHAPTER II 
THE g, |j, AND J FAMILIES OF TOPOLOGIES
Three families of topologies will he under 
consideration in the sequel. In the first section we define 
the g, ji, and J families of topologies on a given Banach 
algebra A and characterize their topological duals as 
specific subsets of A* . We discuss the relationships of 
the various topologies with one another in the second 
section.
Section 1. Definitions and their Topological Duals.
2.1.1. Definition of the g family. Let A be a Banach
algebra with bounded approximate identity. For each a and
b in A define p ̂(x) = max{||ax||, ||xb||) for x in A.S  j D
Then each p o , is a seminorm and the set [pQ . :a,be A)cl y D  Cl y D
defines a locally convex topology on A called g . The 
topology g is Hausdorff: for x / 0  there exists an element
e of the bounded approximate identity such that
1 1 ||x - xe|| <-g||x|| ; hence -̂||x|| < ||xe|| < p0 e (?0 ° The seminorms
x-»||ax|| (resp., x-»||xa||) also define a locally convex
1 2 Hausdorff topology called g (resp., g ).
1 2Note that g = g vg . A base for neighborhoods of 
zero for g^ consists of sets of the form fx: ||ax|| < 1) . For
16
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if a-̂  and a2 are in A, by [14 ] there exist c, d-̂ , and 
d£ in A such that a-̂  = d-̂ c and a2 = d2c. Therefore, let
e = (lldill + lld2ll)c • Then max (II a-ĵ xjl, | a2x||}
< max f||d1| ||cx|| , ||d2| ||cx|| } < ||ex|| .
If A has an involution, then sets of the form 
fx:||ax|| < 1 and ||xa|| < 1} form a base for p „ Let a and
b be elements of A . Then a = a-̂  + laos where a-̂  and a2
are hermetian. It follows from Theorem 1.3•2 that there 
exist an hermetian element h of A and elements d^,dg, and 
d^ in A such that a-̂  = hd^, a2 = hdg, and b = hd^. Let
e = (lldi*ll + lld2*ll + lld3l )h • Then max {||ax||, ||xb||}
< max C||a-ĵxJI + ||a2x||, ||xb||) < max {|| d ^ H  ||hx||+||d2*||||hx||, ||xh|||| d3||}
< max {||ex||, ||xe||}.
2.1.2 Definition of the p family. Let A be a Banach 
algebra with bounded approximate identity. For f in A*
define pf (x) = max {||f «x||, ||x »f ||} for each x in A . Then
each pf is a seminorm and the set fpf :fe A*} defines a 
locally convex topology called p . The topology p is 
Hausdorff: for x ^ O  there exists f in A* such that
f(x) > 0, and there exists an element e of the bounded 
approximate identity such that ||x - xe|| < f (x)/2 • ||f|| ; there­
fore -^f(x) < |f(xe)| < | f • x|| < pf (x). The seminorms
x-»||f*x|| (resp., x->||x°f||) also define a locally convex
1 2 Hausdorff topology called p (resp., p ).
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A base for neighborhoods of zero for p consists of
sets of the form {x : ||fx|| < 1 and ||x» f.J| < 1, i = 1, 2,. .., n ),
1 2and p = p V p .
2.1.3 Definition of the J family. Let A be a Banach
*-algebra with bounded approximate identity, and let 
P = {0eA*: 0 (x*x) > 0, Vx e^A) . For 0 in P define 
p0(x) = max (0 (x*x) , ©(xx*)”2 ). Then each p0 is a seminorm 
by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, and the set (p0 :0 e P) 
defines a locally convex topology called J> . This topology 
is Hausdorff if and only if P separates points of A .
Suppose for x ^ O  there exists 0 in P such that
| 0 (x) | > 0  ; Then there exists e in the bounded approximate
identity such that ||x - xe|| < | 0 (x) j/2-1| 0| , and so
i 1 1 ,1 1
| © (x) 1 < |0(xe)| < 0(xx*)"2 0(e*e)"2 < \\9\\2e (xx*)2 
1
< l|®|pPg(x ) • For "the converse we show that 0(x) = 0 for 
all 9 in P implies that 0(x*x) = 0 and 0(xx*) = 0 for
all 9 in P . To that end, let {e } be an hermetianLv
bounded approximate identity and X be any complex number.
Then for each 9 in P the functional (Xe^ + x)°0»(Xe„ + x)*' a  ' ' a  '
is in P, so by hypothesis 0 = (Xe +x) *0* (Xe +x)* (x) =
CL CL
|x|20(e xe )'+ X0(x*xe ) + X0(e xx) + 0(x*xx*). Since
CL CL CL CL
N e a x e a _ x M  ^  H e a x e a  "  e a x ^  +  H e a x _ x ll ^  2 lle a x “ x ll a n d  t h e  
last term of the inequality converges to 0 , we have that 
0 = | X | 20 (x) + X0 (x*x) +X0(xx) + 0(x*xx*) =X0(x*x) + X0(xx)
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+ 0(x*xx*). Letting X = 1, -1, i, and -i ; multiplying the
resulting equations by 1, -1, -i, and i respectively; and
adding, we obtain 40(x*x) = 0. Now 0 (x*) = 0(x) =0, so that
by applying the same argument to x* we have 0(xx*) = 0 .
1 1 ;'.r 
The seminorms x-+0(x*x)2 (resp., x-»0(xx*)2) also
1 2define a locally convex topology called J (resp., J ), 
which is Hausdorff if and only if J> is. Note that sets of
the form (x:0(x*x) < 1} give a base for neighborhoods of
1 1 2  zero for J , and that J = J V J .
We now examine some of the properties of these 
topologies.
2.1.4 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra with bounded 
approximate identity. Then (i) multiplication is separately 
continuous in each of the topologies of the p and n 
families; (ii) we have the following orderings:
P<t(A,A*); <j(A,A*) <[i <t (A,A*); and a (A, A*) < p2 < \i
< t(A,A*). If A is a *-algebra, then (iii) multiplication 
is separately continuous for each of the J topologies;
(iv) J < t(A,A*); and (v) the mapping a -+a* is p, |i, and 
J continuous.
Proof. Parts (i), (iv) and (v) are clear. In (ii), 
p < t (A,A*) since max{||ax||, ||xb||) < (||a|| + ||b||) ||x|| for a, b, 
and x in A. The second part of (ii) follows from the
20
inequality |f(x)| < min{sup|f (xe )|,sup|f(e x )  | )
" LI IX
< min{||f *x||, ||x *f|| <max [||f »x||, ||x«f||} < ||f|| ||x|| , for f in 
A*, x in a, and fe } a bounded approximate identity for A.
LX
Suppose now that A is a *-algebra. Then for 9 in
P and a and b in A we have a°0°a* is in P and
|0(a*ba)| < ||b|| 9 (a*a) by [ , p. 23] . Using'these results,
we see that for any ^-neighborhood W =  (x e A ; 9 (x*x) <; 1) and
any element a in A, the ^-neighborhood
U = {x e A;a °9 *a* (x*x) < 1) has the property that U ° a c W ,
and the ^-neighborhood V =  {x e A: ||a|| 20 (x*x) < 1} has the
property that a-VcW. The proof that multiplication is
2separately continuous in the J topology is similar; the
proof for the J topology follows immediately from this since
1 2 J =  « r  v .
From the Mackey-Arens Theorem we have the following:
2.1.5 Corollary. The topological duals of the topologies in 
the p, J, and \i families, provided they are defined and 
Hausdorff on the Banach algebra A , are subsets of A*; and 
= (a,|A)* = (A,u2)* = A*.
We now compute the topological duals for the p 
1 2family. The p and p duals are easily found by using
[17]. D. C. Taylor [26] shows that if A is a B*-algebra,
then (A,p)* = {f e A*:lim ||e . f + f »e - e °f *e — f | =0),OC  o c  o c  oc
where [e } is a bounded approximate identity for A. AO C
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slight modification, making use of an auxiliary module over 
A [ 5 ] , of his proof removes this restriction on A.
2.1.6 Lemma. Let S' and 3"' be locally convex Hausdorff
topologies on a vector space E. Then (E,3’V3',)* = (E,3"')*+(E,3')* 
in E' .
Proof. Let V, be a base of neighborhoods for S'
consisting of absolutely convex closed neighborhoods such 
that for each U in V, the set XU is in i( for every 
non-zero complex number X ; let Y be a base of neighborhoods 
for S'1 with the same properties.
Then (E,&) * = U fU° :U € U) and (E,3',)*=Uf V°:er], where 
the polars are taken in E 1 [l8 ,p. 35]* Moreover, the 
collection of sets of the form U H V, for U in V. and V
in Y, form a base of neighborhoods for 3'V3'! . Consequently,
(E,3'V3'« )* = U ( u n  V)°; Uet(, V e Y) *
Each U in K is convex and 3'-closed, and thus 
a(E, (E.,3’)*)-closed, similarly, each V in Y is 
a(E,E.,3'1 )*)-closed [18,p. 34] . Since a(E, (E,3'v3’1 )*) is a 
finer topology than either a(E,(E,3’)*) or a(E, (E,3T1 )*), U 
and V are closed in this finer topology- Since U and V 
are absolutely convex as well, the set (UflV)0 is the 
<r ( (E,3Tv;T1 )*,E)-closed absolutely convex hull of U° U V°
[18,p. 36]. Moreover, U° and V° are in (E,3’vlT,)*j since 
they are a (E1,E)-compact [18,p. 62], they are clearly
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a ((EjD'vO'1 )*,E)-compact. Hence the set U ° + V °  is
ct ((EjD'vO’1 )*,E)-closed; it is absolutely convex and contains
U° and V°. Thus, ( U H V )0 c U°+V°.
Furthermore, (2U)° 4- (2V)° c (U fl V)°, for each U in 
V, and V in V : choosing f in (2U)°, g in (2V)°, and 
x in U fl V, we have that 2x is in 2U H 2V and that 
2|(f+g)(x)| =|(f + g)(2x)| <|f(2x)| + |g(2x)| < 1+ 1  .
Since XU is in H for every U • in H and every 
non-zero complex number X , and a similar property holds in 
y, we now see that (E,3'v3’’ )* = U [U fl V)°:U e i(,V e ir)
= U{U°+V°: Uet(, Ver}=U(U°; Uet<)+U{V0; Yelr)
= (E, O')* + (E,[T1 )*.
2.1.7 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra with bounded 
approximate identity {e }. Then (i) (Ajg1)* = A*»A ;Uw
(ii) (A,p2)*=A-A* ; and (iii) (A,p)* = A*»A+ A-A*
= {f e A*: lim lie -f + f*e -e .f.e - f I - 0). Moreover, each of 1 1 a  a  a  a  1 J
these subspaces is norm-closed.
Proof. Since the proofs for (i) and (ii) are similar, 
we only prove (i) . Clearly A*» A c  (A,^)*. Let g be an 
element of (A,p^)*. There exists an element a in A such 
that |g(x)| £ 1 ax11 for all x in A; then 
IIg*ea - ell = sup(|g(eax - x) | : ||x|| £ l)s sup ||aeax - ax|| :||x||* 1)
£ | ae — all, and the last term of the inequality converges toUv
0. From [17] we know that A*.• A = {g e A* :lim||g• e -g||=0}jOC
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hence (A,p ) = A*.A and is easily seen to be norm-closed.1
To prove (iii), we note that (i) and (ii) in 
conjunction with Lemma 2.1.6 shows that (A,p)*
= (A, (31 ) * + (A,P2 )* = A* • A + A-A*.
Let ¥ = [feA*:lim||e -f + f-e,, - e »f -e - f|| = 0). Then" a  oc cx a
it is easily shown that W is norm-closed and that 
A-A* + A*-A c  ¥. It remains to show that W c  (A,p)*.
We present the proof given by D. C. Taylor for a 
B*-algebra [26]* but supply additional argument in the one 
step at which he uses involution and the B*-condition on the 
norm.
Let f be in W, and assume that j|f|| £ 1„ By
induction we can choose [e ), a sequence of elements of the
an
bounded approximate identity fea 3* such that (i) an+]_>an i
[d^) is a sequence in A with the property that 
Ê _ll|djJ| < oo. Using involution and the B*-condition on the
Note that
norm, Taylor proves that there exists in a B*~algebra an 
hermetian element a and sequences [bk 3, and {ck3 such
O O *that max {||bk| , ||ck|| ) < ||dk| and dk = abk = c^a for each 
k .
We circumvent this argument by defining an isometric 
A-module jfĉ (A), consisting of all sequences {a^3 in A with 
the property that ^k=l^ak^ <‘00j and ProviriS that
A*X1 (A) = ĵ1 (A) = ^1 (A)*A ; whence for (d^) in j£^(A), there 
exist elements a and b in A and sequences {b̂ .} and 
(ck ) in j6̂ (A) such that dk = abk = c^b for each k and
m
Ek_ll|bk|| <°° and sk=l^ck^ ^°° * With just these requirements 
the remainder of Taylor's argument is valid.
Let ^(A) denote all sequences {ak 3 in. A with the 
property that ^k=oJakM ^ 00 > *̂ieri ^i(A)j under coordinate-
wise operations and norm defined by | {ak3 ||-j_ = ̂ =illakll > is 
«•
a  B a n a c h  s p a c e .  F o r  b  i n  A  a n d  f a k 3 i n  ( A )  b y  
d e f i n i n g  b * { a k3 t o  b e  { b a k 3 a n d  { a ^ } » b  t o  b e  { a ^ b } ,  w e  s e e  
t h a t  A j ( A )  i s  a n  i s o m e t r i c  l e f t  a n d  a n  i s o m e t r i c  r i g h t  
A - m o d u i e .  T o  s h o w  t h a t  A * X - ] l ( A )  = A  =  ^ ( A ) » A  i t  s u f f i c e s  
b y  [17] t o  s h o w  t h a t  f o r  e a c h  f a k 3 i n  j&3_ ( a ) t h a t  
l i m  || { a k 3 -  e a * f a ^3 II2 =  0 =  l i m  || f a k 3 -  ( a k 3 ° e a l l i  ° P o r  £ > 0  
t h e r e  i s  a  p o s i t i v e  i n t e g e r  N  s u c h  t h a t  S k - N + l ^ a k ^  ^  £ / / ^  
a n d  t h e r e  i s  a n  a Q s u c h  t h a t  f o r  a  >  a Q  , 
m a x { | | e a a k  -  a k || , | | a k e a  -  a k || 3 <  g/2N, f o r  n  = 1 , 2 , . . . , N  . T h e r e ­
f o r e ,  f o r  a > a Q  w e  h a v e  m a x  f || { a k 3- J a k 3 • e a ||1 ,|| { a k 3- e a » f a j  1^3
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- max [SjJ=1l|ak - akea | + 2k=N+1l|ak - ai,ea lt * Zk=l^ak “ eaak^
+ Sk = N + l K - eaaklH <N(€/2N)+2 Sk=N+1l|ak| <e .
Returning now to the remainder of Taylor's proof., we 
have dk = abk = ckb for each k and ^k-ill^ll <°° and
s“_ll|ĉ || <00 . Let V = {xeA:||xa|| < 6 and ||bx|| < 6), where
6 = 1/4-(S~=1 (||bkjj'+7|ck||)) o Then if |f(vj| < 1, we have that 
f is an element of (A*(3)* .
For convenience of notation let T’ (f) denoten v ’
e »f + f*e -e »f*e , and let Sfx) denote a  a  a  a  n ' 'n n n n
e x + x e  -e xe . The following computations are easily
an an n n 
checked: (i) | Tfe(f) (x - Sk+2(x)) | < 26 ||b5k| +46 l l c ^ J  ;
(ii) -||Sk (x)|| < 2lt+16||c5k_4 ||/3 + 2K_i'26||t.5k_4||/3 ; and (iii) 
I W f)(x - sk+2 (x >)l 2®Htl5(k+l)-2^ + i*'5II°5 (ic-f-i)—3I •
Since f = T1 (f) + £k=1 (Tk + l “ Tk(f))^ we have this result 
for X in V: | f (x) | < 1 Tx (f) (x) | +Sk=1l (Tfe+1 (f)-Tk (f)) (x)| <| ftŜ x))!
+ Ek=it (Tk+i(f ) - Tk(f ) H x - s k+2(x) + s k+2 (x))] <||S1 (x)||
+ Sk=llTk+l(f)(x " sk+2(x))l +Ek=oJTk(f)(x * sk+2(x^l 
+ Sk = 4  (Tk+l(f > - Tk(f ))(sk+2(x ))l < 2 36||b1||/3 +2 26||c1||/3 
+ 2k=l(26||b5k+3l| +46||c5k+2|| + S ”=1 (2S||t,5k|l +46||.c^k_1||)
+ i:k=14"k-1 (2k+46||b5(k+2).,||/3 + 2k+36ll°5(k+2)-4ll/3)
< 46 (Sk=1||bk| + Sk=1||ck||) . Consequently, | f (V) | < 1  , and
f is in (A,p)*
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The topological duals of the J family remain to be 
computed. For the remainder of this section we assume that 
A has a bounded approximate identity and that the J 
topologies are Hausdorff.
2.1.8 Theorem. (A,^)* = ( A ^ V  = ( A ^ V  = < P > »
Proof. Since | 0 (a) | ̂  < ||0|| 0(a*a) and 0(a) =0(a*) 
for 0 in P and a in A [7 ,p. 23 ] ̂ we have that |0(a)|^
«s|| 0||min (0 (a*a)., 0(aa*)}j and so < P > c  (k, o?1)* n 2)*fl 
For a in A define | a | = sup [0 (a*a)"^: 0 e  P, ii0||<l)-
Since we are assuming that P separates points of A, the 
mapping a-* |a| is a norm on A. Let B denote the 
completion of A with respect to this norm. The space B 
is a B*-algebra, and the natural injection t:A-»B is norm- 
continuous [ 7 ,p. 4l]. Furthermore, for each 0 in P 
there exists a unique continuous linear functional 0 on B
such that 0(b*b) > 0 for each b in B and such that
0°t = 0 and the norm of 0 in B* , denoted |0|, equals 
IMI by [7 ,p. 42].
Let f be an element of (A,®^)*; then there exists 
0 in P such that |f(x)| < 0(x*x)"^ for all x in A .
Define a functional g on tA by g(Ta) =f(a). The following 
inequalities show that g is continuous on tA with 
respect to the norm on B: | g(Ta)|2 = | f (a) | 2 < 0(a*a) = 
0((Ta)*Ta) < | 0 1 |t a| 2 = ||0|| | ta| 2 . Consequently, g 
extends uniquely to g in B*; furthermore there are
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functionals cp̂ ,cpĝ cp̂ j and cp̂  on B such that cp^(b*h)>0 for 
all b in B, i = 1,2,3*4, and g = cp-̂ - cp2 + icp̂  - icp̂  [ 7 *p.40]. 
Note that cp̂ °T is in P for i = 1,2,3*4 C *P-42]. S o  
for each a in A we have that f (a) = g(Ta) = g(Ta) 3 hence 
f is in <P>. Similarly, (A,J^) * = < P > . Since J = V , 
we also have that (A,a/’) * = < P >  -by Lemma 2.1.6. Hence the 
theorem is proved.
2.1.9 Corollary. With the notation as in the theorem, these 
are equivalent: (i) o(A,A*) < J < t(A,A*); and (ii) A is
complete in the B*-norm a -> |a| .
Proof. Let B denote the completion of A with
respect to the norm a-* |a| on A. To prove (i) implies
(ii), let t:A-»B be the natural injection. Then since 
A* = {A,J) * = < P > by the Mackey-Arens theorem, since B* 
is the linear span of the set P' = [cpeB*: cp(b*b) >0,TbeB)
[7 ,p.40] and the mapping 0-» 0 from P to P* as in the 
theorem is a bijection [ 7 ,p.42], the adjoint map t*:B*-» A* 
is surjective. By [ 8*p.521] the subspace tA is closed in 
B '3 since tA is dense, tA = B .
Conversely, with B defined as above the sets A and 
B are equal, and the identity map I:A-»B is a homeomorphism 
by the Open Mapping Theorem. Therefore, A* and B* are 
equal as subsets of A 1. Let P' = [cp e A':cp(x*x)> 0,Vx e A ) .
By [28] we have that P' = P in A ’; and since A and B
are homeomorphic, each element of P' is continuous on 3, 
Hence < P ' >  = B* since B is a B*~aigebra. Therefore.,
= < P> = < P 1 > = B* = A* o Applying the Mackey-Arens 
Theorem, we have that ct(A,A*) < ^<t(A,A*)o
Section 2. Relationships among these Topologies .
In this section we investigate seme of the basic 
relationships. This subject is investigated more fully in
Chapter V.
2.2.1 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra with bounded 
approximate identity. We have the following equivalences:
(i) p1^ 2 if and only if (A,^1)* = A*; and (ii)
p2 < g 2 if and only if (A,g2)*=A*.
Proof. Since (i) and (ii) have similar proofs, we
1 1only prove the first assertion. If P <P , then by Theorem 
2.1.4 we have that c(A,A*) < p1 < p1 < t(A,A* ); hence 
(A,P^)*= A* by the Mackey-Arens Theorem.
Conversely, if ( A , = A*, for any element f in
A* there exist elements a in A and g in A* such that
f = g*a by Theorem 2.1.7. Since the set [xcA: ||ax||<l/(||g||+l) j
is contained in the set {x e A: ||f *x|| < 1], we have that 
..1 ✓ ol
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2.2.2 Theorem. If A is a Banach *-algebra with bounded
approximate identity* then (i) p1 < p^ if and only if
p2 < p2 * and (ii) both < p2 and ^2 < p1 if A is B*.
Proof. If A has an involution* (A*p2)* = A* if
and only if (A*p^)* = A* in virtue of Theorem 2.1.7 and
the relation (f*a)* = a*-f* for f in A* and a in A .
To prove (ii)* let 9 be an element of A* such that
0(x*x) > 0 for every x in A. By [26 ] there exist
elements a in A and cp in A* such that cp(x*x) > 0
for all x in A and a°cp«a* = 0. Then the set
-1
(x e A: 1|xa|| < (||cp||+l) ^3 is contained in the set
1 2(xeA:0(x*x) < 1); therefore J < p . Moreover* the set
[x e A:||a*x|| < (||cp|| +1) is contained in the set
{xeA:0 (x*x) < 1)* therefore < p^.
1 2In general* the pairs of topologies p and p *
1 2  1 2 .p and p * and J  and J —  are not comparable,, Examples
can be. found in B (H.) * where H is a separable Hilbert space. 
They are based on classi. il examples that involution is not 
continuous in the strong operator topology* that is, the 
locally convex Hausdorff topology generated by the semi­
norms T-» ||Tx|| for x in H. The reader is referred to 
[ 6 *p .30] and [15*p.442].
2.2.3 Theorem. If A is a B*-algebra* then we have the
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following relationships: (i) a(A,A*) < H 2< < p2 < t (A*A* );
(ii) cr(A,A*) < (i1 < J 2' < p1 < t  (A,A*); and (iii) o(A,A*) < p
< ^ < P < T(A,A*).
Proof. The proof of (i) and (ii) are similar, and
(iii) follows immediately from them; therefore we only prove
(i). Note that A has a bounded approximate identity by
[ 7 , p  .15] . We have that < p 2 < t  (A, A*) -and ct(A, A*) < p 2
by Theorems 2.1.4 and 2.2.2.
Since A is a B*-algebra, for f in A* there exist
elements 0^ in A* and complex numbers (i = 1, 2,3*4)
with the properties that 0^(x*x)>O for all x in A and 
4f = S. ,X.0.. For each 9, and for each x in A we havei=l 1 1  1
by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality that | =1 1 1
sup {| 0i (yx) | :ye A, ||y|| < 1} < sup {0i (yy*)'20i (x*x)'2:y e A>||y|| < 1  )
1 1  4< llei lFe - (x*x)^ . Therefore, l|x«f | < Zi=1l X± | ||x » a |
U i 1 2 1
< Sj[_1 1 X± | | ©jjl 0± (x*x)2 . Consequently, p < J , and the
first assertion is proved.
CHAPTER III
ARENS MULTIPLICATIONS ON THE BIDUALS OF BANACH ALGEBRAS
In this chapter we are concerned with Arens 
multiplications on A** with respect to A and A*. The 
topologies defined in Chapter II, under some circumstances, 
have extensions to locally convex topologies on A**; the 
relationships of these extensions to a(A**,A*) and 
t (A**,A*) are interconnected with algebraic properties of 
the Arens multiplications, These relationships are 
considered in the first section. In the second, we are 
concerned specifically with- Arens multiplications on the 
biduals of B* and AB*-algebras, The third section 
consists of various examples.
Section 1. Definitions of Arens Multiplications and 
of the |i Topologies,
We specialize Arens* definitions in [ 2 ] in the 
following way,
3.1.1 Definition.. Let A be a Banach algebra, and let D 
be a subspace of A* such that D-A (resp,, A-D) is a subset 
of D . Then for F in D* and f in D define an 
element F»f (resp., F:f) of A* by F-f(x) = F(f°x),
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(resp., F:f(x) = F(x«f)) for all x in A. Let E be a
subspace of D' such that E«D (resp., E:D) as a subset of
D. Then for F and G in E define FG (resp., F:G) as
an element of D ’ by FG(f) = F(G*f), (resp., F:G.(f )= F(G:f)) 
for all f in D.
These bilinear operators defined on E x E  to D 1 are 
called the Arens multiplications on E with respect to A 
and D. Provided that both multiplications are defined on E 
and that FG = G:F for every F and G in E, these
multiplications are said to be regular. If multiplication 
on A is commutative, the two Arens multiplications on E, 
if either is defined, coincide on Ej and the assertion 
that the Arens multiplications are regular is the assertion 
that this one multiplication is commutative .
Relations on the multiplications are summarized here 
for convenience and are used freely. If E contains the 
natural image of A in D ’ , no ambiguity occurs in the 
expressions FG and G-f where F and G are images of 
elements of A and f is an element of A* ; therefore, we 
identify A with its natural imbedding in E and continue 
to denote elements of A with lower-case letters.
3.1.2 Lemma. For a in A ; f in D and F,G, and H in 
E we have the following relations if the terms that occur 
in each relation are well-defined: (i) a:f = f°a ;
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(ii) aF = F:a ; (iii) Fa = a:F y (iv) F»(f«a) = (F-f)«a ;
(v) F:(f:a) = (F:f):a ; (vi) F-(G-f) = (FG)-f 5 
(vii) F:(G:f) = (F:G):f 5 (viii) (FG)H = F(GH) 5 and 
(ix) (F:G):H = F:(G:H).
Both Arens multiplications are defined on A** with 
respect to A and A*. Furthermore, A** under either 
multiplication satisfies all the properties of a Banach 
algebra with the exception that if A** has an identity, 
we can not show its norm must be 1. If A has a bounded 
approximate identity, then A** is a Banach algebra as we 
shall see in Lemma 3.1.5*
For the Arens multiplications on A** we also have the 
following continuity properties.
3.1.3 Lemma. Let F be an element of A**, and define 
Rp:A**-»A** by Rp(G) = GF and pR: A**-► A** by pR(G)=G:F . 
Then both Rp and pR are linear and a (A**,A*)-continuous.
Proof. These mappings are clearly linear. If fG^) is
a net converging to 0 in the <j(A**,A*) topology, and if f
is an element of A*, then 0 = lim G (F°f) = lim G F(f) andO C  o c
0 = lim G (F:f) = lim G :F(f). Therefore, Rp and pR are 
a (A**,A*)-continuous.
The algebraic properties of these multiplications we 
consider are regularity and the existence of identities.
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The existence of a a(A,A*)-right (resp.,-left) approximate 
identity for A is necessary and sufficient for there to 
exist an element I of A** such that F = FI (resp„, F:l) 
for every F in A** [ 4 ]. However, for our purposes we 
assume that A has a bounded approximate identity.
3.1.4 Lemma. Let A have a bounded approximate identity
{e ). Then any a(A**,A*)-cluster point of (e ) is a right O C  o c
identity for both multiplications in A**0
Proof. Since (e ) is a subset of the unit ball of 
A**, a ct(A**,A*)-compact set, there exists at least one 
cluster point for this net. Let I be one such point, let
f be a non-zero element of A*, and let a be an element
of A. The net [e ) converges to I in the a(A**,(A,0)*)wv
topology since this net is a bounded approximate identity for 
A and (A,(3 )* = A*A* + A*»A by Theorem 2.1.7. Therefore, for 
e >0  there is an a such that for a > a  ,max [||a - ae ||,
U  U  IX
||a-eaa||} <C e/2.||f|| and max (11 (f -a) - f»a(ea ) |, | I(a°f) - a °f(ea)| )
< e/2. Then 11«f (a) - f (a) | < 11 (f •a) - f • a (ea) | + |f °a (ea)- f (a)|
< e/2 + ||f|| ||ae - a|| < e for a > a . Since e is arbitrary,
IX w
I»f = f for each f in A*. A similar calculation shows 
that I:f = f for each f in A*. So for F in A** we 
have that FI = F = F:I.
3.1.5 Lemma. Let A have a bounded approximate identity.
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If there exists a left identity I for either one of the 
multiplications on A**, then I is also a right identity for 
the same multiplication. Moreover, I is the
a(A**,A*)-limit of any bounded approximate identity for A 
and | I | = 1.
Proof. Let (e ) be a bounded approximate identity
for A, and let J be some a(A**,A*)-cluster point of
{e }. Assuming that I is a left (:)-identity, for instance,
and applying Lemma we have J = I :J = IQ . Hence I
is the unique ct(A**,A*)-cluster point of the net fea J
a a(A**,A*)-compact set, namely, the unit ball of A**. Thus,
I is the a (A**,A*)-limit of the net Ce }. It nowo cc
follows that |[I | < lj and since | IQ| = ||IQ : IQ| < | IQ| 2, we 
have that ||l | = 1 .
We note that the set T of a(A**,A*)-cluster points 
in A** of a bounded approximate identity for A is a 
(non-emptj^ ct(A**,A*)-closed subset of the unit ball of A**. 
Thus it is a a(A**,A*)-compact semigroup under either Arens 
multiplication: in fact, by Lemma "the Arens
multiplications agree on r and are equal to left-trivial 
multiplication (that is, IJ = I for I and J in r ) .
Let us consider the set r r of right identities for 
either of the Arens multiplication. Then r r is a semigroup 
with respect to this multiplication, which again agrees with
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the left-trivial. . This semigroup is a(A**,A*)-closed. To
see this, suppose that r r is the set of right identities for
the multiplication (F,G)-*F:G. If I is an element of r r ,
then I:f = f for every f in A*. If this were not true,
there would exist an element f in A* and P in A**
such that F(f) = F:I(f) = F(I:f) ^ F(f), a contradiction.
Therefore, if J is the a(A**,A*)-limit of a net fIQ) inp
r r , then for each a in A and f in A*, we have 
J:f(a) = J(f:a)= lim Ip(f:a) = lim Ipif(a) = f(a). Then 
since J:f = f for all f in A*, we see that F:J = F 
for all P in A**. Thus, J is an element of rr » We do 
not.know if r r = F or even if Fr must he a subset of the 
unit ball of A**, Note that Lemma 3 -I-5 gives a sufficient 
condition for equality of these sets and that the condition 
implies r r = r consists of exactly one point .
Theorem 3.1*7 below gives necessary and sufficient 
conditions for there to exist an identity for either Arens 
multiplication on the bidual of a Banach algebra with 
bounded approximate identity.
1 23*1.6 Definition.. The topologies p,p , and p have
extensions.to locally convex topologies on A** defined by
the seminorms F-» max f | F : f ||, | F »f ||}, F-*||F:f||, and F-»||P*f||,
respectively, for f in A* and F in A**. The
1 2extension topologies are denoted by p_,p _, and p .6 w 6
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3.1.7 Theorem. Let A have a bounded approximate identity. 
The following are equivalent: (i) there exists an element I
of A** such that IF = F = FI (resp., I : F = F = F : I  for each F 
in A**; (ii) A* = (A,01)* (resp., (A,|32)*); (iii) 
a (A**, A*) < p2 (resp., p*)j and (iv) p2 (resp., p*) is 
Hausdorff.
Proof. To show (i) implies (ii), let F be in A**, 
f in A*, and (ea ) a bounded approximate identity for A .
By Lemma 3.1.5 we have that I is the a (A**,A*)-limit of
(e ). So lim F(f• e ) = lim F»f(e ) = I(F»f) =IF(f) = F(f).UL UL H
Thus A* is the a(A*,A**)-closure of A*°A. Since 
A**A = (A,|3^)* and is convex and norm-closed, A*=(A,|3^)*.
(ii) =* (iii). Let fF ) be a net in A** converging
Ui2to 0 in the pg topology. Then for each f in A* there
are elements a in A and g in A* such that f = g»a j
hence, |Fa (f )|= |Fa (g-a) | = |Fa »g(a) | < ||Fa .g|| | a|| and this 
last term converges to 0. Therefore, the net (Fa ) 
converges to 0 in the a(A**,A*) topology.
(iii) => (iv) is clear, (iv) =* (i) . Let {e^) be a
bounded approximate identity for A and I be a
a(A**,A*)-cluster point of [e ). For f in A* and a incc
A we have that ||f• ae - f »a|| < ||f|| ||ae — a|| and the latterw# OC
term converges to 0 . So for F in A** we see that
F-f (a) =F(f-a) = lim F(f-ae ) = lim (F »f)-a (e )= I (F» (f-a)) =
(I F).f(a). Thus, ( F - I QF)«f = 0. Since the topology p2
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is Hausdorff by assumption, F = IqF . Moreover, I is a 
right identity by Lemma 3-l*^«
The proofs for the other equivalences are similar.
Arens [ 2] has given several necessary and sufficient 
conditions for regularity on the bidual of a Banach algebra, 
one of which is u(A**,A*)-continuity of either multiplication
on A** in the second variable. If f is an element of A*,
let L^:A-+A* be the mapping defined by L|.(a) = f«a for 
a in A . Hennefeld [ll] and Gulick [10] have shown that 
the Arens multiplications on A** are regular if and only 
if for each f in A* the mapping Lf is weakly compact; 
that is, if and only if the set (Lf (a) : a e A, ||a||<l) in A* 
is relatively a(A*,A**)-compact. This criterion appears in 
the next theorem.
3.1.8 Theorem. Let A have a bounded approximate identity.
If S denotes the unit ball of A**, the following are 
equivalent: (i) the Arens multiplications are regular on A**; 
(ii) the sets S*f and S:f are a(A*,A**)-compact for each 
f in A*; (iii) ct(A**, A*) < \sQ < t (A**, A*); and
(iv) ct(A**,A*)Jg < |ie jg< t (A**,A*)|gj that is, the relative 
topologies on S are so ordered.
Proof. To see that (i) =* (ii), let f be an element
of A* and let {G :f ) be a net in S:f. By thecc
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a(A**,A*)-compactness of S we choose a a (A**,A*)-cluster
point G in S of the..net (Ga ) . Then for each F in A**
we have that GF is a ct(A**,A*)-cluster point of the net
{G F} by Lemma 3»1*3. Since the Arens multiplications are oc
regular by hypothesis, we also have that GF = F:G and
G F = F:G for each a . Therefore, F(G:f) = F:G(f) is a OC oc
cluster point of the net {F:G (f)) for each F in A**oOC
Hence, G:f, an element of S:f, is a a(A*,A**)-cluster point 
of the net fG ;.f} . The set S*f is a(A*,A**)-compact by
OC
an analogous argument.
(ii) =* (iii) . Let (Fa ) be a net in A** converging
to 0 in the t (A**?A*) topology and let f be an element
of A*. Then (F } converges to 0 uniformly on every
absolutely convex a(A*,A**)-compact set and, in particular,
on the sets S*f and S:f. Hence for e > 0  there is an
a such that for a > a  we have max {| F (H*f )|, | F (H:f)|}<eO  O  OC oc
for every H in S . Restricting H to lie in the unit ball
of A, we have that max{||F:f ||, ||F f ||} < e ; that is, the net
{F ) converges to 0 in the u topology.OC
We now show that a(A**,A*) < n . Let I be a
a(A**,A*)-cluster point of a bounded approximate identity 
for A. Then FI = F for every F in A** by Lemma 3-1-4-. 
If IF = F for every F in A** as well, we see that
a(A**,A*) < l-tf < He, by Theorem 3-lo7° Therefore, it 
suffices to prove that IF = F for every F in A**.
4o
Assume, to the contrary, that there exists some F in
A** with IF -4 F . There exists a subnet fe ) of a boundedP
approximate identity for A such that I is the
ct(A**,A*)-limit of this subnet. Let g be an element of
A* such that IF(g) / F(g) . Since I is the a (A**, A*)-limit
of {e^}, we have IF(g) = l(F*g) = lim F »g(e^) = lim F(g°e^).
Now, the net [g*eQ ] is a subset of S:g , which isP
a(A*,A**)-compact by hypothesis. Hence, there exists an
element H in S so that H:g is a a(A*,A**)-cluster point
of the net {g«e0}. Since this net converges to g in theP
a (A*,A) topology, we see that g = H:g. Consequently,
F(g) = F(H:g) is a cluster point of the net fF(g°eg)}, but
this net converges to IF(g). Thus we have F(g) = IF(g)
in contradiction to the method in which g is chosen.
(iii) => (iv) is clear. Lastly, to show that (iv) => (i),
let F and G be elements of A** such that ||F|| < 1 .
There exists a net fa ) in the unit ball of A which con-1 a
verges to F in the a(A**,A*) topology by Goldstine's 
Theorem. Then the convergence occurs with respect to the 
(i.g topology by hypothesis. In particular, for each f in 
A* we have that max f||F«f - a »f ||, ||F: f — f «a ||} converges to
(X >x
0 . Therefore, GF(f) = G(F»f) = limGfa^**) = lim G:f (a^) ••=
F(G:f) =F:G(f) for each f in A* ; thus GF = F :G .
1 2The same theorem holds for u. or li in place of 
. In fact, the proof of (ii) => (iii) shows that if S:g is
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c (A*, A**)-compact for all g in A*, then ct(A*** A*) < |î  < \i .1 v
Analogously, the cr(A*, A**)-compactness of S°g shows that
a (A**, A*) < |ig < \i . Finally in (iv) => (i) notice that the
1 2same reasoning applies for p_ or u in place of u .6  S  S
If A has an involution, there is a natural candidate 
for an involution on A**.
3.1.9 Definition. Let A he a Banach *-algebra. For f in 
A* define f*(a) = f(a*), and for F in A** define
F*(f) = F(f*)..
The operator F -> F* on A**, which extends the 
involution on A , is isometric,, conjugate-linear and idem- 
potent. However, in the absence of regularity (FG)* can 
fail to be G*F* for F and G in A**. A simple 
calculation shows that (FG)* = G*:F* and proves the follow­
ing theorem.
3.1.10 Theorem. Let A be a Banach *-algebra. The 
operator F -»F* on A** is an involution if and only if 
the Arens multiplications on A** are regular.
Section 2. B̂ ; and AB*-Algebras and Extension of the
J Topology.
In this section we define an AB*-algebra, of which a 
B*-algebra is an example. We give an extension of the J
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topology to A** whose relationship to a(A**,A*) 
distinguishes B* , AB* and non-AB* algebras. In the 
process of defining this extension we have an intermediate 
result that the Arens multiplications are regular on any 
AB*-algebra with bounded approximate identity„ The proof is 
an adaptation of one by Tomita [27] in which he shows the 
existence of an involution on the bidual of a B*-algebra.
We also include the essentials of his proof that this 
involution satisfies the B*~condition.
3.2.1 Definition. Let A be a Banach *-algebra. Then A 
is said to be an AB*-algebra if the set P ={0 e A*:0(x*x)> 0 3 
Vx e A] separates points of A**.
Any B*-algebra is an AB*-algebra with bounded 
approximate identity by [ 7 ,pp,15 and 40] . In the next 
section we give two examples of AB*-algebras with bounded 
approximate identity which are not B* under any equivalent 
norm.
-The'■'■■■following theorem is used extensively and standard­
izes notation in this section.
3.2.2 Theorem. Let A be a Banach *-algebra with bouhded 
approximate identity. For each 9 in P there exist a 
Hilbert space H q , a -^-representation T0:A-»B(H0) and a 
cyclic vector h0 in H0 such that 9 (a) =((T0 (a)h 0Jh0)) for
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each a in A . Moreover, there exists a norm-continuous 
linear mapping Tg : A** -* B(Hg) which extends Tg and has 
.the properties that Tg(F*) = (Tg(F))* and Tg(FG) = 
Tg(F)°Tg(G) for every F and G in A**.
Proof. For the existence of H.q , Tg, and hg refer 
to Theorem 4.5.14 of [16 ] . The -^-representation Tg is 
norm-continuous by .Theorem 4.5.4 of [16]. For x and y in.
Hq define a linear functional [x,y] on A by [x,y] (a)
= ((Tg(a)x,y)) for each a in A . Then [x,y] is actually 
an element of A* and ||[x,y]|| < ||Tg||||x|| ||y|| , where ||x|| 
and ||yH denote the Hilbert-space norms.
Let F be an element of A**. Define a mapping Yp
from H0 xHg to the complex field by Yp(x,y) = F([x,y]).
Then Yp is a bounded sesquilinear form on H. Consequently, 
there is a unique element Tg(F) in B(Hg) such that 
((Tg(F)x,y)) = F([x,y]) for each x and y in H and 
such that ||T0 (F)|| = Ihpll < ||F|| ||T0| by [ 3 .p.130].
The mapping F-»Tg(F) is easily seen to be a norm- 
continuous linear mapping Tg: A** -» B(Hg) which extends Tg . 
By several easy calculations using the definition of Tg 
and using that Tg is a *-representation, we have 
Tg(FG) =Tg(F)°T0 (G) and Tg(F*) = (T(F) )* for each F and G 
in A**.
3.2.3 Corollary. Each Tg for 0 in P is a(A**jA*)-WOT
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continuous.
Proof. Let [G ) be a net in A** which converges tovl
0 in the cj(A**,A*) topology. Then for every x and y 
in H0 we have that ((T0 (G )x,y)) = G ([x,y]) converges to 
0. Hence, the net (T0 (G )} converges to 0 in the weak^  OC
operator topology.
3.2.4 Lemma. Let A be a Banach *-algebra with bounded 
approximate identity, let 9 be an element of P , and let 
F and G be elements of A**. Then (i) F*F(0) > 0 ;
(ii) F*G(0) = G*F(0); (iii| |FG(0)|2 < FF*(0)-G*G(e) ; and
(iv) the mapping for H in A** is a seminorm
on A**.
Proof. Let T:A**-+B(H) be the extended representation 
generated by 9 and h the cyclic vector as in Theorem 
3.2.2. Note that 9 = [h,h] . Therefore, F*F(0) =F*F([h,h])
= .||T-(F-)h|-2 > -0-.- Furthermore, F*G(0) = F*G([h,h])
= ((T(G)*T(F)h,h)) = G*F(0). Property (iii) now follows 
from (i) and (ii) by a standard argument [16,p.213]5 and
(iv) is. an...immediate consequence of (i), (ii), and (iii).
3.2.3 Theorem. The Arens multiplications are regular on an 
AB*-algebra having a bounded approximate identity.
Proof. Let A be such an algebra. By Theorem 3»1»10 
it suffices to show that (FG)* = G*F* for every F and G
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in A**. Suppose for some F and G this equality were 
false. Then since A is AB*, there would exist an 
element 9 in P such that (FG)*(0) ^ G*F*(0). Noting that 
0* = Qs we would then have FG(0) ^ G*F*(0) in contra­
diction to part (ii) of Lemma 3.2.4. Hence (FG)* = G*F* for 
each F and G in A**.
The converse of this theorem is not true and that is 
shown in the next section.
For the remainder of this section let A denote a
Banach *-algebra with bounded approximate identity.
1*753.2.6 Definition. The seminorms F -> max [FF* (0) ,
1
F*F(0)^) for F in A** and 0 in P define a locally 
convex topology on A** called J which clearly extends 
J .
We prove that .J < t(A**,A*) under the condition that 
J  is Hausdorff on • A, or equivalently, that P separates 
points of A.. The proof of this result, Theorem 3.2.10, is 
rather long and is divided into several lemmas, which are 
independently useful. We will assume that J is Hausdorff 
through Theorem 3.2.10.
3.2.7 Lemma. Let F be an element of A** and S be the 
Unit ball of A**. We have the following: (i) if Rp:A**-»A**
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is defined by Rf (G) = GP and pR:A**-*A** by pR(G)=G:F,
then both Rp and pR are linear and a (A**,A*)-continuous;
(ii) if Lp :A**-»A** is defined by Lp (G) = FG and 
pL:A**-»A** by pL(G) = F:G , then both Lp and pL are 
linear and cr( A**,A*) - cr(A**, (A,®0*) continuous; and (iii) 
the sets S *0 and S:0 are absolutely convex and
a(A*,A**)-compact for each 0 in P .
Proof. Part (i) is a restatement of Lemma 3..1*3 and
is included here for the reader's convenience. To show 
a(A**, (A,^)*)-convergence, it suffices by Theorem 2.1.8 to 
show pointwise convergence on P . Let 9 be an element of 
P . If fG ) is a net in A** converging to 0 in theUl
a(A**,A*) topology, the net f G *} converges to 0 in the
same topology. Hence, lim FG (9) = lim G *F*(0) = 0 andO C  o c
lim F:Ga (0) = lim Ga*F*(0) = 0  in view of Lemma 3*2.4 and 
the equality (F:G)* = G*F*. Thus, Lp and pL are
a(A**,A*) - a(A**, (A,«^)*) continuous.
Let fF *0) be a net in S*0. Since S isa
a(A**,A*)-compact, there exists a cr(A**,A*)-cluster point 
F in S for the net {Frt). For each G in A** theOC
element LqF is a ct(A**, (A,^)*)-cluster point of the net 
fLGFa ) by part (ii). In particular, GF(0) = lim GF^(0), for 
some subnet {F^} of 0^3* Hence F»0, which is an element 
of S*0, is a a (A*,A**)-cluster point of [F *0)*
OC
The a (A*,A**)-compactness of S:0 is shown similarly 
by means of the map .
3.2.8 Lemma. Let 6 be an element of P , let W be the
set (GeA**:G*G(0) < 1}, and let U be the set
{aeA: 0 (a*a) < 1). Then W = if ° in A**.
Proof. We first prove that W is contained in U ° ° .
Let G be a non-zero element of W, choose f in U° and
e > 0, and set 6 = e/3 • ||G|| . Then there exists an element
a in A such that (i) ||a|| < ||g||; (ii) ||(G-a)*0|| < 6 ; and
(iii) |G(f)-f(a)| < e/3. To see this, we select a net 
(a ) in A converging to G in the t (A**,A*) topology such
OC
that ]|a | < ||G|| for each a by Goldstine's Theorem. Lemma 
OC
3.2.7 ensures us that {a ) converges to G uniformly on
the set S:0, where S denotes the unit ball of A**. There
is an aQ such that for a > aQ we have that |(G - aa )(F: 9) | < 6 
for each F in S. Restricting F to lie in the unit ball 
of A, we see that | (G - a) *0|| < 6 for a > a Q . Furthermore, 
there is an a-j_ such that | G(f) -f(aa )| < e/3 for a >  a-j_.
Choose a equal to an a where a > a_ and a > an > then a
(X U
has the desired properties.
An application of Lemma 3*2.4 now yields the following:
| (G*G - a*a) (0) < |G*(G- a) (0)| + |{j* - a*)a(0) = |G*(G*0 - a«0)| 
+ |a*(G-a) (0)| < 2||G|| | (G - a)'0|| < 2e/3. Since G is in 
W, by the choice of a we have that 0(a*a) < 2 e/3
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1
+ G*G(0) < 2 e/3 + 1 ; in particular, 0(a*a)"^< 2 e/3 + 1 . 
Recall that since f is in U°, we have |f(x)| <0 (x*x)^ 
for every x in A[l8*]j> .13]. Hence, |G(f)| < e/3 
+ < e/3 + 0(a*a)^,< 1+e. As e is arbitrary, we
see that |G(f)| <1. This argument proves ¥ to be 
contained in U°°.
Since U is contained in W, for equality of W and
U°° it suffices to show that ¥ is absolutely convex and
a(A**,A*)-closed. The set ¥ is clearly absolutely convex.
Let G in A** be the a (A**, A*)-limit of a net [F ') in
¥ . Then by. Lemma 3*2.7 we have that G*G(0) = lim G*F (0).
Since {F } is a subset of ¥, we see by Lemma 3*2.4 that a 1 1 1 
|G*F (0) | < G*G(0y2'F *F (e)"2 < G*G(0)”2 * Then
cc ■ OC OC '
G*G(0) < sup|G*F (0)| < G*G(0)2; hence, G*G(0) < 1 and G—  OC
is in ¥. ¥e have now shown that ¥ is a(A**,A*)-closed
and have completed the proof.
3.2.9 Corollary. In the notation of the lemma ¥° (taken
in A*) is ct(A*,A**)-compact.
Proof. Let ff } be a net in ¥° and let U beIX
as in the lemma. Then ¥° (in A*) equals U°, which is 
a(A*,A)-compact. Hence, there is an element f in ¥° 
which is a a(A*,A)-cluster point of the net (£/)• WeIX
show it is also a c(A*,A**)-cluster point.
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Let F be a non-zero element of A** and e >0„  By
the same argument as in the preceding proof we can select a
in A with the properties: ||a|| < ||f|| and ||(F - a) *01|_<(e2)/lS-||p||0
Then. F - a is an element of (e/3)¥. Furthermore, for each
a there is a 0 > a  such that | (f^ - f ) (a) | < e/3 - Keeping
in mind that {f } U {f) is a subset of ¥°, we have thatcc
for each a there exists some 0 so that |F(f^ — f )|
< | (F - a) (fp)| + | (fp - f ) (a) | + | (a - F) (f) | <3 (e/3) = e. This 
proves f to be a a(A*,A**)-cluster point of the net {f }.C C
3.2.10'Theorem. If A has a bounded approximate identity 
and J is Hausdorff on A (or, equivalently, P separates 
points of A),then J < t(A**,A*).
Proof. It suffices to show that the polar (in A*) of 
a basic ^ -neighborhood of 0 is relatively a (A*,#*)- compact. 
A base for ^-neighborhoods is all sets of the form 
{f6 A**:FF*(0) < 1 and F*F(0) < 1} for 6 in P. Let U 
be one such set; let ¥ = {F e A** :F*F (0) < 1) and 
¥* = fFe A**:F*e W} . Then U equals the intersection of ¥ 
and ¥*. The set ¥ is absolutely convex and a (A**,A*)-closed 
by Lemma 3.2.8; and since F ■+ F* is a a(A**, A*)~continuous 
mapping we also have that the absolutely convex set ¥* is 
a(A**,A*)-closed. Therefore, U° is the a (A*, A**)-closed 
absolutely convex hull of ¥°U(¥*)°. The set ¥° in A* is 
a(A*,A**)-compact by Corollary 3.2.9] the set (¥*)° is
certainly closed in this topology; hence U° is contained 
in W° + (W*)°. It is easy to see that if (W0 )* denotes 
the set ( feA*:f*e W°), we have (W°)* = (W*)°. Since 
f -> f * is a a(A*,A**)-continuous mapping, the set (W*)° 
is also a(A*,A**)-compact; therefore, so is W°+(W*)°.
This completes the proof.
We proceed to show that the relationship of Je to 
ct(A**,A*) distinguishes B*, AB*, and non-AB* algebras. 
Recall that in this section we are always assuming A to 
have a bounded approximate identity, but now we no longer 
require that the J topology be Hausdorff on A .
In Lemma 3.1.4 we showed any a(A**,A*)-cluster point 
in A** of a bounded approximate identity for A is a
right identity for both Arens multiplications.
3.2.11 Lemma. Any a (A**,A*)-cluster point I in A** of a 
bounded approximate identity for A has the property that
IF(0) for every F in A** and 0 in P .
Proof. Let I be such a point, F be an element of
A**, B be an element of P, and (e0 ) be a subnet of thep
bounded approximate identity such that IF(0) is the limit
of F.0(ea ). If S denotes the unit ball of A**, thenP
{0*ep) is a subset of S:0, a a(A*,A**)-compact set by
Lemma 3.2.7. Hence, there exists an element H of S such
that H:0 is a a (A*,A**)-cluster point of the net (0*ea ).P
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Since 0 is the cr(A*,A)-limit of (0*ep), we also have
that 9 = H:0. Consequently, F(H:0) equals F(0) and is
a cluster point of {F(0*eo )). By the choice of {eQ}, weP P
then have F(0) = IF(0).
A similar proof shows that such a cluster point I in. 
A** has the property that I:F(0) = F(0) for every F in 
A** and 9 in p ; however, we do not need this result.
3.2.12 Lemma. For each F in A** the following are 
equivalent: (i) F*F(0) = 0 for every 9 in F; (ii) F(0)=O 
for every 0 in P; and (iii) FF*(0) = 0 for every 9 in 
P.
Proof. To show (i)=* (ii)* let I he a a(A**,A*)- 
cluster point of a bounded approximate identity for A. Then 
for each 9 in P we have |F(0) | 2 = | IF(0)| 2 < II*(0)-F*F (0) = 0 
by hypothesis and Lemma 3.2.4. Hence (ii) follows.
(ii) => (i) . We first show that G: (G*»0) is an 
element of P for each G in A** and 9 in P. Clearly, 
G:(G**0) is an element of A*. For x in A we have 
G: (G* • 9) (x*x) = G(x*x .(G**0)) = (Gx*) (xG*) (0) = (x*:G) (xG*)(0)
= (xG*)*(xG*)(0) > 0.
Let I be a a (A**,A*)-cluster point of an hermetian
bounded approximate identity for A; then 1 = 1* and
IF(0) = F(0) for each F in A** and 0 in P. Further­
more, I is a right multiplicative identity for either
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multiplication on A** by Lemma 3*1»^» For any complex 
number X and 0 in P we have that (XI+F*): [(XI + F*)* *0] 
is an element of P, and by hypothesis evaluation of this 
functional at P gives 0 . Expanding the resulting 
equation and using the hypothesis, we have the following: 
XF:F*(0) +XFF(0) + (F:F*)F(0) = 0 .  Setting X =1, -1, i, and 
-i ; multiplying the corresponding equations by 1, -1, i, 
and -i respectively-; and adding, we obtain 4F:F*(0) = 0.
Thus, F*F(0) = (F*F)*(0) = F*:F(0) = 0.
  To show that (iii) is equivalent to (i), note that
F(0) = F*(0) for each 0 in P and apply the above 
arguments to F*.
3.2.13 Lemma. If an element F is the t (A**,A*)-limit of a 
net [a ) in A with the property that ||a | < ||F|| for
CL 1
each a , then F* is the t (A**,A*)-limit of the net {a *}OC
and F*F is the a(A**, (A,</)*)-limit of the net [a *a ).
UL vJL
Proof. The mapping f -* f * in A* is a(A*, A**)-continous . 
It now follows that G-* G* in A** is t (A**,A*)-continuous. 
Hence, we have the first assertion.
Let S denote the unit ball of A** and let us assume 
that F is in S . The sets S:0 and S-0 are 
a(A*,A**)-compact for each 0 in P by Lemma 3.2.7; so 
lim||F»0= aa ,0| =° and F* is the uniform limit of faa*)
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on S*0. Let e > 0; then there is an aQ such that for 
a > a we have that ||F«0 - a *0|| < e/2 and | F* - a*)(K «0)| <e/2w Li
for each K in S. Hence, | (P*P - a *a ) (0) | < |(F*-a*)(F’0) |
vJL vJL *“
+ | a * (F• 0 - a -0) | < e/2 + ||a *|| | (P - aj -0|| < e . The seconda  a  oc o c
assertion now follows.
3.2.14 Theorem. Let S denote the unit ball of A**. Then
the following are equivalent: (i) A is AB* ; (ii) < P >  is 
norm-dense in A* ; (iii) is Hausdorff on A** ;
(iv) u(A**,A*) s < |g ; and (v) there is a set of a(A**,A*)
- WOT continuous cyclic -^-representations of A** which 
separate points of A**.
Proof. To show that (i) =* (ii)* note that the polar
in A** of < P >  is zero by hypothesis. Therefore, A* is 
the cr(A*,A**)-closed absolutely convex hull of P. Since
the norm-closure of a convex set is the same as the
a (A*,A**)-closure, (ii) now follows.
(ii) =* (iii). Let F be a non-zero element of S.
There is an element f of A* such that F(f) > 0, and 
there are elements 0^ in P and complex numbers
\± (i = l, 2, 3* 4) such that ||f - E^=1Xi0±||< F(f )/2 • ||F|| . 
Therefore, 0 < F(f) < |̂ | |F(0^) | H--^F(f) ; and so,
max {|F(0j_) | :i = 1, 2,3*4) > 0. Now apply Lemma 3.2.12.
(iii) =* (iv) Let {F } be a net in S converging toCC
0 in the of topology. There exists a a(A**,A*)-cluster
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point in S , say F , of this net. It suffices to show 
that F is 0 . Either there exists a 0 in P such that 
F*F(0) > 0 , or for each 0 in P we have that F*F(0) = 0. 
In the latter case Lemma 3.2.12 yields that FF*(0) = 0 for 
each 0 in P , and so by hypothesis F is 0 . Assuming 
the former case holds, we reach a contradiction by means of 
the following argument. Since {F ) converges to 0 in 
the J topology, there is an a such that a > ac u u
implies -̂a*Fa (0) < (l/4)F*F(0). For any a > aQ we have 
|F*Fa (0)| < F*F(0)^«Fa*Fa (0)’2 < -|f *F(0). By Lemma 3.2.7 we 
see that F*F is a ct(A**,(A,^)*)-cluster point of {F*F }.
Hr
Hence F*F(0) < lim sup|F*F (0)| < -kF*F(0), which is a1 OC 1 ^
contradiction.
(iv) =» (v). Applying Theorem 3.2.2 and its corollary 
to each 0 in P, we generate a set of cyclic and
a(A**,A*)- WOT continuous -^-representations of A**. More­
over, for a non-zero element F of A** there exists by
hypothesis and Lemma 3.2.12 some 0 in P such that
F(0) ^ 0 .  If T denotes the representation generated by 
this 0 and h its cyclic vector, then T(F) is also
unequal to 0 since ((T(F)h,h)) = F(0).
(v) => (i). We first show that for any ct(A**,A*) - 
WOT continuous cyclic -^-representation S:A**-»B(H) with 
cyclic vector h this set, (S(a)h:aeA), is dense in H. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the norm of h
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is 1 . Let x be any element of H and e > 0 . There 
exists an element G of A** such that ||S(G)h-x|| <-i e . 
Choose a net {b ) in A converging to G in theOC
t (A**,A*) topology with the property ||b | < ||g | for eachCC “
a by Goldstine's Theorem. Then G* is the t (A**,A*)-limit
of fba*3 and is the c(A**, (A,»<’)•*)-limit of (t>a*ba ]
by Lemma 3-2.13. The a(A**,A*) - WOT continuity of S
implies that S(G) and S(G*) are the WOT-limits of
{S(b )) and fS(b *)) respectively.OC cc
For y and z in H define a linear functional
[y,z] on A by [y,z](a) = ((S(a)y,z))\ in particular,
[y,y] (a*a) > 0 for each a in A . By [28] we have that 
[y,y] is an element of P in A* for each y in H. Since 
4[y*z] = [y + z,y + z] - [y - z,y - z] +i[y + iz,y + iz]
-i[y - iz,y - iz] for any y and z in H, the linear 
functional [y,z] is also an element of A*. Taking y = S(G)h 
and z = h , w e  have G*( [S(G)h ,h]) = lim [S(G)h,h] (b *)OC
= lim (( S(ba*)S(G)h,h)) = ((S(G*)S(G)h,h)) = ||S(G)h||2 .
Moreover, for a in A we have that [S(G)h,h](a)
= ((S (a) S (G)h,h)) = lim ((S(ba )h,S(a*)h))= lim((S( aba)h5h))
= lim [h,h]-a(b ) = G»[h,h](a) . Hence G*G([h,h])OC
= l|S(G)h||2 .
Since [h,h] is an element of (A,^)* so that 
G*G([h,h]) = lim [h,h] (ba*ba )* and since [h,h](ba*ba ) =
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||S(b )h||2 for each a , we have ||S(G)h||2 = lim||S(b )h||2.CC (X
Using this equality and recalling that S(G) is the
WOT-limit of S(b ), we see that 0 = lim||s(b )h||2O C  o c
- 2-lim Re((S(b )h, S(G)h)) + ||S(G)h||2 = lim||S(b )h-S(G)h||2.O C  o c
Choose b such that ||S (b )h - S (G)h|| < \  e . Finally, for
this b we have ||S(b )h-x|| < ||S (b )h - S (G)h||O C  O C  ' 1 o c
+ ||S(G)h-x|| < e. This proves that (S(a)h:aeA) is dense 
in H .
To show that (v) => (i), let F be a non-zero element 
of A** and S:A**-»B(H) be a a(A**,A*)- WOT continuous cyclic 
■^-representation with cyclic vector h such that S(F) ̂  0.
There are elements x and y in H and e > 0 such that
0 < e < |((S(F)x,y))|. Choose a in A so that
||S(a)h - x|| <max {e/(2||S(F)|| ||y|| ), -g||x||}, and choose b in
A so that ||S(b)h - y|| < g/(2||S(F)|| ||s(a)||) . Then since 
INI < we see that | (( S (F)x,y)) - ((S (Fa)h, S (b)h)) |
< | (( S(F)x - S(Fa)h,y)) | + | ((S(Fa) h,y - S(b)h)) |
< ||S(F)|| ||x - S(a)h | | y|| + ||S(F)|| ||S(a)|| ||y - S(b)h|| < e . There­
fore, ((S(Fa)h, S(b)h)) ^ 0.
Choose fc ) to be a net in A having F as its
t (A**,A*)-limit and satisfying the property ||c | < ||f | for1
each a by Goldstine's Theorem. Then F(a«[h,h]*b*)
= lim a«[h,h] •b*(ca ) = lim (( S (b*caa)h,h))
= lim (( S(c )S(a)h, S(b)h)) = ((S(F)S (a)h, S(b)h))^ 0. More-LI
over, 4 a-[h,h]*b* = (b* + a*)*[h,h]«(b* + a*)
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- (b* - a*)** [h,h] *(b* - a*) + i(b* + ia*)*[h,h] • (b*+ ia*)
- i (b*-ia*)*‘[h,h] • (b*-ia*)*. Hence, for \ = 1,-1,i, or -i 
we see that F((b* 4-\a*)**[h,h]»(b* + \a*)) ^ 0 . This 
inequality shows that there exists an element of P at 
which F is unequal to 0 and completes the proof of the 
theorem.
We remark that if A is an AB*-algebra with bounded 
approximate identity, any -^-representation of its bidual 
must be norm-continuous. For such an algebra A the bidual 
A** under either Arens multiplication is a Banach algebra 
with identity by Theorems 3*2.5 and 3*1*10 and by Lemmas
3.1.4 and 3.1 .5. Therefore, any *-representation is norm
continuous by [I5,p* 241].
Part of Tomita's proof [27] that the bidual of a 
B*-algebra is again B* provides the second assertion of the 
next theorem, after which his complete proof is essentially 
given.
3.2.15 Theorem. Let A have a bounded approximate identity, 
and let SQ denote the unit ball of A* . Then (i) A is 
a B*-algebra under an equivalent norm if and only if 
<j(A**,A*) < JQ 1 and (ii) A is a B*-algebra if and only if
Sq = U.{x € A: 6 (x*x) < 1 ,  0 e P fl SQ )0 .
Proof of (i). Suppose A is a B*-algebra under an
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equivalent norm. Let y be an element of (A**,^e)*, and let
{F ) be a net in A** converging to 0 in the J topology. 
OC 6
Then applying Lemma 3.2.11 to choose an element I in A**
such that IG(0) = G(0) for each G in A** and applying
Lemma 3*2.4, we have that lim|F (0)| = lim|lF(0)|1 1 a
< II*(0)"^*lim F *F (0)"2 - 0, Hence, J -convergent nets“* U. d C
converge pointwise on < P > . Using this fact, the hypothesis 
and Corollary 2.6.4 of [7 ], we see that A* is contained in. 
(A**,«0*. Consequently, a(A**,A*) < J by the Mackey-Arens 
Theorem.
Conversely, suppose that a(A**,A*) < J . For f in 
A* there exists some 0 in P such that the set 
U = {Fe A**:FF*(0) < 1 and F*F(0) < 1) is contained in the
set V = {Fe A**:|F(f)| < 1}. Then the linear functional f
is an element of V° in A*, which is contained in U° . 
Applying Lemma 3.2.8 we see that f is an element of (A,</)*. 
Thus, A* = (A,«0*. Corollary 2.1.9 implies there exists a 
B*-norm x |x| on A under which A is complete and for 
which the identity function I:A-> (A,x-» |x|) is continuous.
An application of the Open Mapping Theorem concludes the 
proof.
Proof of (ii). Before we begin the proof we make the 
following observation. If W denotes the union'PH SQ of 
the sets (aeA:0(a*a) < 1}° for 0 in P fl SQ, and if U0
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(for a specific 0) denotes the set (aeA:0(a*a) < 1}, then
1 ' o0(a*a)"^ - sup {| f (a) | : f e U@} for each a in. A and 0 in.
P. To see this, we note that for each f in. U° we have1 1
| f (x) | < 1 whenever 0 (x*x)"^ < 1 and so | f (x)| < 0 (x*x)"^
for every x in A by [l8*p.l3]» Consequently,
1
sup {| f (a) | : f e U° < 0(a*a)^ for each a in. A. By the
Hahn-Banach Theorem for any point a in. A there is a
1
linear functional f such that |f(x)| < 0(x*x)2 for all
1 “
x in A and f(a) = 0(a*a)"^ ; this linear functional f is 
an element of Ug and, thus 0 (a*a)2 - sup (| f (a)| :f e Ug).
Suppose A is a B*-algebra; then ||a||
= sup (0(a*a) : 0 e P fl Sq } for each a in A by [7 40] „
By the remark above, we have ||a|| = sup {| f (a) | :f e W) for each 
a in A. Thus W° (in A) is the unit ball of A and W00
i
(in. A*) is SQ .
To show that W = S , it suffices to show that W iso
absolutely convex and ct(A*,A)-closed„ We first prove 
convexity. Let f and g be elements of W and 0 < \ < 1 .  
Say f . is an element of U° and g is an element ofU
U° so that |f(a)|^< 0 (a*a) and |g(a)|2 < 0 (a*a) for each cp —  —
a in A. Set y = \0 + (l-X)cpjthen y is in P n S Q . The
pconvexity in (O*00) of the real function x -» x gives us 
for each a in A that |\f (a) + (1 - X )g(a)|2 < (X|f-(a)|^
+ (1-X)|g(a)|)2 < X|f(a)|2 +(1-X)|g(a)|2 < y  (a*a).
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Consequently, \ f + ( l - \ ) g  is an element of W . The absolute 
convexity of W now follows.
To prove that W is a(A*,A)-closed, we let 
ir:(PnS0 ) x SQ -» SQ be the projection on the second coordinate 
and let Wx = {(0,f) € (PH SQ ) x SQ :f € U°-). Note that PflSQ 
as well as SQ is a(A*,A)-compact; the product (Pfl SQ ) x SQ 
is then compact in the product topology. Moreover, W1 is 
closed in this topology: for if f(0et"f’a )} is a nei in
converging to (6,g) in (PH S ) x S , then g(a) = lim f (a)I *] U  U  vv
and 0(a*a)"^ - lira 0ot(a*a )'̂  for each a in A; since
1
I (a) I < en (a*a)"̂  for each a , we have | g(a) | = lim| f (a) |UC 1
< lim 0 (a*a)'2 = 0 (a*a)2; thus (6^g) is an element of W-, .OC
Therefore, is compact in the product topology; and W, 
being the image of W-̂  under the continuous mapping tt is 
a(A*,A)-compact. The assertion that W - SQ is now proved.
Conversely, assume that S0 =W. Prom our initial 
observation we have for each a in A that IIall
1
= sup {| f (a) | : f e SQ ) = sup {| f (a) | : f e W)= sup {0 (a*a) 2; 0eP nSQ )
< ||a*a||2 . Therefore, ||a|| < ||a*a|| < ||a|| for each element a of 
A ; so A is a B*-algebra. This completes the proof of the 
theorem.
We now give the essentials of Tomita's proof that the 
bidual of a B*-algebra is B * .
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3.2.16 Theorem. If C is a B*-algebra* then C** with the 
Arens multiplication (F*G)-*FG is also B* „
Proof. We note that C has a bounded approximate
identity. Application of Theorems 3-1.10 and 3.2.5 gives
us that F-»F* is an isometric involution on A**. Since
C* = < P >  by [ 7 *p.40]* then C** has an identity by Lemmas
3.1.4 and 3-2.11. Part (ii) of Theorem 3.2.15 and Lemma
3.2.8 show that SQ = U [F e C** :F*F (9) < 1, 0 e p n SQ )0 . Taking
the polar in C** of the set {Fe C**:F*F(0) < 1}° for any
0 in. P, we recover the set (Fe C**:F*F(0) < 1] by Lemma
3.2.8. If S denotes the unit ball of C**„ then S
= fl (F e C**:F*F(0) < 1, 0ePn^So ). Using this equality and
the fact that G-» sup [G*G(0)"^: 0 e P fl Sq is a norm, we have 
1 1 
| | F | |  = {F*F(0)^:0 e PH SQ } < ||F*F|p < ||P|| for each F in
C** by [i 8^P-13]. Hence^ C** is a B*-algebra.
Section 3. Examples.
Using a general method for constructing AB*-algebras* 
we give two examples having bounded approximate identities* 
one commutative and one non-commutative* which are not B* 
under any equivalent norm. Algebraic properties of AB*~ 
algebras are investigated with partial results. To 
characterize those Banach algebras for which the Arens 
multiplications on the bidual are regular remains unsolved.
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We conclude this section with various examples on which to 
base conjectures concerning this problem.
3 . 3  « 1  D e f i n i t i o n . L e t  a  f a m i l y  o f  B a n a c h  s p a c e s .
L e t  c o ( £ © A n ) b e  t h e  c Q - d i r e c t  s u m ; a  t y p i c a l  e l e m e n t  i s  a  
s e q u e n c e  ( x n ) s u c h  t h a t  x ^  i s  i n  A n  f o r  e a c h  n  a n d  
l i m l l X j ^ H ^  =  0 ,  w h e r e  llx n lln  d e n o t e s  t h e  n o r m  o f  x n  i n  A ^ .
Let X^(2©An ) be the ^ - direct sum: a typical element is 
a sequence (yn ) such that yn is in An for each n and
Sn=lHynlln < “ •
For a further discussion of direct sums the reader is 
referred to [7 , Ch. 10] and [16 ]. The proof of the next 
theorem is straightforward.
3.3«2 Theorem. For a family of Banach *-algebras 
the cQ-direct sum is a Banach *-algebra under the following 
definitions for (an ) and (bn ) in c (IBA^) and any complex 
number \ : (i) (an ) + (bn ) = (an + bn ) 5 (ii) X (an ) = (Xan ) ;
(iij-) (an )(b n) = > (i v ) (an^* = (an*) 5 and
(v) II (an)ll = SUP HaJln’
3 . 3 * 3  Theorem. For a family of Banach spaces the
X-^-direct sum is a Banach space under the following 
definitions for (an ) and (bn ) in X^(2©Bn ) and any complex 
number (i) (an ) + (bj = (an + \ )  i (ii) X(an ) = (\an ) 5
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and (iii) | (aJH-L = 2”=1l|aJn-
Moreover, if { ^ 3^=1 is a family of Banach algebras, 
then to each linear functional f in (c0 (E©Ar)))* there 
corresponds a unique element (gn ) in satisfying
the following properties: (i) f(a) = (an ) for each
a = (an ) in c0 (£©an ) ; and (ii) if ||f|| = sup f | f (a) |
: a e c Q (S©An ), ||a|| < 1), then ||f|| = I (ĝ ,)Hq.°
Proof. Verification of the first assertion is 
straightforward. Let A denote the space co (E©An ) and A* 
the space (co (2©Ar)))* under the norm defined above. For each 
element x of A^ (k = l,2,„„.) define x to be the element 
of A whose n-th coordinate is x if n = k and n ^ k  .
Then the mapping x -► x from Â . to A is an isometric 
linear mapping. If f is an element of A*, the complex­
valued mapping gk defined on Afe (k = 1, 2, „..) by 
gk(x) = f(x) is an. element of Ak* . Moreover, if a = (an ) 
is an element of A, then a = s” -1 5 and f (a) = f (a )1J U. X J. JL 1J
- ^n=lsn/an^ *
Suppose ^n=l^®n^n ^ for some positive integer N.
Choose e such that 0 < e < sJJ-ill Snlln “ \W\ • For n = lj2, - 4  
choose xn in A^ such that ||xn ||n <l, gn (xn ) > 0, and
||gnlln “ §n(xn) ^ G/N * Then Sn=l*n is an e l e m e n 't in A of’ 
norm at most 1, and ^ J M n  < e + ̂ = l gn (xn )= e + Z®=1 f (xn )
= e + f (2^=*j_xn ) < e + | f ||, a contradiction. Therefore,
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2^=1l|gnlln < llfl for every positive integer N ; thus (gn ) is 
an element of A1 (S©Ar)*) and | (g^ll^ < ||f I • Since the 
reverse inequality is easily checked and the uniqueness of 
(g^) is clear, the proof is thereby completed.
Some algebraic properties of AB*-algebras are 
established in the next two theorems.
3 .3 »4~ Theorem. Let "be a family of AB*-algebras, each
of which has a bounded approximate identy. Then co (D©An ) is 
also an AB*-algebra with bounded approximate identity.
Proof. We first show that co (2®A]n) has a bounded 
approximate identity. For each positive integer n let 
{e(n,y):y e r n ) be a bounded approximate identity for An . 
Then for any positive integer k and any choice function 
ck : (1, 2, ... ,k) -♦ U^=1 such that ck (n) is in let
I(k, c^) be the element of c0(I!©An ) whose n-th coordinate 
is e(n,ck (n)) if n = l,2, ...,k and 0 otherwise. Define 
a partial ordering on. the pairs (k,ck ) in the following way: 
(k,ck ) < (k',ck ,) if and only if k < k' and ck (n)<ck ,(n) 
in the ordering on for n = 1, 2,...,k. Then the
collection of pairs (k,ck )*denoted by F , is a directed set.
Moreover, the net (I(k,ck ): (k,ck ) eT) is a bounded 
approximate identity for c0 (S©An ). Note that for each 
pair (k,ck ) the norm of I(k,ck ) is at most 1 . Let
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x = (x ) be an element of c0 (S©An ) and e > 0 .  Then there 
is a positive integer N such that for n > N  the norm of xn 
is at most e/2. For n = l,2, ...,N there exist e(nJyr}) 
in rn such that ||xn - xne (n >Yn )||n < e/2. Define 
Cĵ (n) = Yn for n=l,2, ...,N . Then ||x - xI(N, ĉ )||
< max {||xn - xne(n,Yn )||n :n«l, .. .,N) + supf||-xn ||n :n> N) < e . 
Hence, {I(k,ck ) : (k,ck )er) is a right bounded approximate 
identity; it is also a left bounded approximate identity by 
a similar argument.
To show that c (SSA^) is AB*, it suffices by 
Theorem 3 .2.14 that the linear span of P = {0e j&̂ (E©An*): 0(x*x)
> 0,Vxe cQ (2©An )} is dense in i^(S©An*)„ Let f = (fn ) be 
an element of j&^(E©An*) and e > 0  . There is a positive 
integer N such that Sn = N + J fnlln < e/2. For each fk in 
Ak*(k - 1,2,...,N), since A^* is AB*, there are elements 
0k (i= 1,2,3,4) in A^* with the property that
0k i^xk*xk^ —  ^or every xk ^k and ^ ere are complex
numbers Xk ^ such that ||fk - j_llk < e/2N. Let
0k ^(k = l, ...,N; i = l, ...,4) denote the element of ^(BM^.*) 
whose n-th coordinate is 0, . if n = k and 0 if n / k  .K., 1
Note that for each a= (an ) in co (B©An ) we have that
®k j _ ) = i(ak*ak^ —  ^  = = 1,»®»,4).
A nThen S. n S, nXv .0, n. is an element of < P > .  Moreover,1=1 K=1 K, 1 Jkt, X
Ilf - 2 ^  ,X, .0, -II =  S N  J | f  - E ^  n X  .0 .||1 i=l k=l k,i k, iM n=lM n i=l n,i n,i"n
+ Sn=N+ll|fnlln < 6 toy the choice of N and of
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for n = l, ...,N. The proof of the theorem is now concluded.
3.3.5 Theorem. If A is an AB*-algebra, then any closed 
*-subalgebra of A is also AB*. If A also has a bounded 
approximate identity, then the algebra A-̂  formed in the usual 
way by adjoining an identity to A is AB*.
Proof. In. this proof for a Banach *-algebra C let
P^ denote the set (0eC*:0(c*c) > 0 ,  VceC). Let B be a
closed *-subalgebra of A \ then B is a Banach *-algebra.
If g is an element of B*, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem there 
is an element g in A* such that g(b) = g(b) for every 
b in B. For e > 0  there exist elements 0^ in P^ and 
complex numbers X^(i = 1,2,3*4) such that ||g - < e .
Note that 0i|g an eleroen't of Pg and- IIS “ si=ixi | bII < € 0 
Therefore, B is an. AB*-algebra by Theorem 3.2.14.
Consider A^ as the set of elements of the form
x + X e  , where e is the adjoined identity, x is an element
of A, and X is a complex number. Then A^, formed in the
usual way, with algebraic operations and involution defined 
by x = Xe-»x*+Xe is a Banach *-algebra under the norm 
||x +Xe|| = ||x|| + |X| .
Let f be an element of (A^)* and e > 0 .  Since 
f|^ is an element of A*, by hypothesis there exist 6L in
P^ and complex numbers X^ (i = l, 2,3*4) such that
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jj_f j ^ < e . Define a functional 0^ on A-̂  by
e± (x+\e) = 0j_(x) 4- l||0j_||» Then ||0̂ || = ||0jj| for each i, 
and each 0^ is an element of P^A  ̂ by [7 ,p. 23].
Define a linear functional g on by g(x+Xe) = X(f(e)
- 0j_||) • Clearly g is an element of )> •
T h e n  | | f  -  ( S ^ = 1 X i 0 ±  +  g ) | |  =  | | f  | A  -  S ^ _ 1 X i 0 1 || <  e  ; T h e r e f o r e ,
Â _ is an AB*-algebra by Theorem 3.2.14.
3.3.6 Lemma. Let A be a Banach *-algebra. If A is a 
B*-algebra under an equivalent norm, then there exists a 
constant X such that ||x||2 < X||x*x|| for every x in A.
Proof. Let x-» |x| be a norm on A such that
p *
|x*x| = |x| for each x in A and for which the identity 
mapping I:A-» (A,x-» |x|) is a homeomorphism. There exist 
constants a and p such that |x| <a||x|| < p|x| for every 
x in A . Set X equal to 02/a j then ||x||2 < (f32/a2) |x|
= (p2/a2) | x*x | < X||x*x|| for each x in A .
A partial converse of this lemma is given by Yood in 
[30]. We now construct the promised examples of AB*-algebras.
3.3*7 Example. Let T be a locally compact Hausdorff space. 
A continuous (complex-valued) function f on T is said to 
vanish at infinity if for every e >0 there is a compact 
set K in T such that |f (t)| < e for every t in T 
that is not in K . Let C (T) denote those continuous
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functions on T which vanish at infinity. Under pointwise 
algebraic operations and norm defined by ||i’l 
= supf|f(t)|:t e T], C0 (T ) is a Banach algebra. Moreover* 
Cq (T) is a B*-algebra with involution defined by f*(t)
= f (t) for f in C0 (T) a^d t in T .
For f in C0 (T) a^d any positive integer n define
Hflln = llfI L + n  sup {| f (t) - f (t* ) I :t,t» e T} . Then f ||f||n/ is
a norm under which C (T) is a Banach *~algebra; moreover, 
it is equivalent to the B*-norm. By Theorem we see
that c (E©(C (T),f-» ||f||n )) is a commutative AB*-algebra 
with bounded approximate identity. Furthermore, it is not 
B* under any equivalent norm. Suppose that it were: then 
by Lemma 3-3°6 there would exist a constant \ such that
||x||2 < \||x*x|| for each x in the Cg-direct sum. Choose
an integer N > \  , two distinct points t and t' of T, 
and a non-negative function h in C (T) such that 
1 = h(t) = Uhll̂  and h(t’) = 0. Let x denote the element
of the cQ-direct sum whose n-th coordinate is h if n = N
and 0 if n ^ N .  Then \||x*x|| < N||x*x|| - N(1 +N) < (1 + N )2 
= ||x||2j a contradiction.
3.3.8 Example. Consider , the 2x2 matinees over the
complex field, which is a B*-algebra under some norm. If
for any positive integer n define
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||a||n = maxf|ai;L|, |a22| } + n(|a12| + !a21| ). Then a -> ||a||n is 
a norm under which ^(C-) is a Banach *-algebra. In fact, 
for a and b in 77l2(c0 and any comPlex number X it is 
clear that ||a+b||n < ||a||n + ||b||n, ||a||n = ||a*||n , and 
||Xa|| = | X | ||a|| . Furthermore, if a. . and b. . (i,j=l,2)
1J IJ
denote the entries of the matrices a and b as above, 
then .||ab||n = max(| a11b11 + a12b21l 5 I a21b12 + a22b22l ^
+ n (|a11b12 + ai2b22 I +  ̂a21bll + a22b211 )
< max{| a-Q| , |a22| }-max{|bi;L| , |b22| ) + | a12 | |b21| + |a21| |b12|
+ n(|b12| + | b211 ) -max | al;L |, | a22| } + n ( | a 12|
+ I a21l ) »max (|bi:L|, |b22| } < ||b||n »max{|ai;L| , | a22| 3
+ la12l (n2lb211 + n max{|b1]L|, |b22| )) + | a21| (n2|b12|
+ n max{|bi;L|, |b22| )) < ||a||n||b||n since n > l .
Since all locally convex Hausdorff topologies on a 
finite dimensional space are equivalent [18,p. 37]> the norms 
a '+ llallri (n = 1,2, oo.) are equivalent to the B*-norm. Hence, 
cq (E® (7̂2(C-), a I allr))) a non”commu'i:a'tive AB*-algebra 
with bounded approximate identity by Theorem 3°3°^° More­
over, it is not B* under any equivalent norm. If it were, 
by Lemma 3*3-6 there would exist a constant X such that 
||x||2 < X||x*x|| for each x in this algebra. Choose an
i n t e g e r  N > X  . D e f i n e  x  t o  b e  t h e  e l e m e n t  o f  t h e  c Q - d i r e c t
0 1 )s u m  w h o s e  n - t h  c o o r d i n a t e  i s  | I i f  n = N  +  l  a n d  0
0 0 /
i f  n ^ N  +  1 .  T h e n  X | | x * x | |  < N | | x * x | |  = N  <  ( N  +  l ) 2  =  | | x | | 2 , a
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contradiction.
Shirali and Ford [25] have shown that a Banach algebra 
with an involution x -»x* is symmetric if and only if the 
involution is hermetian. We are unable to settle the 
question whether an AB*-algebra is symmetric or has an 
hermetian involution, but we give a partial result.
3.3 «9 Theorem. If any commutative AB*-algebra with identity 
is symmetric, then, any AB*-algebra with bounded approximate 
identity is symmetric.
Proof. Let A be an AB*-algebra with bounded
approximate identity. If A does not have an identity, form
A-̂  by adjoining an identity to A; then we have that A-̂  is
AB* by Theorem 3»3*5- If x is any element of A , tnen
Sp^ (x*x) = SpA (x*x) [16jP«32]. Let C denote A if A 
has an identity and A^ if it does not.
There exists a closed maximal commutative *-subalgebra 
B of C containing x*x such that SpB (x*x) = sp^,(x*x) [16, p. 
182]. Moreover, B is an AB*-algebra by Theorem 3°3«5. By 
hypothesis B is then symmetric; therefore, -1 is not an 
element of SpB (x*x) and so not in Sp^(x*x). Thus, A Is 
symmetric.
Both Examples 3*3-7 and 3-3 *8 are symmetric. To see 
this, let T be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and let
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x = (xn ) be an element of cQ (2©(C0 (T) ,xn -> Ilxnlln) ). For each 
n define yn (t) =1 - 1/(|x^(t)|2 + 1) for t in T. Each
yn is an element of CQ (T), and ||yn ||n < (llxJU2
+ 2llxnIL,llxnlln ^ 3 (Hxnlln.)2 * Therefore' y = (yn ) is an
element of cQ (S©(C (T) ,x -> ||x Hn)) and yx*x - x*x + y = 0 .
Thus, this cQ-direct sum is symmetric.
If a = (a. •) is an element of Tftp(C')* then a*a is of1J d
the form where b ^  and b22 are non-negative,
b12 = b21* and bllb22 ” b 21b12 —  Oo e denotes the
identity of ^ o (̂ )3 seb S = det (a*a + e) . Then 6a > l  ar)d 
/ , 2 2 + i -*12 \
(1/6 )( I is the inverse of a*a+ e in
\"b21 bll +1J
* Moreover, for each positive integer n we have that 
IIe - (a*a + e)_1||n < (l/6a)||a*a||n (||a*a||n + 1) < (||a||n )4 + (||a||n )2 
since 6q > 1 .
Consequently, if (an ) is an element of
co (S®(^2 (®), xn "* ^xn^n^ )3 then settinS bn = e " (an*an + e )_1'
we see that (bn ) is an element of this cQ-direct sum and
that (an*an ) (bn ) - (an*an ) + (bn ) = 0 = (bn ) (an*an )- (an*an )+ •
Hence, c (B®.(Jfl2(c.), xn llxnlln)) is symmetric.
In. section 2 we showed that if A is an AB*-algebra 
with bounded approximate identity, then the Arens multi­
plications are regular on A**. The converse of this theorem 
is not true.
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3*3.10 Example. Let A be the set of all complex-valued 
functions defined and continuous on the closed unit disc D 
of the complex plane whose restrictions to the interior of D 
are holomorphic. For x in A define x*(a)=x(cT) for all 
a in D. Then x ■+ x* is an involution on A, and we note 
in pa'ssing that it is not hermetian. With respect to this 
involution A is a commutative Banach *-algebra with identity. 
The Arens multiplications are regular on A** [4 ]; however,
A is not an AB*-algebra.
The example is a variation of a proof of Naimark 
[15,p.274], in which he shows that any linear functional of 
A* with the property f(x) = f(x*) for all x in A is
not the difference of two linear functionals f^ and in
A* having the property that fi (x*x) > 0 for all x in A.
Let xQ be any element of A such that
sup {|xQ (a) | :-l < a < 1} < 1 and H^qH^ > 1 i for example, let
x (a) = i sin(.a). Choose a in D such that o x ' o
llx I = |x (cOl. Define a linear functional on A by1 O 00 O ' o
g(x) = x(.a0 ); then g is an. element of A*. Setting P 
equal to the set. {$ e k*%0 (x*x) > 0, VxeA), we show that g 
is. not an element of the norm-closure of < P >  and, thus, that 
A is not AB* in view of Theorem 3.2.14. Suppose g were an 
element of this set: then there would exist 0^ in P and
complex numbers (i = 1, 2,3 A ) such that ||g - E^_Q_X;j_0i| < 75 »
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If $ is the carrier space of A , we denote by §* 
the set of fixed points of the homeomorphism cp-»cp* on $ 
defined by cp*(x) = cp(x*) for x in A. The set §* is 
non-empty and is in one-one correspondence with the points 
in the closed interval [-1,1]. In fact, for each cp in. $*
there is a point a in [-1,1] such that cp(x) = x(oc) for all
x in A [16,p. 304]. fretting x -»̂  be the Gelfand trans­
form on A, we have by Theorem 4.6.15 of [ 16] that each 
9^ (i = 1, 2,3,4) is of the form (x) = j ^ x  (cp) for x in A,
where m^ is a regular non-negative real measure defined on 
the Borel subsets of §*.
By the identification of the set §* with the closed 
interval [-1,1] we see that sup |x (cp) | :cp e §*}
=' sup|x(a)|:-l < a < 1] for each x in A.
Let ||m̂ || (i = 1, 2,3j4) denote the total variation of m^. 
Since sup [ |xQ (a)|:-1<a <1) < 1, there is a positive integer 
n such that sup f |x^ (a) | :-1 < a < 1) < l/(22^_1 | X . | ||m.|| + 2).
U  —  J .”  - i-  .1,
Furthermore, Hx^U^ = lx0 (ao)|n —  Let y (a )
= (l/|x^(aQ ) | )x^(a) for a in D. Then y is an element 
of A, Hyll̂  = |y(a0 )| = 1, and sup[|y(a) | :-l < a < 1)
< l/(2.2^=1|\i | ||mi| + 2) .Therefore, |g(y) ~ ̂ l=j}±6±(^) \ < \
in view of the manner in which Q. and were chosen.l i
Hence, from the definition of g and the integral represent­
ations for 6^ we have that 1 = |y(aQ )| = |g(y)|
< ■§ + lsifr>iei(y)l <
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< \  + Si=iUil I m±\\ • sup f | ̂ (cp| :cpe§*)
= \  + I mill *sup (|y(a) | :-l < a < 1) < \ + \  = 1 * a
contradiction. Therefore, g is an element of A* which 
is not in the norm closure of <P>, as was to be shown.
Finally, there are many Banach *-algebras for which 
the Arens multiplications are not regular on the bidual.
3 .3 .II Example. Let G be an infinite locally compact 
abelian group. Then the Arens multiplications on the bidual 
of the commutative Banach *-algebra L'L(G) are never regular
[4].
CHAPTER IV
ARENS MULTIPLICATIONS ON LOCALLY CONVEX COMPLETIONS
OF BANACH ALGEBRAS
If (E,JT) is a locally convex Hausdorff space, then 
there exists a complete locally convex Hausdorff space EA 
in which E can he densely imbedded] and the space EA may 
be identified with a certain subspace of (E,?)*1, the set of 
all linear functionals on (E,!J)* (see Theorem 4.1.1). We are 
interested in what properties on 'S ensure us that an Arens 
multiplication can be defined on EA with respect to E 
and (E,ff)* (see Definition 3«lol)] and if this is the case, 
whether or not EA is an algebra under this multiplication.
In section 1 we give sufficient conditions for either 
of the Arens multiplications to be defined on EA and for 
EA to be an algebra under that multiplication. We also 
provide an example of a locally convex completion on which 
neither Arens, multiplication can be defined. We do not know 
if a locally convex completion must be an algebra under an 
Arens multiplication which can be defined on it] and we 
investigate this problem in subsequent sections from the 
viewpoint of specific examples: the completions of a Banach 
algebra with respect to the topologies in the {5, p, and J
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families.
Section 1. Sufficient Conditions that a. Locally Convex 
Completion be an Algebra.
4.1.1 (Grothendieck Completion) Theorem. Let (EJ3') be a
locally convex Hausdorff space., and let be a base of
neighborhoods of zero. Denote by the set of all
linear functionals on (E,S)* which are a ((E^)*,E)-continuous 
on the polar of each U in t(. Then (Ej3’)A endowed with 
the topology whose neighborhoods are all subsets of (E,3')A 
containing a set of the form U°° fl (E,ff)A, where U is a
and the bipolar is taken in (E,3')*’ * is a complete locally 
convex Hausdorff space in which E is imbedded as a dense 
subspace by the natural injection. Moreover, any complete 
locally convex Hausdorff space in which E can be imbedded 
as a dense subspace is (linearly) isomorphic to (E,!J)A .
Proof. The reader is referred to [18,p p .106-8].
4.1.2 Definition. The set (E,S)A with the topology 
described in Theorem 4.1.1 is called the completion of E 
with respect to S' and the aforementioned topology on (E,3’)A 
is called the S-completion topology. If the topology ST 
need not be explicitly mentioned, we simply say that EA is 
a locally convex completion.
4.1.3 Corollary. With the notation as in the theorem let Tr
be a subbase of U-neighborhoods of zero consisting of closed 
absolutely convex sets V such that XV is in V and every 
non-zero complex number \» Then (E,<T)A is the set of all 
linear functionals on . (E.,3)* which are a ((E,!J)*, E)-continuous 
on the polar of each V in Ir, and all the sets V 00n(E,IT)A 
form a subbase for the completion topology on (E,3T)A .
Proof. Since V is a subbase of ^-neighborhoods, the 
collection of all finite intersections of elements of 1r 
form a base for ^-neighborhoods; let us call it l( . Then 
clearly any element of (E,<r)A is a ((E,JT)*,E)-continuous on 
the polar of each V in Tr .
Conversely, assume that F is a linear functional on 
(E,!J)* which is a ((E,3T)*,E)-continuous on the polar of 
each V in 1r . We show that F is c r (  (E,!!)*,E)-continuous 
on the polar of an element U in of the form U=V^HV,-,»
The general case then follows by induction. Since V-̂  and 
Vg are absolutely convex and a(E,3’)*)-closed [i8jP°3^]* 
the set U° in (E,?)* is the ct( (E,3’)*,E)-closed absolutely 
convex hull of V° (J V^ [18*p.36]. Moreover, V° and V° 
are a((E,lT)*,E)-compact [l8*P*6l]; therefore, V ° + V g  is 
a ((E,JT)*,E)-closed, absolutely convex, and contains 
Vl° U V 2°" Hence> u° is contained in V1° + V 2°.
To show that F is a( (E,3')*,E)-continuous on U°, it 
suffices to show that F is a ((E,ff)*,E)-continuous on U°
at the point 0 [i 8jP.102]. Let {f } be a net in U° 
converging to 0 in. the a((E,ff)*,E) topology. Each fOw
can be written as f„ - f n + f 0 , where f . is inoc oc, jl a, 2 a, 1
V^°(i = 1, 2) . Since V -̂0 is ct( (E,3')*JE)-compact, there is 
an element g^ in V^0 which is a c( (E,O' )*,E)~cluster 
point of the net {f ). Choose a subnet [f_ J  ofCCj -L p ; 1
(fa -]_) for which g-j_ is its a( (E,S’)*,E)-limit. Then
{fQ 0} is a subnet of {f 0} in the a((E,IT)*,E)-compact setp j 1- a.) d.
Vg0 . Let gg be a a ((E,JT)*,E)-cluster point of the net
{fp 2). Then g^_+g2 is & a ((E,JT)*,E)-cluster point of the
net {f0 + f_ 0), a subnet of the original net [f ) whichP ) -L p > d a
converges to 0 in the cr( (E,JT)*,E) topology. Therefore,
+ g2 = 0 .
By the hypothesis on F we have that F(g^) = limF(fp j)
and that F(g2) is a cluster point of the net (F (fg 2)^°
Therefore, 0 = F(0) = F(g^ + g2) = P(g^) + F (g2) is a cluster
point of the net 1) + F(fp.2)), w^ich i3 the same as
the net {F(f )}. It now follows that F is a ((E,«T )*,E)- cc
continuous on U° at the point 0 .
To show that the sets,V°° fl (E,5T)A form a subbase for 
the completion topology on (E,<T)A, it suffices to show that 
any set of the form (V-̂  PI . . .fl V )°° n(E,2r)A , where each 
is in ^ , contains a set of the form W^°n... nT^1°n(E,3')A ,
i'where each W^ is in fy* . We show that for two elements
and V q in V that (•̂ V1 )°°n (vjV̂ )00!! (E,Jr)A is contained
in (V^ fl V 2)0° D (E,Z)A and note that both and -^Vg are
elements of V. The general case follows by an induction 
argument.
Let F be an element of (vjV^f0 fi (E,<T)A 
= •̂ V'°0n fl (E,ff)A and f be an element of (V^nVg)0 .
As we noted before, (V^OVg)0 is contained in V-^+Vg0 ; 
therefore, there are elements g^ in V^0 and g2 in V 2° 
such that f = g-j_ + g2 . Hence, | F(f) | < | F(g1 ) | + |F(g2) | <-| +^'} 
so that F is an element of (V-^nVg)00!! (E,3’)A . The proof 
is now concluded.
Let A be a Banach algebra and. S' be a locally convex
Hausdorff topology on A such that IT < t (A,A*); in
particular, (A,S’)* is a subspace of A*. Using the notation 
established in Definition 3»1«1 and that A* is both a left 
and a right A-module, we see that the Arens multiplication 
(F,G)**FG (resp., F:G) can be defined on (A,*T)A with
respect to A and (A,S’)* if (A,£)* is a right (resp.,left)
A-module and if (A,3)* is invariant under the mapping 
(F,f)->F*f (resp., F:f) for F in (A,ff)A and f in 
(A,S’)*.
4.1.4. Lemma. Let A be a Banach algebra and Z be a 
locally convex Hausdorff topology on A such that 
Z < t(A,A*). Then if the mapping x -» ax (resp., xa) is 
S'-continuous on A for each a in A, then (A,S)* is an
isometric right (resp., left) A-module.
Proof. Let a be an element of A and f be an 
element of (A,3’)*. Then there is a S'-neighborhood U such 
that f is an element of U° in (A,3*)*. If the mapping 
x -» ax is ^-continuous, there exists a S'-neighborhood V such
that a*V is contained in U . Therefore, f-a is an element
of U°*a and this set is contained in V ° . Hence, f»a is
an element of (A,S')* and ||f°a|| < ||f|| ||a|| . Moreover, it
is easy to see that the mapping (a,f)-»f°a from Ax (A,S')* 
to • (A,3)* is a modular action.
4.1.5 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra and J be a
locally convex Hausdorff topology on A such that
S’ < t (A,A*) and such that the following properties hold:
(i) the mapping x -+ ax (resp., xa) is S-continuous on A 
for each a in A ; (ii) the space (A,?)* is invariant 
under the mapping (F,f)->F*f (resp., F:f) for F in (A,S)A 
and f in (A,S’)*; and (iii) for each F in (A,S)A and
each S-neighborhood U , there exists a S-neighborhood V such
that G®U° (resp., G:U°) is contained in V°. Then (A,S)A 
is an algebra under the Arens multiplication (F,G)->FG 
(resp., F : Q) . Furthermore, the mapping F ■+ FG (resp., F:G)
on (A,3')A for each G in (A,S)A is continuous in the
completion topology.
Proof. We prove the theorem for the Arens multipli-
cation (F,G)-*FG; the proof for the other multiplication is 
analogous. Lemma 4.1.4 and property (ii) ensures us that 
this Arens multiplication can be defined on ( A T h e n  
FG is in (A,tf)*' and is in (A,3")A as well if it is 
a( (A,3")*, A)-continuous on the polar of each S'-neighborhood.
Let U be a S'-neighborhood, and let (f } be a net 
in U° converging to 0 in the cr ((A*S')*, A) topology. For 
each a in A the net {f *a) converges to 0 in the
a ((Ay'S)*, A) topology. Since the mapping x -* ax is
^-continuous, there exists a S’-neighborhood V such that a°V 
is contained in U . Then U°«a is contained in V°'s hence, 
the set {f *a) is also contained in V°. Since G is an
U>
element of (A,3")A, we have that lim G«f (a)=lim G(fa «a)=0 
for each a in A. Moreover, there is a ^-neighborhood W 
such that G*U° is contained in W°; so lim FG(Fa )
= lim F(G«f ) = 0 since F is an element of (A,3’)A . There-U>
fore, FG is an element of (A,3’)A for every F and G in
(A,ff)A . That (A,3')A is an algebra follows from Lemma 3-1->2 
and the remark that the mapping (F,G)-*FG is bilinear.
Finally, let G be any element of (A,3')A and let 
[F ) be a net .in (A,«T)A which converges to 0 in the 
completion topology. If U is a S’-neighborhood, there 
exists a IT-neighborhood V such that G»U° is contained in 
V° in (A,S')*. Furthermore, there is an aQ such that 
for a > aQ we have Fa in V00n (A,3')A, a subset of
(G*U°)° fl (Ay'S)0 in (AjJT)*'. Therefore, F G is an element
(X
of U°°n (A,tf)A for each a > a . Hence, the net {F G}o oc
converges to 0 in the completion topology.
In Theorem 4.1.5 we note that properties (i) and (iii) 
imply that multiplication is separately ^-continuous on A. 
However, separate ff-continuity of multiplication does not 
imply property (ii).
4.1.6 Example. Let S be the closed unit interval [0,1]
with the usual topology; and consider C(S), the continuous 
complex-valued functions on S . Under pointwise operations 
and norm defined 'by ||f|| = sup {| f (s) | : s e  S), C(S) is a 
Banach algebra. Then multiplication on C(S) is separately 
continuous in the cr(C(S), C(S)*) topology; however, the 
topological dual of C(S) with respect to this topology, 
which is the same as the norm dual C(S)*, is not invariant 
under the mapping (F,f)-»F-f for F in (C(S), a(C(S), 
C(S)*)A and f in C(S)*.
For each positive integer n define
f s  - (2n~1 - l)/2n"1for(2n“1-l)/2n~1<s<(2n+1-3)/2n+1 
x n (s)  = <  (2n -l)/2n -s for (2n+1-3)/2n+1< s < (2n - l)/2n 
1 0 elsewhere
Then each xn is an element of C(S) and
||xn| = l/2n+^. Let |j, be Lebesgue measure on A; then it
is easily shown that the set (n-x^) is linearly independent. 
Consequently, there is an element F in C(S)*', which is 
the completion of C(S) with respect to the a(C(S),C(S)*) 
topology, such that F(n»xn ) = n, n = 1,2, ...; in particular, 
F*p. is not an element of C(S)*.
Section 2. The g-Completions of a Banach Algebra 
with Bounded Approximate Identity.
1 2The completions with respect to g and g of a Banach 
algebra A with a bounded approximate identity are algebras 
under certain Arens multiplications and are isomorphic to 
the algebras of left and right centralizers on A 
respectively. Both Arens multiplications can be defined on 
the g-completion, but we prove it is an algebra under either 
multiplication only with the assumption that A* = (A,g)*j 
and, in this case, (A,g)A is isomorphic (under either Arens 
multiplication) to the algebra of double centralizers on A. 
Under certain conditions each of the g completions can be 
realized as subsets of A**.
If .A is a B*-algebra, then (A,g)A (under either 
multiplication) is a B*-subalgebra of A** and is, in fact, 
the maximal subalgebra of A** containing A as a two- 
sided ideal. Moreover, we prove that (A,g)A is exactly 
A** if and only if A is dual: that is, if and only if A 
is isomorphic to a B*-subalgebra of the compact operators
on some Hilbert space.
The concepts in the next definition and proofs of the 
two subsequent theorems are given by B. E. Johnson in [13] 
and [14].
4.2.1 Definition. If A is a Banach algebra, let L(A) 
(resp., R(A)) be the set of all operators T on a such that 
T(ab) = (Ta)b (resp., T(ab) = a(Tb)) for all a and b in 
A. The set L(A) (resp., R(A)) is called the set of left 
(resp., right) centralizers on A. Let M(A) be the set of 
all pairs (S,S*) where S and S' are operators on A 
satisfying the relation a(Sb) = (S'a)b for all a and b 
in A ; the set M(A) is called the set of double 
centralizers on A .
4.2.2 Theorem. If A is a Banach algebra with bounded 
approximate identity, then (i) each left (right) central- 
izer on A is linear and continuous; and (ii) under the 
operations defined by (T + T')a = TA + T'a, (\T)a = X (Ta), and 
(TT')a. = T(T'a), where a is in A and \ is a complex 
number; and with norm defined by ||t|| = sup [||Tx|| :xeA, ||x|| < 1}, 
the set L(A) (resp., R(A)) is a Banach algebra with 
identity. Furthermore, as an algebra A is imbedded 
isometrically in L(A) by the mapping a -> L . where L x = ax
cl cl
(resp., as an algebra A is imbedded anti-isomorphically in 
R (A) by the mapping a -» RQ, where R,x=xa) for x in A .
cl 3,
4.2.3 Theorem. If A is a Banach algebra with bounded 
approximate identity, then (i) for each (S,S!) in M(A), the 
operator S is in L(A) and S' is in R(A); in particular, S 
and S ’ are continuous linear operators on A such that 
||s|| = HS* | 5 and (ii) under the operations defined by
(S,S') + (T,T») = (S+T,S« + T 1 ), X (S, S' ) = (XS,XS«) for any 
complex number X, and (S,S’)(T,TI) = (ST^T’S 1); and with 
norm defined by | (S, S 1 ) || = ||s||, the set M(A) is a Banach 
algebra with identity. Furthermore, as an algebra A is 
imbedded isometrically in M(A) by the mapping a-* (L , RQ)*S a.
where L x = ax and R x = xa for x in A. a a
For the remainder of the section we assume that A
denotes a Banach algebra with bounded approximate identity;
1 2thus, the topologies £ , £ , and £ are Hausdorff on A. We 
now prove that (A,£^)A and (A,£2)A are algebras under 
certain Arens multiplications and are isomorphic to R(A) 
and L(A) respectively.
4.2.4 Lemma. If a is an element of A and U = [x e A: ||ax|| < 1 L 
then U°= {f-a:f e A*,||f|| <1} in A* . If V = {x e A: ||xa|| < 1), 
then. Y° = {a-f:feA*, ||f|| < 1} in A*.
Proof. Let g be an element of U°. Define a linear 
functional f on the subspace a«A = {ax:xeA} by f(ax) = g(x). 
Since |g(x)| < ||ax|| for all x in A by [18,p. 13]* the 
linear functional f is well-defined and bounded by 1 on a-A;
therefore, it can be extended to a continuous linear
functional f on A such that ||f|| < 1 and f«a = g. Thus,
U° is contained in the set (f°a:f e A*, ||f|| < 1.}, and the
reverse containment is clear. The proof for V° is similar.
The results stated in the next lemma and subsequent 
1 2theorems for the |3 and |3 topologies have similar proofs; 
however, the former case involves more relations on the 
Arens multiplications (see Lemma 3°1°2)„ Therefore, we alway 
prove the results for (3̂ .
In accord with the convention established in section 1 
of Chapter III we continue to regard each element of A as 
an element of (A, |3̂ )A and, in particular, as a linear 
functional on (A, |3̂ )*. However, limitations in our notation 
require that special care must be taken as, for instance, 
in the next lemma.
4.2.5 Lemma. For each F in (A,P'L)A (resp., (A,g^)A ) and 
for each a in. A there exists a unique element b in A 
such that F(f»a) = f(b) (resp., F(a-f) = f(b)) for all f 
in A * .
Proof. We have that (A,{3^)* = A*«A by Theorem 2.1.7; 
and since F is a linear functional on (A,p^)*, we see that 
F(f*a) is well-defined for each f in A* (note that Fra 
is defined as a linear functional only on (A,^)*).
Let Un = [x e A: | ax|| < n } for each positive integer n . 
Since A is dense in (A,P^")a with respect to the completion 
topology and each Un°°n (AJp1)A in ( A ^ 1 )*' is a completion- 
topology neighborhood by Theorem 4.1.1, there exists a 
sequence fcn ) in A such that F - cn Is an element of 
u£°n (A,p1)A for each n . If SQ denotes the unit ball of 
A*, then Un° - (l/n)SQ -a by Lemma 4.2.4. Therefore 
|F(f*a) - f«a(cn )| < l/n for each f in SQ j hence, the 
sequence fac^} is norm-Cauchy in the Banach algebra A. Let 
b = lim acn in A. Then for each f in A* we have that 
f(b) = lim f(acn ) = lim f*a(cn ) = F(f»a) and that b is 
unique with respect to this property since A* separates 
points of A.
4.2.6 Theorem. The completion of A with respect to P"*"
O(resp., p ) is an algebra under the Arens multiplication 
(F,G) -» F:G (resp., FG) .
Proof. We show that (A,P^)A is an algebra by 
verifying the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.5. First, 
multiplication on A is separately (3̂ -continuous by Theorem
2.1.4. Next, we must show that (A,p^)* invariant under the 
mapping (F,f)-*F:f for F in (A,P'L)a and f in (A,^)*. 
For any f in (A,p^)* there are elements a in A and 
g in A* such that f = g*a by Theorem 2.1.7. If F is 
any element of (A,P'L)a, by Lemma 4.2.5 there is an element
u u
b in A such that F(h»a) = h(b) for every h in A*.
Then F:f is an element of A', and for each x in A we
have F:f(x) = F(x«f) = F((x*g)*a) = x*g(b) = g*b(x). 
Therefore, F:f = g*b is an element of (A,p^)* by Theorem
2.1.7.
The remaining hypothesis of Theorem 4.1.5 to be 
satisfied is that for each F in (A,p^)A and each 
p^-neighborhood U there is a p^-neighborhood V such that 
F:U° is contained in V°. Any p^-neighborhood U contains 
a set W of the form (xeA:||ax|| < 1} by the remarks follow­
ing Definition 2.1.1. For F in (A,p^)A choose b by
Lemma 4.2.5 such that F(f*a) = f(b) for every f in A*.
Then, if SQ denotes the unit ball of A* , we have that
F:U° is contained in F:W° = F(S *a) by Lemma 4.2.4; more­
over, for any g in. SQ and x in A we also have that
F ((x*g)*a) = x«g(b) = g«b(x). Therefore, the subset F:U°
of F:(S *a) is contained in SQ «b, the polar of the 
P^-neighborhood (x.e A:||bx|| < 1) by Lemma 4.2.4. That 
(A,px)A is an algebra now follows from Theorem 4.1.5*
4.2.7 Theorem.. The algebra (A,P^)a (resp., (A,p2)A is 
isomorphic to R(A) (resp., L(A)); moreover, there exists 
only one isomorphism T: (A,P’*')A -* R(A) (resp.,r L(A))
such that (ra)x = xa = RQx (resp., (Ta)x = ax = LQx) for each 
a and x in A .
Proof. To each P in (A,f3^)A and each a in A 
there exists a unique element y(F,a) ' in A such that 
F(f*a) = f(y(F,a)) for all f in A* by Lemma 4.2.5. There­
fore, the mapping (F, a) *♦ y (F, a) is easily shown to be 
bilinear. If F is an element of (A,3^)A and a and b 
are elements of .A , then f (y (F, ab)) = F (f»ab) = F((f *a)*b)
= f.a(y(F,b)) = f(a*y(F,b)) for each f in A*; thus 
y(F,ab) = a *y(F,b).
Define T: (A,^) -> R(A) by (rF)a = y(F,a) for each a 
•in A. The remarks above ensure us that r is well-defined 
and linear.
We now prove that F(F:G) = (FF)(rG) for F and G in 
(A,P^)a . Note that for f in (A,^)* and for a and x 
in A we have that (G:a):f(x) = (G:a) (x*f) = G(a: (x*f))
= G((x*f)*a), where (x*f)*a is a well-defined element of 
(A,0^)* by Theorem 2.1.7. Hence, (G:a):f(x) = x»f(y(G,a))
= f*y(G,a)(x)j in particular, (G:a):f = f*y(G,a). Now, for 
F and G in (A,|3^)A, a in A, and f in (A,(3^)* we 
have that f(r(F:G)a) = f(y(F:G,a)) = F:G(f-a) = F:G(a:f)
= (F: G): a (f) =F:(G:a)(f) =F((G:a):f) =F(f.y(G,a)) = f (y (F, y (G, a))). 
Since (A,3^)* separates points of A , we see that 
r(F:G)a = y (F,y (G,a)) = (TF) (y (G, a))== (rF)((rG)a) = (rF)(rG)a . 
Consequently, r(F:G) = (TF)(TG) for every F and G in 
(A,g1 )A .
To show that the mapping r is injective, let F and
G be unequal elements of (A*0^)^.. Then there exists an f 
in (A^p1)* such that F(f) / G(f ) and f = g*a for some a 
in A and g in A* by Theorem 2.1.7* Hence, g((FF)a)
= g(y(F,a)) = F(g*a) = F (f) / G(f) = G(g-a) - g(Y (G, a))= g((rG)a); 
therefore, TF / TG.
We now show that F is surjective. Let S be a non­
zero element of R(A), and let (e ) be a bounded approximateoc
identity for A. Then the set {Se ) is a p"1"-Cauchy net inOC
A : since S is bounded by Theorem 4.2.2, we have for each
a in A and e > 0 that there is an a so thato
IIae - aefl| < e/||s|| whenever a , P > a  j consequently, oc p O
||a(Se - Sefi)|| = ||s(ae - aefl )|| < € for a ,P>a . There is anoc p oc p o
element F in (A,P^)A such that F is the limit of the net 
(Se ) in the completion topology by Theorem 4.1.1. It
OC
remains to show that TF = S.
For each a in A and e > 0 there is an aQ such
that for a > a  we have that ||ae - a|| <e/2*||s|| and thato oc
F - Se is an element of the set (xeA:||ax|| < 2/e}°°OC
= (e/2) •(f *a e (A, p1 )*:f e A*, ||f || < 1}° in ( A ^ 1 )*1 by
Lemma 4.2.4. Therefore, for each a > aQ and each f in A*
of norm at most 1 we see that |f((r)a) - f(S(ae ))OC
= |f (y(F,a)) - f (a(Sea )) I = |F(f-a) - f-a(Sea )| < e/2 and so 
|f((rF)a)-f(Sa)| < |f((rF)a) -f(S(aea ))| +|f(S(aea ))-f(Sa)|
< e/2 + ||s|| ||ae - a|| < e. Consequently, (rF)a =Sa for everyl—  OC
a in A , and the mapping r is surjective.
We have now shown that T: (A,j3^)A -> H(A) is an algebra
isomorphism. Moreover, (ra)x = y(a,x) = xa = RQx by the
definition of y(a,x) for every a and x in A. It
remains to show that r is unique with respect to this
property. Let r 1 : (A,0̂ ")A -» R(A) be an algebra isomorphism
such that T ' a - R  for each a in A. For F in (A,|3^)A
and’ a in A the element y(F,a) in A, when considered
as an element of (A,f3^)A is equal to F:a. Therefore,
(r,F.)(r,a"‘)=r,(Ffa)=r1 (y (F,a)) = Ry(pja) ^  the algebraic
properties of T' . Since T'F is in element of R(A) and so
norm-continuous, we have for each a in A that
(r'F)a = l’im (r«F)(e a) = lim (r*F)(R e ) = lim(r»F)(r'a)eo c  s  o c  o c
= lim RY (Fja)ea = lim eaY(F *a) = Y(F ^a) = (rF)a. Hence, 
r»F = TF for each F in (A,j3^)A . The proof is now
concluded.
Next, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
(A,P^)a and (A,(3^)A to be realized as subsets of A**.
4.2.8 Definition. Let £(A) (resp., /?(A)) denote the set of 
elements F in A** such that Fa (resp., aF) is an element of 
A (considered as a subset of A**) for each a in A. Let 
J(A) denote the intersection of £(A) and /?(A).
The set s£(A) (resp., /?(A), J(A)) is the maximal sub­
algebra of A** under the Arens multiplication (F,G)-»FG in 
which A is a left (resp., right, two-sided) ideal.
4.2.9 Lemma. The sets j£(A), /?(A), and J(A) are also sub- 
algebras of A** under the Arens multiplication (F,G)-*F:G .
Proof. Let P and G be elements of s£(A); then 
F:G is an element of A**. For each a in A we have 
(F:G)a =(a:F):G = (Fa):G = G(Fa) since Fa is in A. Thus, 
F:G is an element of =£(A) since G(Fa) is also in A . The 
set /?(A) is an algebra under this multiplication by a similar 
argument, and J(A) =s£(A) 0 /?(A) is also.
4.2.10 Theorem. If A is a Banach algebra with bounded 
approximate identity, then the following are equivalent:
(i) A* = (A, (31 )* (resp., (A,p2)*); (ii) if /?(A) (resp ., s£(A)) 
is considered as an algebra under the multiplication 
(F,G)-»F:G (resp., FG), then as algebras R{A) = (A,3^)A 
(resp., :£(A) = (A,02)A ); and (iii) if /?(A) (resp., s£(A)) is 
considered as an algebra under the multiplication (F,G)-»F:G 
(resp., FG), then there exists a unique isometric algebra 
isomorphism T:/?(A)-♦ R(A) (resp., r:sd(A) -> L(A) such that 
(ra)x=xa=Rax (resp., (ra)x ■ ax - L ax) for a and X in A .
Moreover, if any of these conditions hold, /?(A)
(resp., s£(A)) is a Banach algebra with identity on which the 
Arens multiplications are regular.
Proof. To show that (i) => (ii), let F be an element 
of then F is a linear functional on A* = (A,(3 )̂*.
To show that F is an element of (A,f3^)A, it suffices to 
show that F is a(A*,A)-continuous at 0 on the polar of 
each set of the form U =  {x e A: ||ax|| < 1} for a in A by 
Theorem 4.1.1, the remarks following Definition 2.1.1, and 
Lemma 1 of [18,p. 102],
Let [f } be a net in U° converging to 0 in the
ct(A*,A) topology. Then by Lemma 4.2.4 there exists a net
fg ) in the unit ball of A* such that f = g »a for each l&a _ &a
a . By the a (A*, A)-compactness of the unit ball of A* we 
can .choose g in A* of norm at most 1 such that it is a 
ct(A*,A)-cluster point of the net fga )« Then g»a is a
ct(A*,A)-cluster point of the net [g *a} ; this net is the
same as [f } which converges to 0 in the a(A*,A) topology;LI
therefore, g-a = 0. Since aF is an element of A, we have
that aF(g) = F(g»a) =F(0) = 0  is a ct(A*,A)~cluster point
of the net faF(g )}, which is the same as the net [F(f )}.O C  o c
Therefore, F is an element of (A,0^)A; and we have shown 
that £(A) is a subset of (A,p'L)A .
If F is an element of (A,j3^)A, then F is a linear 
functional on A* = (A,^)* ; and we need to show that F is
norm-continuous on A*. Let [f^} be a sequence in A*
converging to 0 in norm. By hypothesis and Theorem 2.1.7 
we see that A* = A*»A ; hence, there exists an element a in 
A and a sequence {gn ) in A* converging to 0 in norm such 
that f - gn* a by [ 1 4  ] . We may assume that ||gn|| < 1 for
all n . Then each f is an element of the polar of the
•l
g -neighborhood fx€A:||ax|| < 1} by Lemma 4.2.4. Since P 
is a(A*,A)-continuous on such polars, lim F (f’rj)
= lim P(gn *a) = 0; thus P is an element of A**.
Since aP is defined as an element of A** for each
a in A and since there exists a unique element b in A 
such that f(b) = F(f*a) = aF(f) for every f in A* by 
Lemma 4.2.5, we see that F is in £(A). We have proved
that (A,(3^)A = £(A) as sets; clearly, they are equal.as
algebras.
(ii) =* (iii). From the hypothesis and Theorem 4.2.7 
there exists a unique algebra isomorphism r:/?(A) -» R(A) such 
that T a = R  . It suffices to show that r is an isometry.
ci
Let F be an element of /?(A) of norm at most 1, and
let fe ) be a bounded approximate identity for A . Then
F is a ct(A**,A*)-cluster point of the net {(FF)e }. Tocc
see this, we note in Theorem 4.2.7 that if we consider each 
element (rF)e in A as an element of <?(A) = (A.|3^)a, thenUw
(rF)ea »F:ea . Choose G to be a ct(A**,A*)-cluster point of 
the net [F:e ) in the unit ball of A**, a ct(A**,A*)-compact
Vw
set. Then G:a is a <j(A**,A*)-cluster point of the net 
{(F:ea ):a) for each a in A . However, lim||F: (e :a) - F:a|| 
= lim ||F: (aea - a) | < lim ||ae - a|| = 0 ;  therefore, G:a = F : a  
for each a in A . Since (rG)a = G:a and (rF)a=F:a in 
/?(A) = (A,p1 )A as remarked above, TG = TF. Since r is
injective, F = G is a a(A**,A*)-cluster point of the net
{F:e }. Now we see that ||F|| < sup f|| (rF)e || ]U) 1 Cv
< sup {|| (rF)a|| :a e A, ||a|| < 1} = ||rF|| < sup {||F: a||: aeA, ||a|| < 1) 
_< ||F||. It follows that T is an isometry.
(iii) =» (i). Let 0 be an element of A** such that
aG(f) = G(f*a) = 0 for every f in A* and a in A .
Then G is an element of /?(A) since aG = G:a = 0 for 
each a in. A . Moreover, if fe ) is a boundedCl
approximate identity for A and a is any element of A, 
then (rG)a = lim (TG) (eaa) = lim (rG) ((ra)ea= lim (r(G: a))ea = 
Therefore, TG = 0 ; and since T is injective, G = 0.
Thus, A** A is a (A*, A**)-dense in A*. Since 
(A,|3^)* = A**A is convex and norm-closed by Theorem 2.1.7* 
we see that A* = (A,p^)*.
That /?(A) is a Banach algebra with identity under 
any of these conditions follows from part (ii) (also, see 
Theorem 3*1.7) • It remains to show that the Arens multi­
plications are regular on /?(A) . If this were not true, 
there would exist elements F and G in /?(A) and an element 
f in A* such that FG(f) ^ G:F(f). By part (i) and 
Theorem 2.1.7 choose .elements a in A and g in A* 
such that f = g*a. Letting b denote the element aF in A , 
we would have that FG(f) =FG(g*a) = (aF)G(g) =G*g(b) =G(g*b) 
= G(b:g) = G:b(g)=G:(aF)(g)=G:(F:a)=G:F(a:g)=G:F(f*a)
= G:F(f), a contradiction. The theorem is now concluded.
We now develop results for the 0 topology.
4.2.11 Lemma. If F is an element of (A,f3)A , then 
F| (a pi)* is an element of (A^0i )A for 1 = 1,2.
Proof. Since the polar in A' of each ^-neighborhood 
is contained in (A,(3)* by Theorem 2.1.7 and [l8,p.35]j the 
lemma follows from Theorem 4.1.1.
4.2.12 Theorem. Both Arens multiplications can be defined 
on (A,0)A : that is, FG and F:G are well-defined elements
of (A,(3 )*1 for F and G in (A,p)A .
Proof. We show that the Arens multiplication 
(F,G)-»F:G can be defined on (A,0)A by verifying the two 
conditions of Definition. 3»1»1» The proof for the other 
multiplication is similar.
First, multiplication on A is separately p-continuous 
by Theorem 2.1.4 so that (A,(3)* is a left A-module by 
Lemma 4.1.4. Next, we must show that (A,0)* is invariant 
under the mapping (F,f)-»F:f for F in (A,|3)A and f 
in (A,|3)*. By Theorem 2.1.7 for each f in (A,0)* there 
are elements g^ in (A,^1)* such that f = g-j_ + g2 * Then 
F:f = F:gj+F:g2, where each term is defined as an element 
of A ’. To show invariance it suffices to show that 
F:gi (i = l,2) are elements of (A,p)*.
Let F^ denote the restriction of P to (A,f3^)* for
i = l,2$ then is an element of (A,(3i)A by Lemma 4.2.11.
The proof of Theorem 4.2.6 shows that for each x in A the
elements x«g^ and Fqig^ are elements of (A,0^)*. There­
fore, F:g1 (x) = P(x«g1 ) = F1 (x*g1 ) = P1 :g1 (x) for each x 
in A . Hence, P:g^ is an element of (A,(3)*.
By Theorem 2.1.7 there are elements a in A and 
h in A* such that g2 = a*h. Define a linear functional
y(F,h) on A by y(F,h)(x) = F(x-h). Moreover, y(F,h) is an
element of A*. To see this, let (xn ) be a sequence in A
converging to 0 in norm. Then by [ ] there exist in A
an element y and a sequence (y ] converging to 0 in norm
such that xn = yyn . We may assume that ||y | < 1  for each 
n . Then (y*(yn *h)} is a subset of the polar of the set 
fx e A: ||xy|| < l/(||h|| +1) in (A,02)* by Lemma 4.2.4. Moreover, 
the net (y.^y^'h)} converges to 0 in the a (A*, A) topology. 
Since Fg is an element of (A,02)A, we see that
lim y(F,h)(xn ) = lim F(xn -h) = lim F(y.(yn «h))
= lim F2 (y.(y «h)) = 0. Therefore, y(F,h) is an element 
of A*. Consequently, F:g2 (x) = F(x»g2) = F(x•(a*h))
= y(F,h)(xa) = a«y(F,h)(x); thus, F:g2 is an element of 
(A,p)* by Theorem 2.1.7• We have now shown that (A,p)* is 
invariant under the mapping (F,f) ■+ F:f for F in (A,p)A 
and f in (A,p)*. Applying Definition 3.1.1, we see that 
F:G is well-defined as an element of (A,p)*’ for F and
yo
G in (A,p)A .
Assuming that (A,p)* = A*, we show in Theorem 4.2.14 
that (A,p)A is an. algebra under either Arens multiplication;
however, we do not know if this is true without the
assumption A* = (A,|3)*.
4,2.13 Theorem. If A is a Banach algebra with bounded
approximate identity, there exists a vector space
isomorphism T: (A,f3)A -» M(A) such that Ta - (L&,Ha), where
L x = ax and R x = xa for a and x in A .a a
.Proof. Let P be an element of (A,p)A, and let F^ 
denote the restriction of P to (A,f3^)* for i = 1,2. Then 
is an element of (A,pi )A (i = 1,2) by Lemma 4.2.11. Let 
Fl-Fi and F2"*^2 denote, respectively, the algebra 
isomorphisms (A,P^)A -> R(A) and (A,p2)A -» L(A) defined in 
Theorem 4.2.7* We wish to show that (Fg,F^) is an element 
of M(A).
It is helpful in this proof to keep in mind that F^ 
and Fg are defined uniquely by the relations f(F^(x))
= F^(f*x) and f(Fg(x)) = Fg(x*f) for all f in A* and 
x in A. Since a*f»b is in (A,P^)*H (A,|3^)* for each f 
in A* and a and ,b. in A by Theorem 2.1.7* we have 
that_f (aFg(b)) = f  .a(F.2 (b)) =F.g(b.f *a) = Fx (b .f-a)= b-f (F^a))
= f(F-^(a)b). Thus, aFg(b) = F^(a)b for every a and b
in. A since A* separates points of A. Therefore, 
is an element of M(A).
Define T: (A,£3 )A -> M(A) by n p =• (F2,F^) . The mapping
T is easily seen to be well-defined and linear such that
Ta = (kQjRa) for each a in A . To show that P is 
injective, suppose that TF = TG. Then Fh = G^ (i = l,2); 
since -» F^ is an isomorphism, we have that F^ = G^ . 
Moreover, A* = (A,0)* = (A,^1)* + (A,02)* by hypothesis and
Theorem 2.1.7i thus, we see that F = G.
Finally, to show that r is surjective, let (S,T) be 
an element of M(A). Then S is a left centralizer and T 
is a right centralizer by Theorem 4.2.3. Since the set of 
right centralizers is isomorphic to (A,{3̂ ")a and the set
O  Aof left centralizers is isomorphic to (A,(3 ) by Theorem
4.2.7, there exists elements F in (A,0^)A and G in 
(A,f32)A such that F and G (using our notation above) 
equals T and S respectively. Therefore, if there is a 
linear functional H in (A,g)A such that H ^ = F  and H2 = G, 
then TH = (S,T) and r is surjective.
In order to define such an. H we first show that 
F(f) = G(f) for every f in (A, (31 )* fl (A,p2)*. For each 
such f there exist elements and f2 in A* and
elements a and b in A such that f^*a = f =b»f2 by 
Theorem 2.1.7. Lat_ (e ) be a bounded approximate identity(X
for A. Since (G,F) is in M(A) and G is a left
J .U U
centralizer by Theorem 4.2.3* for each a we have 
fl(Fl(a)ea)= f1 (aG(E0 )) = f1 -a(0(ea )) = b.fg(G(ea ))
= fp (G(e )b) = fp (G(e b)). Therefore, F(f)=F(f,-a)
^  OC ^  CC
= fi(F(a)) lim fl(^(a)ea ) = lim f2 (^(eab )) ^^(CK'0))
= f2 (G(b)) = G(b*f2) = G(f) by our opening remarks and the 
norm-continuity of G .
Now* for each f in (A,(3)* there exist elements f^ 
in (AjP1 )* such that f = f^+f*2 . Define H on (A,p)* 
by H(f) = F(f-j_) + G(f2) . Then H is well-defined since 
F and G agree on (A,P'L)*n (A,p2)*. Moreover, = F 
and H2 = G. It remains to show that H is an element of
(a , p )a .
■v
A subbase for the p topology consists of all sets of 
the form fxeA:||ax|| < 1) and of the form {xeA:||xa|| < 1} 
for a in A by Definition 2.1.1. Since any set of the 
form U = (xeA:||ax|| < 1 }  is a p "^-neighborhood and its polar 
in (A,p)* is contained in (A,p^)*, we see that H 
restricted to U° equals F, an element of (A,p^")A ; thus 
H is a(A*,A)-continuous on U°. Similarly, H is a(A*,A)- 
continuous. on .the ..polar in.. (A,.p)* of each set of the form 
[xeA:||xa|| < 1}. It is easy to check that this subbase for 
P satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 4.1.3; hence, H 
is an element of (A,p)A . We have now shown, that T is 
surjective and concluded the proof of the theorem.
JLUJ.
4.2.14 Theorem. If A is a Banach algebra with bounded 
approximate identity, then the following are equivalent:
(i) A* = (A,p)*; (ii) (A,(3)A is an algebra under either
Arens multiplication and is equal to J(A) as an algebra 
under the same Arens multiplication; and (iii) if J*(A) 
is considered as an algebra under the multiplication 
(F,G)-»FG, then there exists a unique isometric algebra 
isomorphism F:J(A)-+M(A) such that Ta = (Lq ,R_), where
3. 3
L x = ax and R_x = xa for a and x in A . a a
Moreover, if any of these conditions hold, J(A) is a 
Banach algebra with identity on which the Arens multipli­
cations are regular.
Proof. To show that (i) =* (ii), let F be an 
element of J(A). Then F is a linear functional on 
A* = (A,p)*. To show that F is an element of (A,|3)A, it
suffices to show that F is a (A*, A)-continuous at 0 on
the polar of each set of the form U =  (x e A : ||ax|| < 1] and 
V = {xeA:||xa|| < 1) for a in A by Corollary 4.1.2, 
Definition 2.1.1, and Lemma 1 of [18,p. 102].
Since U is a |3 ̂ -neighborhood, the argument that F 
is ct(A*,A)-continuous 0 on U° is the same as that which 
occurs in the second paragraph of the proof of Theorem
4.2.10. Analogously, F is also <j (A*,A)-continuous in V°. 
Therefore, *0(A) is contained in (A,p)A .
±uz
If F 'is an element of (A,j3)A , then
Fi = (A p i ) * = i s  an elemen-t of (Aj31)A by Lemma
4.2.11. The right (resp., left) centralizer F^ (resp., Fg) 
defined in Theorem 4.2.7 is norm-continuous and (Fg,F^) is 
an element of M(A) by Theorem 4.2.13. Recall that the 
values of Fg and F-̂  at a in A are defined uniquely by 
the relations f(Fg(a)) = Fg(f*a) and f(F^(a)) = F^(a*f) for 
every f in A*.
Let (ea ) be a bounded approximate identity for A
and let S denote the unit ball of A**. Choose G to be 
a cr(A**, A*)-cluster point of the net (F,(e )) in the
-L UL
a (A**, A*)-compact set ||F̂||s. Then G(f»a) is a cluster 
point of the net (f»a(Fn(e ))) for each f in A* and a_L OC
in A. However, f*a(F^(e )) = f(aF^ (eft)) = f(F^(aea )) for
each a , and thus lim f(F^(ae )) = f (F-^(a)) =F^(f *a) =F(f*a). 
Therefore, G(f*a) = F(f»a) for every f in A* and a in
•tf
A .
Moreover, G(a*f) is a cluster point of the net 
{a*f(F1 (e ))) for each f in A* and a in A; yet,
a-f(F1 (e(X)) = f (^i(ea )a) = f (ea^2^a ^  for every a and 
lim f(ea (Fga)) = f(Fg(a)) = Fg(a*f) = F(A*f). Thus, we have
that G, an element of A**, is equal to F on the set
A*A* + A*.A, which equals A* by hypothesis and Theorem
2.1.7. Hence, every element of (A,0)a is an element of A**.
For F in (A,p)A and a in A we now see that aF
is defined as an element of A** and that aF(f) = F(f*a)
= F^(f»a) = f(F^(a)) for every f in A*. Hence., aF is 
actually an element of A. That Fa is also an element of 
A is shown similarly; thus, (A,0)a = J(A) . Since either 
Arens multiplication is defined on (A,f3)A by Theorem 4.2.12 
and it agrees with the corresponding Arens multiplication 
on JJ(A) , it is clear that (A,|3)a must he an algebra under 
either multiplication since J(A) is by Lemma 4.2.9.
(ii) => (iii). From the hypothesis and Theorem 4.2.13 
there exists a vector space isomorphism T:J(A) ->M(A) such 
that Ta = (La*Ra) for every a in A. For F in J(A) 
the mapping r is defined such that TF = (S,S*), where
Sa and S ’a considered as elements of A** equal Fa and
aF respectively for each a in A .
Let G be an element of j(A) such that F G = (T,T*) 
and denote r(FG) by (U,U'). Therefore, in A** we have 
that Ua = (FG)a = F(Ga) = S(Ta) = (ST)a and U'a = a(FG)
= (aF)G = T»(S»a) = (T»S>)a. Thus, r(FG) = (rF)(rG) and 
T is an algebra homomorphism.
To show that r is an ifometry, recall that ||rF||
= | (S,S* )| = ||S|| = ||S' | . For each a in A the norm of 
the element S'a in A is the same as its norm in A**.
Hence, ||rF|| < ||f | . Now let fe } be a bounded approximate1 1 Ui
identity for A . Then each S ’e in A** equals e F = F:e ,OC oc cc
JL U 4
and F is a ct(A**,A*)-cluster point of the net (F:e } in
OC
A**. The argument to show this is the same as in Theorem
4.2.10 where we showed the algebra isomorphism /?(A)->R(A)
is an isometry. Therefore, ||f | < sup {| e F||) = sup||S’e |OC oc
< IIS'II =||rp||.
It remains to show that r is unique with respect to 
the property that Ta = (L , R ) for every a in A . How-a 9
ever, the argument is modeled on the proof in Theorem 4.2.7 
that the algebra isomorphism £(A)-»R(A) is unique with 
respect to the property that a R and its left analogue
3.
and so it will not be given.
(iii) =* (i)» Let G be an element of A** such
that G(f*a+b*g) = 0 for every a and b in A and every 
f and g in A*. Then G is an element of «P(A) since
aG = 0 = Ga for every a in A. If TG = (S,S'), then
(SL ,R S ’) = (rG)(ra) = T(Ga) = 0; in particular, if [e }
®  d  OC
is a bounded approximate identity for A , then
S(e a) = SL (a) = 0 and Sa = lim,S(e a) = 0. It is now(X c  CC
OC
immediate that TG = 0 in M(A). Therefore, G is 0 since 
T is injective. Thus, A**A + A*A* is ct(A*,A**)-dense in 
A*. Since (A,(3)* = A**A + A*A* is convex and norm-closed 
by Theorem 2.1.7* we see that A* = (A,(3)*.
Finally, if any of the conditions of the theorem hold, 
J!(A) is a Banach algebra with identity by part (ii). More­
over, the Arens multiplications on J(A) are regular. If this
were not true, there would exist elements F and G in 
J»(A) and an element f of A* such that FG(f) ̂  G:F(f). 
However, by part (i) and Theorem 2.1.7 there would exist 
elements a and b in A and elements g and h in A* 
such that f = g*a+b*h. Then since F and G are in J(A), 
by letting x and y denote the elements aF = Fra and 
Gb = b:G in A , respectively, we would have that 
FG(f) =FG(g*a) + FG(b«h) = aF(G-g) +F( (Gb) *h) =G(g*x) + F:h(y)
= G(x:g) + b:G(F:h) = G:x(g) + b:(G:F)(h) » G:F(a:g) + (G:F) :h(b)
= G:F(g*a) + G:F(b*h) = G:F(h), a contradiction. This 
concludes the theorem.
4.2.15 Example. If G is a locally compact abelian group,
then A = L ^ G )  is a Banach *-algebra with bounded
approximate identity. However, (A,3)* equals A* if and 
only if G is discrete: that is, if and only if L1 (G) has 
an identity ,in which.pase the g topology and the norm topology 
c_p.inc.ide. To see ,this, we note the well-known result that 
L^G,)#!00̂ .) - CU (G), the set of all bounded uniformly 
continuous functions on Q. Moreover,. that . .(-A,#)* = L̂ .(G)*L°° (G) 
is easily checked. It is then clear that if - CU (G) = L°° (G), 
then G is discrete. The converse is obvious.
1 P4.2.16 Lemma. If A is a B*-algebra, then the g ?g j and g
topological duals of A are the same and equal A*.
Proof. This result follows from Theorem 2.2.3 and the 
Mackey-Arens Theorem.
4.2.17 Theorem. If A is a B*-algebra, the following are 
equivalent: (i) A is dual (that is, A is isomorphic to a 
B*-subalgebra of the compact operators on some Hilbert space);
(ii) the mapping LQ :A-»A defined by LQx = ax is weakly
compact for each a in A (that is, each set
(L x:xe A, ||x|| < 1) is relatively cr(A,A*)-compact; (iii) the 
mapping R :A-+A defined by R x = xa is weakly compact forQ a
each a in A ; (iv) if SQ denotes the unit ball of A*,
then a*S0 is relatively a(A*,A**)-compact for each a in.
A ; (v) the set SQ *a is relative ct(A*,A**)-compact for
each a in A ; (vi) A) = A** (that is, A is a two-sided 
ideal in A**); and (vii) there exists an isometric algebra 
isomorphism r:A**-»M(A) such that TQ = (ka,Ra ) for a in 
A .
Proof. For the equivalence of (i), (ii), and (iii) 
the reader is referred to [ 7 ,p.99]» To show (iii) =* (iv), 
note that the mapping RQ*:A*-»A* defined by Ra*(f) = a*f is 
adjoint to R_ , and then apply the Generalized Gantmacher
3.
Theorem (see Theorem 1.1.10).
Assume that (iv) holds. The mapping f -* f * on A* is 
a (A*, A**)-continuous; moreover, the unit "bal̂ - of A* is 
invariant under this mapping, and (f*a)*(x) =»' f *a (x*)= f (ax*)
= f*(xa*) = a*»f*(x) for every f in A* and a and x in 
A. Therefore, each SQ«a is relatively a(A*,A**)-compact
from the hypothesis.
Assume now that (v) holds, and we shall show that 
J ( A) = A**. For each a in A the mapping L *:A*-*A* 
defined by L *(f) = f.a is adjoint to L , and the mapping
a. 3
LQ**: A**-> A** defined by Lq**(F) = aF is adjoint to Lg* . 
Since L* is weakly compact by hypothesis, the range of
Cl
L** is contained in A (considered as a subset of A**) by £1
the Generalized Gantmacher Theorem. That is, aF and a*F* 
are elements of A for each F in A** and a in A . More­
over, (a*F*)* = Fa is also in A since A** is a B*-algebra
by Theorem 3*2.16. Therefore, A** coincides with J(A).
That (vi) ** (vii) follows from Lemm’a 4.2.16 and 
Theorem 4.2.14. Finally, assume (vii); we must prove that 
L. is weakly compact for each a in A . By Lemma 4.2.16 
and Theorem .4.2.14 there exists an isometric algebra 
isomorphism Q :M(A) -* J(A) such that fi(L ,R ) = x for every 
x in A . For each F in A** and a in A we have that
Qr(aF) = n((ra)(rF)) =fi((La,Ra)(TF)) = an(TF) which is in A
since the range of Q is J(A). Therefore, each aF must 
be an element of A since fir(x) = fi(L ,R ) = x for each 
x in A and fior is an isomorphism. Hence L **: A** -> A**,cL
the mapping adjoint to the adjoint mapping of L , has its 
range contained in A . Thus, LQ is weakly compact by the
cl
Generalized Gantmacher Theorem. This concludes the proof.
Section 3 • The yj.— Comp let ions of a. Banach Algebra with 
Bounded Approximate Identity.
1 2The completions with respect to p and p of a Banach
algebra A with bounded approximate identity are algebraic
under certain Arens multiplications and can be characterized
as particular sets of linear functionals in A*'. If the
Arens multiplications are regular on A**, then A** is a
subset of both (AjP^)A and (A,p2)A ; moreover, the p"*"
2and p completion topologies restricted to A** coincide
1 2respectively with the p and p topologies on A**.
The p-completion of A is the intersection of 
(A,p^)A and (A,p^)A, and both Arens multiplications can be 
defined on (A,p)A . Under the assumption that A is a 
commutative B*-algebra we prove that (A,p)A equals A** and, 
thus, is an algebra under either Arens multiplication.
In this , section A denotes a Banach algebra with
1 2bounded approximate identity; thus, the p , p , and p
topologies on A are Hausdorff. Recall that the topological
duals of A with respect to each of these topologies are
the same and equal A*. We now prove that (A,p‘L)A and 
2 A(A,p ) are algebras under certain Arens multiplications 
and can be characterized as particular subsets of A*1 .
4.3.1 Lemma. If f is an element of A* and 
U =  (xe A:||f *x|| < 1), then U° = (F-f :F e A**,||f | < 1) . If 
V = {x e A: ||x -f | < 1), then V° = {F:f :F e A**, ||f | < 1). More­
over, |f(x)| < min [||f *x||, ||x *f ||) for every x in A ; 
therefore, f is in U°nv°.
Proof. Let g be an element of U ° . Define a linear 
functional H on the subspace f.A = [f-x:x e A) of A* by 
H(f*x) = g(x) . Since |g(x)| < ||f • x|| for all x in A 
[l8 .»P* 13] j the linear functional H is well-defined and 
bounded by 1 on f*A; therefore, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem it 
can be extended to a bounded linear functional H on A* 
such that ||H|| < 1 and H*f = g. Thus, U° is contained in 
the set {F«f:feA**, ||f|| < 1), and the reverse containment 
is clear. The proof for Y° is similar.
Finally, if {e ) is a bounded approximate identityOC
for A, then lim f(xea ) = lim f(eax) for every x in A.
Then for e > 0 and x in A there is an element e of the 
bounded approximate identity such that | f (x) | < e + m i n  ff(xe), 
f (ex)} < e+min (||f.x||, ||x• f||}. Since e is arbitrary, the 
desired inequality is true.
4.3*2 Lemma. For F in (A,p'1')A (resp., (A,|i2)A) and f in 
A* the linear functional F:f (resp., F*f) on A is an 
element of A*. Moreover, G(F:f) = F(G*f) (resp.,G(F*f) = F(G:^) 
for every G in A**.
Proof. If [x ) is a net in the unit hall of Aa
converging to 0 in the a(A,A*) topology, then the set 
{x *f] is contained in the polar of the p^-neighborhoodOC
{xeA:||f*x|| < 1) by Lemma 4.3.1. Moreover, the net [x «f)CL
converges to 0 in the ct(A*,A) topology. Therefore,
lim F:f(x ) = lim F(x *f) = 0 since F is an element of ' a' v a '
(A,p‘1‘)A . Since A is a Banach space, the linear functional 
F:f is norm-continuous on A [18> Theorem 5,p.111^Theorem 
l,p.26].
For any non-zero G in A** choose a net (a } in AO C
converging to G in the a(A**,A*) topology such that
||a ||<11 G|| by Goldstine's Theorem. Then the set {G*f)U{a «f)OC  *“ ■ oc
is contained in the polar of the p^-neighborhood
[x e A:||f*x|| < 1/||g ||] by Lemma 4.3.1. Moreover, G*f is the
a (A*, A)-limit of the net {a»f). Hence, F(G«f)=lim F(a *f)oc  cc
s= lim F:f(a ) = G(F:f) since F is an element of (A,p‘L)A .
P  AThe proof for F in (A,p ) is analogous.
4.3.3 Theorem. The completion of A with respect to 
p (resp., p ) is an algebra under the Arens multiplication 
(F,G)-»F:G (resp., FG).
Proof. We show that (A,p‘1')A is an algebra by 
verifying the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.5* First, multi­
plication on A is separately p^-continuous by Theorem
2.1.4. Next, = A* is invariant under the mapping
(F,f)->F:f for F in (A,ii1)A and f in A* by Lemma 
4.3.2. The remaining hypothesis of Theorem 4.1.5 to be 
satisfied is that for each F in (A,p^)A and each p1- 
neighborhood U there is a p^-neighborhood V such that F°.U° 
is contained in V°.
T h e  c o l l e c t i o n  o f  s e t s  o f  t h e  f o r m  f x e A : | | f » x | |  < 1} 
f o r  f  i n  A *  i s  a  s u b b a s e  f o r  t h e  p.'1' t o p o l o g y  w h i c h  
s a t i s f i e s  t h e  h y p o t h e s e s  o f  C o r o l l a r y  4 . 1 . 3 .  F r o m  t h e  p r o o f  
o f  t h a t  c o r o l l a r y  w e  s e e  t h a t  t h e  p o l a r  o f  a n y  p ^ - n e i g h b o r -  
h o o d  U i s  c o n t a i n e d  i n  a  s e t  W -̂0 +  . . .  w h e r e  e a c h
i s  a  p ^ - n e i g h b o r h o o d  o f  t h e  f o r m  {x e A :  f l f ^  - x | |  < 1} f o r  f^
i n  A * .
Now, for F in (A,p^)A the set F:U° is contained 
in FiW-̂0 + .. . + F:Wn°. Moreover, since each linear 
functional F:f^ is an element of A*, each set FrW^0 is 
contained in the polar of the p^-neighborhood
= {x e A: | (F:f^) «x|| < 1). To see this, let g be an 
element of then g = H«f^ for some H in A** such
that ||H|| < 1  by Lemma 4 . 3 . 1 .  Moreover, for x in A  w e  
have that F:g(x) =F: (H*f± ) (x) = F(x • (H*fi)) =F((x-H)-f±)
= x * H ( F : f ^ )  =  H ( ( F : f ± ) * x )  b y  L e m m a  4 . 3 . 2 .  T h e r e f o r e ,  F : g  
=  H ( F : f i ) i s  a n  e l e m e n t  o f  V L °  b y  L e m m a  4 . 3 * 1 .
Let V equal ft {(l/n)V^: i = 1,...,n]; then V is a
p1-neighborhood, and it is easily verified that V°+...+ V1J) 
is a subset of V°. Hence, the subset F:U° of
V^° + . .. + Vn° is contained in V°.
Applying Theorem 4.1.5* we have that (A,|a^)A is an 
algebra under the Arens multiplication (F^G^FrG and that 
the mapping F-»F:G on (A,p^)A is continuous in the 
completion topology for each G in (A,|i'*')A . The proof for
Q A(A,|j, ) is similar.
4.3.4 Definition. For F in A*' and G in A**, define 
linear functionals FG and F:G on A* by FG(f) = F(G«f) and 
F:G(f) = F(G:f). The mappings (F,G)-+FG and (F,G)-*F:G
are bilinear operators from A** x A** to A*f which extends 
the Arens multiplications on A**.
4.3.5 Theorem. An element F in A*' is in (A,m.̂ )A (resp., 
(A,|i2)A ) if and only if the mapping G-»FG (resp., G-*F:G) 
from A** to A*’ is a(A**,A*) - a(A*‘,A*) continuous.
Proof. We prove the theorem for (A,p^)A since the 
arguments are similar. If F is an element of (A,p'1')A, 
then ,F:f is., an ..element of A* for every f in A* and 
G(F.:.f) FG.(f) for every G in A** by Lemma 4.3*2 and 
Definition .4 .3 .4 . It is now clear that the mapping G *♦ FG 
from..A** to A** is a(A**,A*) - a(A**,A*) continuous.
Conversely, let F be an element of A*’ such that 
the mapping G->FG from A** to A*1 is a(A**,A*)- a(A*’, A*) 
continuous. Then it suffices by Corollary 4.1.3 to prove
that F is a(A*,A)-continuous on the polar of each 
H^-neighhorhood of the form {xeA:||f*x|| < 1) for f in A*.
Let g he an element of A*, let U he the set 
fx e A : ||g*x|| < 1), and let {f ) he a net in U° converging
' OC
to 0 in the a(A*,A) topology. Then there exists a net
{H } in the unit hall of A** such that f = H *g for every a a a
a hy Lemma 4.3.1. Since the unit hall of A** is
cr(A**, A*)-compact, choose H to he a a(A**,A*)-cluster
point of the net {H ). Then H*g is a a(A*,A)-cluster
OC
point of the net [H .g), which converges to 0 in theO C
a(A*,A) topology. Therefore, H*g equals 0 . Moreover, hy
hypothesis FG(g) = F(H*g) = 0 is a cluster point of the net
{FH (g)}, where F(f ) = F(H *g) = FH (g) for each a .Thus, O C  o c  o c  c c
F is an element of (A,(j^)a .
We now give partial results for (A,n)A .
4.2.6 Lemma. The completion of A with respect to \i 
equals (A,^)A (1 (A,|_i2)a in A*’ .
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 4.1.3 
and the fact that the collection of q^-neighhorhoods of the
m i 2form {x g A : I] f • x|| 1) and of (j -neighborhoods of the form
fx € A : ||x • f|| < 1} for f in A* is a suhhase for \i 
satisfying the hypotheses of Corollary 4.1.3.
We have the immediate corollary that the Arens
multiplications (F,G)-+FG and (F,G)-+F:G can be defined 
on (Aj(i)A (see Definition 3*1*1) . However, we do not know 
if it is an algebra under either (or, equivalently, both)
Arens multiplications; and if it is, whether or not the Arens 
multiplications are regular. Also, we do not know about the 
general relationships between (A,n)A and A** as subsets of 
A*' .
4.3*7 Theorem. If A is a Banach algebra with bounded 
approximate identity, then, (i) A** is a subset of (A,q)A 
if and only if the Arens multiplications on A** are 
regular; and (ii) if (A,n)A is a subset of A**, then (A,p.)A 
is an algebra under both Arens multiplications and these 
multiplications are regular.
Proof. Assume that A** is a subset of (A,(i)A . If 
(F ) is any net in the unit ball S of A**, a ct(A**,A*)- 
compact set, choose H to be some ct(A**,A*)-cluster point 
of this net in S . For each G in A** and f in A* we 
have that G:F(f) and GF(f) are cluster points of the nets 
(G:F (f)) and (GF (f)}, respectively, by Lemma 4.3*6 andGu (X
Theorem 4 .3*5* Therefore, the sets S:f and S*f are 
ct(A*,A**)-compact for each f in A*. That the Arens 
multiplications on A** are regular follows from Theorem 3*1*8*
Conversely, suppose that the Arens multiplications are 
regular on A**. If fG ) is a net in A** converging to 0
VM
in the a (A**, A*) topology, then for each F in A** and f
in A* we have that lim FG (f) = lim G :F(f) = 0 anda v ' a v '
lim f:G (f) = lim G F(f) = 0  by Lemma 3*1*3* Therefore,oc oc
e a c h  F  i n  A** i s  a n  e l e m e n t  o f .  (A,p)A b y  L e m m a  4 . 3 * 6
a n d  T h e o r e m  4 . 3 * 5 *
To prove (ii), let F and G be elements of (A,p)A;
then F:G and GF are defined as elements of A**. Choose
a net {a^} in A converging to G in the a (A**, A*)
topology by Goldstine's Theorem. Then since F is in 
n a(A,p ) by Lemma 4.3*6, for each f in A* we have that
F:G(f) = lim Fra (f) = lim a F(f) = GF(f) by Theorem 4.3*5OC oc
and Lemma 3*1*3* Therefore, since F:G is an element of
(A,p^")A and GF is an element of (A,p^)A by Lemma 4.3*6
and Theorem 4.3 *3 j the element F:G = GF is in (A,p)A by 
Lemma 4.3*6; and part (ii) now follows.
4.3*8 Corollary. If A** is a subset of (A,(i)A, then the
1 2restrictions of the p ,p , and p completion topologies to
1 2A** coincide with the p , p , and p topologies, 
respectively.
Proof. Let {F ) be a net in A** converging to 0
in the p^ topology. Then lim ||F :f|| = 0 for each f inc  cc
A* by Definition 3.1.6. Any element f in the polar of the
p^.-neighborhood V = {xeA:||g*x|| < 1} can be written as
f = H*g, where H is an element of A** of norm at most 1
J .X U
by Lemma 4.3.1* Therefore, lim |FaH(g)| = lim |H:Fa (g)|
< lim ||F :g|| = 0 since the Arens multiplications are regularUi
by Theorem 4.3.7* Hence, there exists aQ such that the 
set {f :a>ot ) is contained in V06 f! (A,p)A, and so the
vl vJ
net fF } converges to 0 in the completion topology.O C
Conversely, if {(* } is a net in A** converging to 0O C
in the p^-completion topology and f is any element of A*, 
for e > 0  there is a such that the set {g :a>a } is
u  u« u
contained in the bipolar of the p^-neighborhood U
= (xeA:||f«x|| < e}. In particular, if x is any element of
the unit ball of A, then |g :f(x)| = |G (x*f)| < e when-O C  o c  *****
ever a > a  by Lemma 4.3.1. Consequently, lim||G :f|| 0 for
U  \X
each f in A* ; thus, the net (G } converges to 0 in theOC
P1e topology.
2The proof for the p topology is similar^ and note 
that as a consequence of Corollary 4.1.3 a subbase for the
p-completion topology consists of bipolars (in A*') of
1 2 p -neighborhoods and p -neighborhoods of A restricted to
(A,p)A s o  that the conclusion holds for the pg topology
as well.
A generalization of the next theorem is given in 
Theorem 5.2.10.
4 . 3 . 9  T h e o r e m . If A i s  a  c o m m u t a t i v e  B * - a l g e b r a ,  t h e n  
A** = (A,p)A .
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P r o o f .  W e  m a y  r e g a r d  A  a s  CQ (S), t h e  b o u n d e d  
c o n t i n u o u s  c o m p l e x - v a l u e d  f u n c t i o n s  o n  a  l o c a l l y  c o m p a c t  
H a u s d o r f f  s p a c e  w h i c h  v a n i s h  a t  i n f i n i t y  ( s e e  E x a m p l e  3 * 3 - 7  
a n d  [ 7  j P * 9 ] ) »  T h e n  A *  i s  t h e  s e t  o f  c o m p l e x  r e g u l a r  B o r e l  
m e a s u r e s  o n  S [ 1 9 , p . 1 3 1 ] *  S i n c e  t h e  A r e n s  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n s  
a r e  r e g u l a r  o n  A * *  b y  T h e o r e m  3*2.5., w e  h a v e  t h a t  A * *  i s  a  
s u b s e t  o f  ( A , q . ) A  b y  T h e o r e m  4 . 3 * 7 *
If F is an element of (A,h)a, we wish to show that 
F is a norm-continuous linear functional on A*. It suffices 
to show that if ff ] is a sequence of A* such that 
lim ||fn | = 0, then (F(fn )} clusters at 0 . By choosing a 
subsequence if necessary, we may assume that ||fnl < l/2n 
for each n . If |f | denotes the total variation measure 
of fn , then 0 = |fn | is a positive measure in A*.
Note that | fR (x) | < | f j  (|x| ) < e(|x)>)< ||0*|x| | = ||e*x|| for 
each x in. A by Lemma 4.3*1 and a consequence of the 
Radon-Nikodym Theorem [19,p.126], Therefore, the sequence 
ffn }' is contained in the polar of the [i-neighborhood 
{xeA:||0*x|| < 1} by Lemma 4.3*1* Since F is an element of 
(A,|i)A and lim 11fn 1 = 0, we see that lim F(fn ) = 0 ; there­
fore, F is an element of A**. We have now shown that 
A** = (A,h)A.
1 1 0
Section 4. The ^-Completions of Certain Banach 
*-Algebras.
In this section A will denote a Banach *-algebra with 
bounded approximate identity such that the positive linear 
functionals on A separate points of A . We then show 
that ( A a n d  (A a r e  equal to (A,*'’)a » More­
over, the J-completion of A is in a natural way a 
^-algebra under either Arens multiplication; and with respect 
to the ^-completion topology (A,*/)A is algebraically and 
topologically isomorphic to the bidual of the B*-algebra 
enveloping A with the topology.C
We denote the set of positive linear functionals on
A by P : that is, P = (0eA:0(a*a) > 0, Vae A). Since
each element of P is norm-continuous by [28]* we have that
1 2the topologies oP , J , and J are Hausdorff on A by the 
remarks following Definition 2.1.3• Moreover, the 
topological duals with respect to each of these topologies 
are the same and equal the span of P by Theorem 2.1.8. We 
shall now prove that (A,</^)A = (A,»̂ )A .
4.4.1 Definition. For a in A define |a|
1
= sup [9 (a*a)2:9 e P, ||0|| < 1], Then the mapping a-* |a| is a 
norm on A since we are assuming that P separates points 
of A [7 ,p.23]. Let C(A) denote the completion of A 
with respect to the norm a -» |a| on A . Then C(A) is a
B*-algebra and the natural injection t:A-*C(A) is norm- 
decreasing [7 *p.4l]. The algebra C(A) is called the 
B*-algebra enveloping A . If F 1 denotes the set 
[cp e C(A)' :cp(c*c) > 0, Vc. e 0(A))* then each element of P* 
is norm-continuous on C(A) since C(A) has a bounded 
approximate identity [28 i 7*P» 131• Moreover* 0(A)* is the 
span of P 1 [ 7 ,p. 40]. We shall denote the norm of f in 
C(A)* by |f| » (Compare with Theorem 2.1.8 and its 
corollary).
4.4.2 Lemma. To each 0 in P there corresponds a unique 
element 0 in P* such that 0 = 0 ° t  and 10 1 = ||0|| . More­
over* 0 -* 0 is a bijection from P to P 1 . Therefore* there 
is a well-defined linear bijection f ■+ f from < P >  to
, v 4C(A)* such that if f = L  -X.0.* for 0. in P and v ' i=l 1 1 1 1
complex numbers* then f = *
Proof. The reader is referred to [7 *p.42].
4.4.3 Lemma. If 0 is an element of P * let
U = {a e A:0(a*a) < 1) and let V =  (cc O(A):0(c*c) < 1). Then 
V° = (f e C(A)*:f e U°). Furthermore* the mapping f -» f from 
U° to V° is o(<P>*A) - ct(C>(A)** C(A)) bicontinuous.
Proof. Let f be a non-zero element of U°* let v
be an element of Y * and let e > 0 „  Set 6 equal to
min {l*e/2- (||0|| + |f j£L) • (2| v| + 1)}. Then there is an element
a in A . such that |v-Ta| <6 . Thus,, | f (v)^ ~ f (Ta)2 |
= | f.(v) + f (ra) | . | f (v) - f (Ta) | < |f | 2| v +Ta| | v - Ta|
< 6 | f | ̂  (2| v| + 6) < e/2 and | 0 (Ta*ra) - 0 (v*v) |
< | 0 | (| Ta*a - (ra*)v| + | (ia*)v- v*v| )_<||0||ta— v| (| ta| + | v| j
< 6'|[0|| (2| v'| + 6) < e/2. Since f is an element of U°, we 
have that |f(x)|2 < 0 (x*x) for all x in [i8 jp.l3]j and•* r
we see that |f(v)|2 < | f (Ta) | 2 + e/2 = | f (a)|2 + e/2
< 0(a*a)+e/2 < 0 (v*v) + e _< 1 + e . Since e is arbitrary, 
f is an element of V°. Conversely, if ' g is an element 
of V° and a is any element of U , then |g(Ta)| < 1 
since Ta is in V . Therefore, goT is in U° and got = g
Now let ff ) be a net in U° converging to 0 in
the cr(<P>,A) topology. For each c in C(A) and e > 0
there exists an element a in A such that |c~Ta|<e/2 101 2
and there is aQ such that |f (a)| < e/2 whenever a > a Q .
1
Since each f is an element of V° and so | fa (x)| < 0 (x*x) 2
_ _1
for all x in C(A), we see that |f | < |0|2. ThusOC
|f (c)| < e/2+|f (ra)| < e whenever a > an . TheLI UL LJ
cr(C(A)*,C(A)) - ct(<P>,A) continuity of the inverse of the 
mapping f -> f is clear.
4.4.4. Lemma. For each F in (A,</Ma there exists a 
unique element F in C(A)** such that F(g) = F ( G ° t )  for all 
g in C(A)*.
Proof. For F in (A,»^)A define F as a linear
functional on C(A)* by F(g) = F ( f o T ) .  Since the mapping 
g -♦ gor is a bijection from C(A)* to < P >  by Lemma 4.4.2, 
it is clear that F is uniquely defined. To show that F 
is an element of 0(A)**, it suffices to show that if fgn} 
is a sequence in 0(A)* such that lim|g |= 0, then the 
sequence {F(g )) clusters at 0 „ By choosing a subsequence 
if necessary, we may assume that |g | < l/2n .
For each n there exist cp» in P' and complex1 2 IJ 1 j 1J
numbers (i = 1,2,5,4) by [7 ,p„40] such that
S n = S i=lXi,n'Pi,n' where K . J  + I “ I ‘ *2,1) 1
= ||gn + g*l <|gn l and |<p3jn| + |cp^n | “ l<P3,n -<P4jnl = -il8n-gSl
< |gn |. Then cp± = T^-l^i/n for i = 1,2,3,4, is a well-
defined element of C(A)*, and cp.°T = 2°°_.,cp n  is a well-* i n •— i l̂ ii
defined element of P in A* by Lemma 4.4.3- Moreover.,
2for each a in A we have that | cp̂ r.°T(a)| <1  « IJ
| cp - o t | cp. n (ra*Ta) < |cp. | cp. (Ta*Ta) < cp.oT(a*a) for eachX  j IJ X  ̂  IJ X  ̂  IJ X  X
i and n [ 7 ,p.23]. Therefore, {cp̂  n°T) is a sequence for
fixed i in the polar of the aP~-neighborhood
(a e A:cp.oT (a*a) < 1}; moreover, lim||cp_. or|| - lim|cp. __ | = 0.X  X  *) 1 j X  y Xj
Therefore, lim F(gn ) - lim P ( ^ ==1Xi ^cpi^n )= lim 4 = l Xi,n^ (cpj.,n)
- l i m  „F(cp. ° t ) -• 0 s ince  F i s  i n  (A,a^)A ox—x x̂ ij x^n
4 .4 .5 Theorem. The ^-completion of A and - completion 
of A are the same subsets of < P>*.
Proof. Since the collection of-V^"-neighborhoods of the
oform faeA:0(a*a) < 1) and of ^"-neighborhoods of the form 
{a e a:0(aa*) < 1) for 0 in P is a subbase for J , it 
follows directly that (A.,J’)A is a subset of (A,,/^)A . 
Furthermore., since this subbase for J satisfies the 
hypotheses of Corollary 4.1.3* to show the reverse contain­
ment , it suffices by that corollary to prove that each 
element of (A,^)A is a(< P>, A)-continuous on the polar
Oof each J -neighborhood of the form {aeA:0(aa*) < 1} for 
0 in P . It is enough, therefore, to show that if F is 
any element of (A, S-) A and f.f ) is any net inOC
U° = {aeA:0(aa*) < 1}° which converges to o in the 
a(<P> ,A) topology, then [F(f )j clusters at 0 .
Let F, 0, and f for each a denote the elements of 
C(A)** and C(A)* defined as in Lemmas 4.4.4 and 4.4.2.
It is then easy to check that -n(fa ) ~ ^or 6ac^ a *
and we shall prove that the net {F(f )} clusters at 0 .UL
The net {f^} is contained in the polar of the set 
V = (cg C(A):F(cc*) < 1} by Lemma 4.4.3; moreover, V° is 
ct(C(A)*,C(A)**)-compact: Corollary 3.2.9 asserts that the 
polar of the set W - (c g  C(A):0(e*c) < 1} is 
a(C.(A)*,C(A)**)-compact, and Y° is the image of W° under 
the .a.(C(A)*,.C(A)**)-continuous mapping g -» g* on C(A)*.
Choose g in C(A)* to be a a(C(A)*,C(A)**)-cluster 
point of the net {f } ; then, F(g) is a cluster point ofOC
the net (F(f )). Since the net ffa ) converges to 0 in
the a(C(A)*,C(A)) topology by Lemma 4.4.3* we see that g 
must be 0 , Hence [F(f )] clusters at 0 as was to be 
shown. The proof is thereby concluded.
We now show that there is a natural involution on 
(A,«^)A which extends the involution on A .
4.4.6 Lemma. For f in < P >  the element f* * defined in 
A*., is also in <P>. Then if F is any element of (A5»(,)AJ
the linear functional F* on < P >  defined by F*(f) = F(f*)
is an element of (A,»(’)A .
Proof. Since f in < P >  can be written as
f = an(̂  (x ) = 0 j_(x ) f’or each x in A by
['7 ,p.23], we see that f* = 311 <P>»
To show that F* is an element of (A5J’)Aj) it suffices by
Theorem 4.4.5 to prove that F* is a(<P>,A)-continuous on
the polar of each ^-neighborhood of the form [aeA: 0 (a*a) <. 1).
However, a net [f } in the polar of the ^-neighborhoodOC
U = (aeA:0(a*a) < 1} for 0 in P converges to 0 in the 
a(<P>,A) topology if and only if the net [f *} in the polar• OCpof the a? -neighborhood IT* = (acA:0(aa*) < 1} converges to 
0. in this same topology. Since F is ct(<P>,A)-continuous 
on both U° and (U*)°, the lemma now follows.
4.4.7 Corollary. The ^-completion of A and the 
2
J -completion of A are the same subset of < P > ’ .
Proof . Since P is in (A,«^)A if and only if F*
is in (A,oA ) A as we see from the proof above,, the corollary
follows from Theorem 4.4.5 and Lemma 4.4.6.
We have now shown that (Aj^’1 )A., (ASJ>̂ )A S and ( AV)A 
are the same.
4.408 Theorem. The ^-completion of A is a *-algebra under 
either Arens multiplication, and the Arens multiplications 
are regular on (AV)A «
Proof. We first show that either Arens multiplication 
can be defined on (A,^)A by verifying the two conditions 
of Definition 3-1-1* Since multiplication on A is 
separately continuous by Theorem 2d.4, we have that 
(A3bP)* is a left and a right A-module. Secondly, if F is
in ( A^)A and f is in (A,a/1)*, then F»f and F:f are
defined as elements of A* ; and it is easy to check that 
F»f(a) = F°f(Ta) and F:f(a) = F:?(Ta) for each a in A, 
where F in C(A)** and f in C(A)* are defined as in Lemma
4.4.4 and 4.4.2 respectively. Since F»f and F:f are 
elements, of C(A)*, we have that. F-f ■= (F.f)or and 
F:f = (F:f)oT are elements of < P >  by Lemma 4.4.2. Thus, 
(AV)* = < P >  is invariant under the mappings (F,f)-»F«f 
and (F,f)->F:f from (A,^)A x (A,oP)* to (A,J)1 .
Next, to show that (A,^)A is an algebra under the 
multiplication (F,G)-»FG, it suffices by Lemma 3 d . 2  and
the bilinearity of the mapping (F,G)->FG from 
(AV)A x (A,J)A to (Asa?)*' to prove that each FG is 
actually an element of (A,J)^. In view of Corollary 4.4.7 
it suffices to show that FG is a (< P >,A)-continuous on the
ppolar of each J -neighborhood of the form U =  (aeA:0 (aa*) <1} 
for 0 in P .
With the notation as in Lemmas 4.4.2 and 4.4.4 we 
need to establish the following relations: for each f in 
< P> and a and x in A we have that f«a(x) = f(ax)
= f(T(ax)) = f-Ta(Tx) = (f-Ta)oT(x) ; therefore 
G»f(a) =G(f»a) =G(f»Ta)®r) = G(f»Ta) = ((G*f)°r)(a) and 
FG(f) =F(G*f) =F((G.f )o t ) =F(G«f) = FG(f) . Then if {f ) isOC
any net in U° = (acA:0(aa*) <, 1}° converging to 0 in 
the ct( < P > jA) topology the net (f ), is contained in theOC
polar (in C(A)*) of the set V = (ce C(A):0 (cc*) < 1) and
(f } converges to 0 in the a(C(A)**C(A)) topology by cc
Lemma 4.4.3° Since the set V° is o(C(A)*s C(A)**)-compact 
as a consequence of Corollary 3°2„9* the net (f ] must
Ui
converge to 0 in the a(C(A)*5 C(A)**) topology; thus,,
lim FG(f ) = lim FG(F ) = 0. o c  cc
It is easy to verify that (F*G*)* = F:G and
F:G(f) = F : G (f) for F and G in (A and f in
< P>. Since the Arens multiplications are regular on
C(A)** by Theorem 3.2.5, we see that FG(f) = FG(f) = G:F(f)
= G:F(f) for every F and G in (A,J)^ and f in <P>.
Thus, (A,«(,)a is a *-algebra under either Arens multipli­
cation and these multiplications are regular.
The completion of A with respect to J under either 
arens multiplication is essentially the only example of a 
locally convex completion which we can prove is an algebra 
under some Arens multiplication without being able to verify 
the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.5. However, Theorem 4.1.5 
asserts not only that certain locally convex completions 
are algebras under an Arens multiplication but also that the 
multiplication is continuous in the left variable with respect 
to the completion topology.
1 1
The mappings G ■+ max [GG* (cp)̂ , G*G(cp)" )̂ on C(A)** for 
cp in P' are seminorms since C(A) is a B*-algebra, and 
the collection of these seminorms defines a locally convex 
Hausdorff topology on C(A)** called J (see Definition
3.2.6). In fact, g(C(A)**, C(A)*) < < t (C(A)**,C(A)*)
by Theorems 3.2.15 and 3.2.10.
For the following theorem we are considering (A,^)A 
and C(A)** as algebras under the Arens multiplication 
(F,G) -» FG.
4 .4 .9 Theorem. There exists a *-isomorphism T: -» C(A)**
which is a homeomorphism with respect to the ^-completion 
topology on (A,a/*)A and the J> topology on C(A)**. Moreover,
Ta = a for every a in A .
Proof. For F in (A,^)A define TF by Lemma 4.4.4: 
that is, as the unique element F in C(A)** such that 
F(g) = F (g°t) for all g in C(A)*. It is now clear that 
r is well-defined, linear and Ta = a for every a in A . 
Moreover, if TF = TG for F and G in (A,o^)A, then 
F(f) = F(f) = G('f) = G(f) for each f in (A,j)*, where 
f is defined as in Lemma 4.4.2 ; therefore, r is 
injective. Furthermore, we showed in the proof of Theorem
4.4.8 that FG(f) = FG(f) for-each F and G in (A,J)^ 
and f in (A,J)* thus, T is an algebra homomorphism.
If G is an element of C(A)**, define a linear 
functional F on (A,*0* by ^(f) = G(f). Lemma 4.4.3 and 
Corollary 3-2„9 which asserts the a(C(A)*,C(A)*^-compactness 
of each of the sets V° = {ce C(A):0(c*c) < 1}° for each 0 
in P ensures us that F is an element of (A,^)A and, 
hence, of (A,^)A by Corollary 4.4.7. Since it is easily 
verified that T(F*) = (TF)*, we see that T is a 
*-isomorphism.
The collection of sets of the form UQ = [aeA:0 (a*a) <1) 
and (U*)0 = faeA:0(aa*) < 1) for 6 in P constitute a 
subbase for the J  topology on A \ Therefore, we have that 
the collection of sets Ug°° fl (A,»<’)A and (U*)gfl (A,^)A (where 
the bipolars are taken in (A,/*'’)*') form a subbase for the 
^-completion topology by Corollary 4.1.3* Let V Q denote 
the set (c e C (A): 0 (c*c) < 1}; then Vg° = [fe C (A)* rfeu0°} by
Lemma 4.4.3. It is easy to check that r(U0oon (A3</)A) equals 
V000 in C(A)**; moreover, equals the set
[G e C(A)**:G*G(0) < 1} by Lemma 3.2.8. Since (U*)0 is the 
set f u e A : u * e U 0]* and if (V*)0 is defined to he the set 
fve C(A):v*eV0)* then r((U*)°0°n (A^)a ) = (V*)°°
= fGe C(A)**:GG*(0) < 1} for the same reasons. Since the 
mapping 0-> 0 is a bijection from P to P 1 by Lemma 4.4.2* 
we see that r is also a homeomorphism with respect to the 
J -completion topology on (A*</)A and the topology on
C(A)**.
The proof of the following corollary is immediate.
4.4.10 Corollary. If A is a B*-algebra* then (A*^)A = A**.
CHAPTER V
THE J AND u TOPOLOGIES ON W*-ALGEBRAS e e
In Chapter III we studied the topologies J and \i on6 6
the biduals of certain Banach algebras. An alternative 
problem is to consider a W*-algebra M —  that is, a 
B*-algebra which is the dual of a Banach space F -- with 
the topologies induced on M by the same seminorms as 
generate and |ig .
The topology and related topologies on W*-algebras 
have been widely investigated by Sakai [20] and others. 
Akemann, for instance, has F of M to be relatively 
a(F,M)-compact and, thereby, proves that the J and t(M,F) 
topologies agree on norm balls of M [ l ]. We show that for
certain types of Banach algebras A a subset of A* satisfies
Akemann1s criterion if and only if it is equicontinuous with 
respect to a topology on A related to the J topology (see
Theorem 5.1.6). We than investigate this criterion in terms
of the duals and biduals of AB*-algebras. We also make some 
remarks about the iig topology on W*-algebras: this 
topology was first introduced by P. C. Shields in [24 1* but 
was discovered independently by this author.
The first section establishes terminology and includes
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additional relations on the topologies of the p, \i, and J 
families.
Section 1. Additional Relations on the Topologies 
of the p, and J Families.
The reader is referred to [ 29] for the following 
definition and proof of the first lemma.
5.1.1. Definition. If A is a Banach space and JT is a
locally convex Hausdorff topology on A such that
O’ < t (A,A*), then there exists a finest locally convex
topology on A which agrees with 0 on norm-balls of A .
IfMoreover, if we denote this topology by J , then
I f  1 f0 < 0 < t (A,A*). A base of neighborhoods for 0 consists
of sets of the form V = (U^ fl S + U2 H 2S + ... +Un fl nS),
where S denotes the unit ball of A and (U^) is a
sequence of O-neighborhoods.
5.1.2 Lemma. Let J be a locally convex Hausdorff topology
on a Banach space A such that 0 < t (A,A*). Then we have
the following: (i) if O’1 is a locally convex Hausdorff
topology on A , then O'1 < 0^  if S'1 J g < 0 |g ; and (ii) a
Iflinear functional f on A is 0 continuous if and only 
if f|s is O'-continuous.
F. D. Sentilles has proved the next two theorems for
the 0^ topology in an A-module setting [21 ]j and D. C. Taylor, 
using some of the same techniques, has proved them for the 
0 topology on a B*-algebra [26]* We restrict our attention 
to a Banach algebra A with bounded approximate identity and 
give modified versions of these proofs for the 0 topology 
on A .
5.1.3 Theorem. Let ¥ be an absolutely convex subset of a
Banach algebra A with bounded approximate identity, and 
suppose that for each positive integer n there is a 0- 
neighborhood V such that Vn fl nS is contained in ¥ . Then
the 0-closure of ¥ is a 0-neighborhood.
Proof. By hypothesis and the remarks following 
Definition 2.1.1 choose a sequence [V^) of 0-neighborhoods 
such that each Vn is of the form [xeA:|| anx|| < 1, ||xbn| < 1) 
for an and bn in A and such that Vn IlnS is a subset
of ¥ . Then (Vn fl nS) i-s contained in ¥ .
¥e now show that lim IIf-e +e «f-e -f - — f|| = 0" a cl a a 1
uniformly on f in ¥° (taken in A*), where {e } is aOC
bounded approximate identity for A . Let e > 0 and choose
a positive integer N such that l/n < e/4. Then there is aQ
such that a > a Q implies max (Ha^e - a^H , l|eabN - bN||} < l/N .
For x in A of norm at most 1 the set
{(N/4)(e x + xe - e xe - x ):a>a0 ) is contained in V^flNS,CC OC OC OC O  In
a subset of ¥ . Hence, for every f in ¥° we have that
|f(e x +  xe -e xe -x)| < 4/N < e whenever a > . There' ' a a a a 71 o
f o r e ,  IIf*• e + e * f - e  * f * e  -  fII  < e f o r  each f  i n  W°* 1 a a a a 1
whenever a > aQ .
Furthermore, W° is norm-bounded in A* . To see this,
note that the set (l + ||aN | + ||b̂ ||)”^*S is contained in
V ^ H N S  ; hence, W° is a subset of (1 + ||aN| + ||bN||)* {.feA*: ||f |
< 1}. In Theorem 2.1.7 we gave a proof that the set
X = ffeA*:lim ||e *f+f*e -e *f«e — f|| = 0) is contained1 1 a a a a 1 J
in (A,0)*; the same proof can be easily adapted to show that 
W°, a subset of X , is contained in the polar of some 
0-neighborhood. Therefore, W°° in A is a 0-neighborhood; 
moreover, W00 is the 0-closure of W since W is
absolutely convex by [l8,p.36]. This concludes the proof.
5.1.4 Theorem. If A is a Banach algebra with bounded
Ifapproximate identity, then the topologies 0 and 0 are 
the same.
Proof. From Definition 5.1.1 we have that 0 < 0^^.
To show the reverse relationship, we choose a base for
ftf if0 -neighborhoods consisting of 0 -closed absolutely
convex neighborhoods by [18,p.12]. We see from Definition
5.1.1 that each V in V satisfies the hypotheses of
IfTheorem 5.1.3. Therefore, if we show that 0 -closed 
convex sets are 0-closed, the desired conclusion follows 
from Theorem 5 .1.3. It thus suffices to prove that
I f(A,P )* = (A,p)*: for then, the p-closed convex sets and
I fthe p -closed convex sets are the same by [18,p.3^].
To that end, note that (A,p^)* contains (A,p)* and
is a subset of A* by Lemma 5.1.2. If f is any element
1 fof (A,p )*, then f is p-continuous by Theorem 2.1.7
provided that lim l|f • e + e *f - e *f *e - fII = 0, where fe 1OC oc oc oc
is a bounded approximate identity for A. Let e > 0  ; then
since fjg is p-continuous by Lemma 5.1.2, there exists a
p-neighborood V = {x e A: ||ax|| < 1, ||xb||<l) for some a and
b in A such that jf(v)| < e for every v in V . Choose
aQ so that max [||ae -a||, ||ê b — b||} < -jj whenever a > aQ .
Consequently, if x is any element of A with norm at most
1, the set [e x + x e  - e xe -x:a>a_) is contained in VJ oc a a a o J
and so |f(e x + x e  - e xe -x)| < e for a > . The proof' a  a cx oc o
is now completed.
1 fIt is not necessarily the case that J and *r are 
equivalent (see Example 5.1.8).
5.I.5 Lemma. Let A be a Banach *-algebra with bounded 
approximate identity such that the set P = {0e A*:0(x*x)
> 0, Vxe A] separates points of A . For 0 in P let 
U = (xe A: 0(x*x) < 1, 0 (xx*) < 1), let V' = (F e A**:
F*F(0) < 1, FF*(0) < 1], and let N be a positive integer.
If S and S' denote the unit balls of A and A**
respectively, then. V' fl NS' is contained in (U fl NS)°°,
where the bipolar is taken in A**.
Proof. Let P be an element of V' fYNS’ and let f 
be any element of (UONS)0 in A*. For 0 < e < l '  we can 
choose an element a in A by Lemma 3*2.13 and Goldstine’s 
Theorem which satisfies the following properties: (i)
||a|| < || (1 - e)P|| < N; (ii) max {| ((1 - e ) 2F*F - a*a) (9) |,
| ((1 - e)2FF* - aa*) (9) | ) < e; and (iii) | ((1 - € )F - a)(f) | < e .
Then max{0(a*a), 9 (aa*) ] < e + (1 - e ) 2*max (F*F (9) ,FF* (0))
p< e + (1-e) < 1 ; in particular, a is an element of U fl NS.
Hence, (l-e)|F(f)| < e + |f(a)| < e + 1  since f is an
element of (UflNS)0 . It now follows that F is an element
of (UHNS)0 0 .
If M is a W*-algebra with predual F, Akemann [ l ] 
has given several necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
(norm-bounded) subset K of F to be relatively a (F,M)-compact, 
one of which is the following: there exists an. element 9 
in F such that 0(x*x) > 0 for all x in M and which 
has the property that given e > 0 there is 6 > 0 such that 
whenever x is in M with ||x||<l and 0(x*x+xx*) < 6 , 
then |f (x)| < e for all f in K . We now prove that for 
a certain type of Banach algebra A a subset K of A* 
satisfies Akemann1 s criterion if and only if K is ^ - 
equicontinuous.
5.1.6 Theorem. Let A be a Banach *-algebra with bounded
approximate identity such that P separates points of A .
If K is a subset of A* , then the following are
1 f*equivalent: (i) there exists an J -neighborhood V in A 
such that K is contained in V° in A*; (ii) there exists 
0 in P with ||0|| < 1 such that given e > 0  there is 
6 > 0  such that if x is in A with ||x||<l and 
max (0(x*x), 0(xx*)] < 6, then |f(x)|<e for all f in K; 
and (iii) there exists 6 in P with ||0||<1 such that 
given e > 0 there is 6 > 0 such that if F is in A** 
with ||F|| < 1 and max (F*F(0), FF*(0)) < 6 , then 
| F(f) | < e for all f in K .
Proof of (i) => (iii). By Definition 5.1.1. the
-neighborhood V contains a set of the form
fl S + ... + Un fl nS), where S is the unit ball of A 
and (U ) is a sequence of a/’-neighborhoods. Thus, for each 
positive integer n there exists an ^-neighborhood Un such 
that sup f|f(x)|:feK) < 1 for all x in Un fl n S . More­
over, each ^-neighborhood Un contains a set of the form 
Vn = (x e A : ( x * x )  < 1, 0n (xx*) < 1) by the remarks following 
Definition 2.1.3•
Let 6 = S“=1 (l/(2n .(||0r)| +l))0n ; then 9 is a well- 
defined element of P such that ||0|| < 1. Given e >0,
choose a positive integer N such that l/N< e and set 6
equal to l/(N2* 2° . (||en l| + 1)). If F is an element of A** 
with ||F|| <1 and max[F*F(0),FF*(0)} < 6 , then NF is an
element of (V^flNS)00 by Lemma 5.1.5: in fact,
max (N2F*P(0n ), N2FF*(0n )} < N2*2N * (||©Nl|+l) maxF*F (0) ,FF* (6))
< 1. Since fl NS is contained in U^flNS, a subset of
V , we have that K is contained in (V^RNS)0 . Therefore, 
sup {N|F(f) | :f e K) < 1; that is, sup f |F(f) | :f e K} < l/N < e .
Clearly, (iii) =* (ii). It remains to show that
(ii) =» (i). For each positive integer n let 6̂  be chosen
that sup (|f(x)|:feK) < l/2n «n whenever x is in A with
||x|| < 1 and max (0(x*x), 0(xx*)} < 6^ . Let (l^) be the
sequence of ^-neighborhoods defined by U = (xeA:9 (x*x) < 6^,
0(xx*) < 6n ); then, V = U”_-]_(Û  fl S + . . . + U n fl nS) is an 
IfaP -neighborhood. Let x = x^ + x2 + ... + x^ be an element of
V , where xfi is in Un (1 nS for n = 1, ...,N. Then
I (l/n )xn| < 1 and max (0 ((l/n2)xn*xn), Q ((l/n2)xnxn* ))
±  V  thus' lf (x )l < Sn!llf (xn ) l ^ Sn=ln lf ^ l/n) xn)l
< E ̂ l / 2 n < 1 for each f in K. Therefore, K is
contained in V° and the proof is completed.
5.1.7 Corollary. If A is a Banach *-algebra with bounded
approximate identity such that P separates points of A , 
then (A,*^)* is the norm-closure of in A* .
Proof. From Definition 5.1.1 we have that
J < aP̂ f < t(A,A*) 1 therefore, (A,J)* is contained in
(A,*^)*, which is a subset of A* . Furthermore, it is 
easy to show that (A,J^^)* is norm-closed in A*.
I fSuppose there exists an element f of (h,J )* which
is not in the norm-closure of {k30P)*. Then there exists by
the Hahn-Banach Theorem an element F of A** such that
F(f) > 0 and f(g) = 0 for all g in (A,*'’)*, and we may
assume that ||f|| = 1. Since {A,J)* equals < P >  by
Theorem 2.1.8, we have that F*F(0) = 0 = FF*(0) for every 0
in P by Lemma 3*2.12. Choosing e such that 0 < e  <F(f)
in part (iii) of the theorem applied to f , we arrive at a
Ifcontradiction. Consequently, ( A )* is the norm-closure 
of (AV)*.
The preceding theorem and corollary can be adapted to 
show that (A, (a/’ijlf)* = norm-cl(A,<^i)* for i = l,2.
5.1.8 Example. We now see that J and are not
necessarily the same topologies. If A is an AB*-algebra 
which is not a B*-algebra under any equivalent norm, as 
Example 3*3*7* then (A,»^^)* = A* by the Theorems 3*2.14, 
2.1.8, and Corollary 5*1*7* but (A,*/)* cannot be A* in view 
of Corollary. 2.1.9*
We have not investigated these types of relationships 
for the [i family, but we do generalize Theorem 2.2.3 as 
follows.
5.1.9 Theorem. If A is an AB*-algebra with bounded 
approximate identity, then (i) a (A, A*) < p1 < < t(A, A*); 
(ii) a(A,A*) < m 2 < (»^)lf <t (A,A*) • and (iii) a(A,A*)<p
< ^ l f  < t (A ,A * ) .
Proof. We shall prove (i); then (ii) follows
analogously, and (iii) is an immediate ..consequence of (i)
and (ii) . It suffices to show that \î  < by Theorem
2.1.4 and Definition 5.1.1. Let {a } be a net in the unitcc 2ball of A which converges to 0 in the J topology and
let e > 0 .  Then since A is AB*, for each f in A*
there exists in P = {0e A*:0(x*x) >0, Vx e A) and
complex numbers (i = 1, 2,3*4) such that ||f - < e/2
by Theorem 3*2.14. There exists aQ such that a > aQ
implies max{0i (aaaa*)2 :i = 1, 2,3,4) < e/2* (1 + ll0jjF)*
Then since I a xll <1 for each x in S and each a , we have" CC " —
by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality that |f(a x)| <e/21 ex. i
+ I l e i ( aa x ) l  < e/2 + s i i i l Xi l  i ( aaaa * ^ * 0i x̂*x^ £/2
A 1 1
+ 2-jI-JXjJ 0 âaaa*^2 3 ■theref’ore  ̂ whenever
2a > a Q . Since each norm-bounded J -convergent net converges
1 1 P 1 f*in the \i topology, by Lemma 5.1.2 we have that q < (J )
5.1.10 Theorem. Let A be an A,B*-algebra with bounded 
approximate identity. If S denotes the unit ball of A**, 
then. |ie |s < on A** (that is, jie < (-̂ g)1** in view
of Lemma 5.1.2).
Proof. Let {F ) be a net in the unit ball of A**oc
which converges to 0 in the topology (see Definition
3.2.6). Then for each f in A* and e > 0  choose 0^ in 
P and complex numbers such that ||f - < e/ 2 *
Then there exists a such that a > a implies
1 ° 1 0
max -fFa*Fa (0i)2 , FaFa*(0i)2: i = 1*2,3,4}
< e/2. (1 + s A j  \± \ ll̂ ll"2)* Thus, by Lemma 3.2.4 we have
for each a in A with ||a|| < 1 and for a > aQ that
max (|Fa »f (a) |, |Fa :f (a) | ) =max(|aFa (f)|, |Faa(f) | ) < e/2
+ max |aF(0±)| , lFaa(f) |)
1 1
< e/2+max{Si=1|\i |0i (aa*) •pa*Fa (0i)^
siillxilFaFa*(ei^-®iia*a ^ ^  e/2
,, 1 1 1
+ Ei=llXil ll0iH 2 *max{Fa*Fa (e.)2, paV ( 0i ^ ^  < e Thus'
max (||F «f||, ||F :f||) < e for a > a , and the net (F ) con- OC oc o oc
verges to 0 in the |i topology (see Definition 3.1.6).
We remark that if A is AB* with bounded approximate 
identity, then ct(A**,A*)|s < on A** in view of
Theorem 3.2.14. Moreover, since the Arens multiplications 
are regular on A** by Theorem 3.2.5* we also have that 
a(A**,A*) < (ig < t (A**,A*) by Theorem 3.1.8.
Section 2. The and Topologies on W*-Algebras.1 0 1 © 1
In accord with Sakai [20] we consider a W*-algebra M
to be a B*-algebra which is the dual of a unique Banach 
space F called the predual of M ; by convention P is 
usually identified with its natural image in M*.
Akemann [ 1 ] proved that the strong* topology on M , 
generated by the collection of seminorms 
[x-> 6(x*x+xx*)’2 :0 € F;0(y*y) > 0, VyeM), and the t (M,F) 
topology agree on norm balls of M by using his character­
ization of a(F,M)-compact subsets of F (see the discussion 
preceding Theorem 5.1.6).
If A is a Banach *-algebra with bounded approximate 
identity, we can define a topology on A** analogous to the 
strong* topology; however, it is easy to check that this 
topology is equivalent to the J topology on A** (see 
Definition 3-2.6). We attempted unsuccessfully to prove 
that if A is an AB*-algebra, then the J and t(A**,A*) 
topologies agree on norm balls of A**, but we do have a 
partial result.
Recall that if A is an AB*-algebra with bounded 
approximate identity, then by Theorems 3-2.14 and 3-2.10 the 
topology on A** is Hausdorff and J < t(A**,A*).
5.2.1 Theorem. Let A be an AB*-algebra with bounded 
approximate identity, and let K be a subset of A*. Suppose 
there exists 0 in P with ||0|| < 1 such that given e > 0 
there is 6 > 0 such that if F is in A** with ||f|| < 1
and max{F*F (0), FF*(0)} < 6, then | F(f) | < e for all f 
in K . Then K is relatively a(A*,A**)-compact.
IfProof. Note that K is -equicontinuous in view
of Theorem 5.1.6. We first show that K is norm-hounded.
Choose 6 > 0 such that if F is an element of A** with
||F|| < 1 and max{F*F(0), FF*(0)} < 6, then |F(f) | < for
all f in K . Now, if G is an element of A** with
||G|| < 1, then maxf(6/4)G*G(0), (6/4)GG* (0) ]<(6/4) ||g|| 2||0|| < 6
-1
and so | G(f) | < 6 ^  for all f in K .
Considering K as a subset of A***, we see that K
is relatively a(A***,A**)-compact. Let y be a 
a (A***,A**)-limit point of K . We now show that y is 
a(A**,A*)-continuous on A** and, therefore, is an element 
of A*. This will prove that K is relatively c(A*,A**)- 
compact.
To that end, let (Ha ) be a net in the unit ball of
A** which converges to 0 in the t (A**,A*) topology and let
e > 0 .  By hypothesis choose 6 > 0  associated to this e . 
Since the net {H ) converges to 0 in the J topology byCX c
Theorem 3*2.10, there exists a such thato
max{H *H (0), H H *(0)} < 6 whenever a>a,_. Consequently, a a ' ' a a ' ' o
|y(Ha )| < sup(Ha (f):f g  K) < e for a > a Q . Therefore, 
kery fl S is t (A**,A*)-closed, where S denotes the unit 
ball of A**; and it follows that kery fl S is- ct(A**,A*)-closed.
Since A* is a Banach space, y is ct(A**,A*)-continuous by 
[18, Theorem 5,p.Ill; Theorem 1, p. 26].
5.2.2 Corollary. If A is a B*-algebra, then a subset K of 
A* is relatively a(A*,A**)-compact if and only if K satisfies 
the condition stated in the theorem. Consequently,
-̂e |s = T (A**bA*)|g, where S denotes the unit ball of A**.
Proof. Since the bidual A** of A is a W*-algebra 
under the Arens multiplication (F,Gr)-*FG in view of Theorem 
3.2.16, and since a relatively cr (A*, A**)-compact set is 
norm-bounded [l8*p*67], the corollary follows from [ l] and 
the observation that the t(A**,A*) topology is that of 
uniform convergence on absolutely convex ct(A*,A**)-compact 
sets.
A paper by P . C. Shields [24] was recently brought 
our attention in which he introduced the topology on a 
W*-algebra M generated by the seminorms x -> max [||f *x||, ||x *i j ] 
(in our notation), where f is in the predual of M : this
topology is the W*-analogue of our qe topology on the 
bidual of a Banach algebra with bounded approximate identity 
(see Definition 3*1.6), and for that reason we will refer to 
it as the ne topology.
What interests us is that Shields claims the mapping 
(a,b) -♦ ab is |i -continuous on a W*-algebra for ||a||<l.
C  ■ ■
This is not necessarily true in the case of a non-commutative
W*-algebra as Example 5*2.6 will show. We also include a 
proof that if a B*-algebra A satisfies the property that 
the mapping (a,b) -> ab is p-continuous for ||a|| < 1* then 
(A,p)A equals A** and so is an algebra under either Arens 
multiplication (see the remarks following Lemma 4.3*6).
This result also generalizes Theorem 4.3*9: See Corollary
5*2.10.
5*2.4 Theorem. Let M be a W*-algebra with predual F .
Suppose there exists an element 0 in F such that 0(x*x)> 0
for all x in M and e > 0 which satisfy the following
property: for every cp in F such that cp(x*x)>^0 for all
x in M and for 6 > 0 there exist equivalent project-
2 2ions p and q in M (that is* p = p = p * *  q =q = q*/ and 
there exists an element v in M for which p = vv* and 
q = v*v) so that @(p)>e and cp(q) < 6 . Then the mapping
(a,b) -» ab on M is not pe-continuous for ||a||<l.
Proof. Let U be the ^-neighborhood
{x e M:||0*x|| < €, ||x*e|| < e), and let V =  [xeM: |Uk *x|| < e1,
||x.fk| < ei, k = 1, . . ., K) and W =  (xeM: ||cpn *x|| < e 2,
llx*cp l| < e0, n = 1, . ..,N] be any two basis p -neighbor- n c. c
hoods. Choose \ > 0  such that X < max [l,e,/(|| 1UI + .. .+|| ||).1 1 1  
Let cp equal 2 and ̂  equal Xe2/(l|cP]_ll "2+* • •+l|cpn ll'̂) *
Then by hypothesis for cp and 6 there exist projections
p and q in M and an element v in M such that
jLq-'+
(i) vv* = p and v*v = qj and (ii) 0 (p)>e and cpn (q)<_cp(q) < 6 
for n = 1, .. ,,N .
Since max f||Xv-^\\ , |Uk *Xv||} < X|| ||v|| <_\|UkH < e1 for
k = l, K, and X<1, then Xv is an element of VOS, 
where S denotes the unit ball of M. Furthermore, as a 
consequence of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we have that 
max {||(l/X)q.cpn||,||cpn .(l/X)q||} < (l/X) ||cpj| 2cpn ( q p  
< (l/X)||cp |P < €g, for n = l, Nj hence (l/X)q is an 
element of ¥ . Therefore, vq = Xv-(l/X)q is an element of
(vn S) .W .
Noting that v*vv* = v* by [ 3 jP»153]j we see that 
l l0 *vclll > 0 (vq*v* = 0(vv*vv*) = Q (vv*) = 0 (p) > e . Thus, vq is 
not an element of U . Since V and W are arbitrary basic 
|ie-neighborhoods, the mapping (a,b) -> ab on M cannot be 
|j -continuous for ||a||<l.
5 .2.5 Corollary. If M is a W*-algebra containing an 
infinite number of non-zero equivalent orthogonal projections, 
then the mapping (a,b) -+ ab on M is not qe-continuous for 
||a|| <1.
Proof. Let [p } be an infinite set of non-zero 
equivalent orthogonal projections. There exists 6 in F 
such that 0(x*x) 0 for all x in M and @(p-]_) > 0 : in
fact, F is spanned by the set [cp e F:cp(x*x) > 0, VxeM) [20].
jm-D
Choose e >0 such that g < 0(p-j_)* Let cp be any element 
of F with the property that cp(x*x)>0 for all x in M 
and let 6 > 0 . Then there exists a positive integer such 
that cp(pN ) < 6 . If this were not true, choose a positive 
integer n such that n6 >||cp|| j then P^ + ••• + P n is a 
projection and so has norm 1 , but by hypothesis 
n6 < cp(pj + ... + pn ) < ||cp||, a contradiction. The corollary now 
follows from the theorem.
5.2.6 Example. Let H be an infinite dimensional Hilbert 
space. Then B(H) is a W*-algebra (in fact, it is the bidual 
of a B*-algebra; namely, the compact operators on H). How­
ever, the mapping (a,b)-» ab on B(H) is not ^-continuous for 
I]a|| < 1 .  To see this, let fx :n = 1, 2, .. .} be an orthonormal 
set of vectors in H , and let pn be the projection on the 
closed subspace of H generated by xn . Clearly, the 
sequence fpn ) satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 5 .2 .5, 
and the desired conclusion now follows.
We remark that the mapping (a,b) -> ab for ||a|| < 1 on 
a type III factor also fails to be |ig-continuous in view of 
Corollary 5 .2.5 .
In conclusion we will prove that if A is a B*-algebra 
such that the mapping (a,b) -* ab on A is n-continuous for 
||a|j < 1, then (A,p)A equals A** and, hence, is an algebra 
under either Arens multiplication. The proof is quite
complicated and in part is based on the fact that A** is a 
W*-algebra under the Arens multiplication (F,G) ■+ FG (see 
Theorem 3.2.16). To facilitate the proof, we assume that 
the reader is familiar with Sakai's result that a W*-algebra 
can be considered as a von Neumann algebra [20]. Therefore, 
we use certain terminology freely and cite references from 
[ 6 ] •
5.2.7 Lemma. Let A be a B*-algebra and let
Pq = [0eA* : ||0|| < 1;0 (x*x) > 0, VxeA). Suppose that (F^) is a
net of hermetian elements in the unit ball of A** such that
lim FaFa (®) = 0 ^or some 0 in PQ . If Q denotes the
support of 0 in A**, then the net [QF Q) converges to 0OC
in the topology.
Proof. In light of our earlier remarks it suffices to
prove the lemma for a von Neumann algebra M. That is, we
must prove the following: if {F ) is a net of hermetian
elements in the unit ball of M such that lim F F (0) = 0a  a v '
for some normal positive linear functional 0 in M , then the
net [QF Q) converges to 0 in the J topology, where Q OC s
denotes the support of 0. For the definition of support of 
a normal positive linear functional on M see [6 jP*57]. Note 
also that the j topology is generated by the seminorms 
F m a x  [F*F ( c p )  ,FF* ( c p ) ) , where c p  is a normal positive linear 
functional.
By Proposition 4 of [6 *P*58] the net QF Q convergesvX
to 0 in the strong operator topology: that is., if H
denotes the Hilbert space on which M is a ring of
operators, then lim ||QF Qx|| = 0 for every x in H . If cpcc
is any normal positive linear functional on cp = S~_^[x^,x^], 
where (x^) is a subset of H such that ^_^||x^||^ < °° and 
[x±,x± ] is a linear functional on M defined by 
[xi,x±] (F) = ((Fxi,xi)).
For e > 0 choose a positive integer N such that
^i-N+l^xi ^  ^ e/^* Since the net {QF^Q} converges to 0
in the strong operator topology, there exists aQ such that
cx>a0 implies that ||QFaQx1| < s/2N for i = 1, ...,N. By
noting that QF Q is hermetian and has norm at most 1 for
a N
each a , we have for cc > a that QF QQF Q(cp)= S. _J|QF Qx . ||2U  (Jt IX -L- XX
+ ^ N + l ^ a ^ i 112 ̂  N(e/2N) +Si=N+l|lQFaQl|2Hxil|2 < € ' T h e r e "
fore, we see that the net [QF^^] converges to 0 in the 
JQ topology.
5.2.8 Lemma. Let A be a B*-algebra such that the mapping 
(a,b) -» ab is p-continuous for ||a|| < 1 , and let S ’ denote 
the unit ball of A**. Then for each pe-neighborhood U ’ in 
A** there exists a p-neighborhood V in A and a pg-neighbor- 
hood W 1 in A** such that the set V* (W'flS1) ^aFiacy/FeW'DS’ } 
is contained in U'.
Proof. Since the Arens multiplications are regular on
A by Theorem 3-2.5, we have that A** is contained in (A,p)A 
and that the p-completion topology restricted to A** is
equivalent to the pg topology on A** by Theorem 4.3-7 and
Corollary 4.3-8. Thus, there exists a p-neighborhood U in
A such that U°° (taken in A**) is contained in •^U'.
On A the mapping (a,b) -> ab on A for ||b|| < 1 
is also p-continuous. If S denotes the unit ball of A ,
we can choose p-neighborhoods V and W such that the set
V- (WflS] = fab:a e V, beWHS) is contained in U . It is 
clear that U°-V is contained in (WHS)0 and that V.(wns)00 
is contained in U°° , where the bipolars are taken in A**.
Let W' = W°° (in A**); then W* is a pe-neighborhood 
by Corollary 4.3-8. Note that (WHS)0 in A* is the 
cr(A*,A)-closed absolutely convex hull of W°US° [18,p.36]; 
and since W° and S° are ct(A*,A*)-compact [l8,p.6l], we have 
that (WHS)0 is contained in W° + S°' . It is easy to check
that W'DS1 is contained in 2(wns)°° in A**. Therefore,
V (WflS1) c  V 2(wns)°° c  2U°° c  2U°° c  U 1 .
5-2.9 Lemma. If A is a B*-algebra, and if a net {a^} in 
A converges to T in (A,p)A in the completion topology,
then for each f in A* we have that | T(f) | < ||T -f|| =
lim I a • f | .ii a  ii
Proof. Considering T as an element of (A,p^)A by
Lemma 4.3-6, we note that T-g is an element of A* for every
g in A* by Lemma 4,3.2, Let e > 0  and let
U = {xeA:||x*f|| < e] be a ^-neighborhood in A , Then
U°°n(A,|a)A is a p-completion neighborhood in view of
Corollary 4.1.3* where TJ°° is taken in A*’. Moreover,,
U° = (F:f:FeA«, ||P|| < l/e} by Lemma 4.3.1. Therefore,
there exists a such that a > a  implies T - a is ano o GC
element of U°°n(A,|j)A .
In particular, for each x in A with ||x|| < 1, we have
that | (T - a )(f-x)| = e|T - a )(l/e)x:f)| < e whenever a > aQ .
Hence, | (T - a ) -f|| < e for a > a , and ||T*f j| = lim||a °f | .CC *—* o oc
Finally, by the remarks following Theorem 3.2.14,
there exists an element I in A** which is an identity for
either Arens multiplication. Moreover, ||l|| = 1 by Lemma
3.1.5,' and I:g = g for every g in A* since
F(I:g) = F:1(g) = F(g) for every F in A**. Considering T
Q Aas an element of (A,p^)A in view of Lemma 4.3*6, we have 
by Lemma 4.3.2 that | T (f) | = | T (I: f) | = | I(T-f) | < ||l|| | T-f |
< l|T.f||.
5.2.10 Theorem. If A is a B*-algebra such that the mapping 
(a,b) -> ab is n-continuous for ||a|| < 1, then (A,|i)A equals 
A**.
Proof. From Theorems 3.2.5 and 4.3.7 we have that 
A** is a subset of (A,p)A . To show the other containment,
it suffices to show that if T is an element of (A,,p)A 
and if {0n J is a sequence in A* such that @n (x*x)>0 for 
all x in A and l l0n ll <l/2n * then lim T(0^)=O : to see
this, note that each f in A* can he written as
f •- cp2_ - cp2 + icp-̂ - icpi|.- where cpi (x*x) > 0 for all x in A*
and ||cp1| + ||cp2| + ||cp3| + ||cp2J| < 2||f|| by [7 ,p.40] .
Let 6 equal 2°° 9 1 then 0 is a^ n~l n J well-defined
element of A*. Moreover, O<F*F(0n ) < F*F(0) for each F 
in A** and each integer n by Lemma 3*2.4. Considering A** 
as a W*-algebra (under the Arens multiplication (F,G)-+FG), 
we can choose a sequence [G } in A** such that 0 < G n <l 
and F (0n ) - Gn?,Grj(e) ±or a11 F ^  >P°63l° If
Q denotes the support of 0 then F(0)=QFQ(0) and
QFOC0^ )  ■f'o r  each ^  and eaeh n [ 6  , p p . 5 8 - 91-
Note also that lim QG QQG Q(0)  = lim G QG ( 0 )  - lim 0,(0 )
< lim ||0n | = 0 since Q is the support of 0. Consequently, 
the sequence (QG Q] of hermetian elements in the unit ball 
of A** converges to 0 in the J>Q topology by Lemma 5*2.7- 
Moreover, by Theorem 5-l-10 we have that {QG^Q} converges to 
0 in the pg topology.
Now let e > 0 and consider the p^-neighborhood 
U' = (FeA**: ||F - 0 j] < e/2,||F:0|| _< e/2] in A**. By. Lemma
5.2.8 there exists a p-neighborhood V in A and a 
pe-neighborhood W' in A** such that the set
faF e A**: a e V; F e V/1, ||lp| < 1} is contained in U 1 . Moreover,
V can be chosen to be a(A,A*)-closed and absolutely convex 
[18.P.12].
Let T be some element of (A,p)A, and choose a net
{a^} in A converging to T in the completion topology.
Since -^V°° fl (A,|i)A is a completion neighborhood, where
V°° is taken in A*' , there exists aQ such that a > a Q
implies T “ aa &i‘J element- of ~V°0 fl (A,|i)A . Considering
A as a subset of A** and letting a = a , we then have° aQ
that a - a,s is an element of V°° fl A for a > a . Sincea o o
V is absolutely convex and a (A, A*)-closed., it is easy to
see that V°° fl A is equal to V  .
Since lim ||@J| = 0 , there exists a positive integerI j.
Nq such that ||#nl| < s/2* (||aQ| + 1) for n > NQ . Furthermore,
since ¥' is a (^-neighborhood and the sequence {QG^Q}
converges to 0 in the |io-topology, there exists a positive
integer N-̂  such that QG^Q is in W* whenever n > N-, . Let
N_ = N + N, . u i
Consequently, for a > ol and n > N we have that a - a  A o o o
is an element of V and QGnQ is an element of W ’ such 
that ||QGnQ|| < 1 ; therefore, (a ~ a0 )QGnQ a >̂ element of
U« = (FeA**: ||F» 0|| < e/2, ||F:0|| < e/2]. If F denotes
*“** CC j  Ij
(aa " ao ^ GnQ for “ > ao ana " >  V  then (Fa.n'0 l̂
< ll«OnQ|| I Fa>n-0|l < e/2-
Recalling the relations on Q and G , we have for x in
A that QGn«:(Pa>n-e)(x)=QGnQ(x.(Fajin 0)) = §Gn6(xF a>n-6)
- QGnQx(a - a o )QGnQ ( 0 ) = G nQX (a - a 0 )QGn ( e ) = « x (a } (0 }
o' ' n'
= ®n(x (aa - ao)) ' (aa - ao )-0n (x)- Hence’ H (aa"ao^' 0n H 
= QGnQ: (Faj>n *e)ll < fe'/2 for a > a0 and n > N0 . Thus,
IIacx*̂ nll ^  e/ 2 + Hao ,0n l ^  e/2 +||ao| ||ej| < e/2 + e/2 whenever 
a > aQ and n > NQ . By Lemma 5*2.9 we now have that
lT(0n)l < llT,0nll = lim Haa*0rjll = 0 for n> V  The Proof’ is
thereby completed.
5.2.11 Corollary. If A is a commutative B*-algebra, then 
(A,p)A equals A**.
Proof. By the theorem it suffices to show that the 
mapping (a,b) -+ ab is p-continuous for ||a|| < 1. Let {a }1 OC
and [b ) be nets in A converging to a and b, respectively,CC
where ||aa| < 1. Then for each f in A* we have that
lim II a b *f - ab*f | < lim ||a b *f - a b *f | + lim|| a b *f - ab *f |1 a a — a a a " "a 1
< lim ||b *f - b -f | + lim | (a - a) • (b *f )|| = 0 and—  c c  oc
lim ||f *a b - f *ab|| = lim ||a b *f - ab*f | = 0 from theCC CC u  u
commutativity of multiplication on A .
CHAPTER VI 
QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS
Several interesting questions and problems have arisen 
in connection with this paper. We list them here and 
reference those sections of the preceding chapters which are 
applicable.
6.1.1 Problem. Characterize those Banach algebras for which 
the Arens multiplications are regular.
Theorem 3-1.8 as well as [ 2 ], [10 L  and [H] give 
several necessary and sufficient conditions for the Arens 
multiplications to be regular on the bidual of a Banach 
algebra. With regard to this problem Civin and Yood [4 ] 
have studied algebraic properties of the biduals of various 
Banach algebras and have given several interesting examples. 
Hennefeld [ ] has looked at this problem in Banach spaces
which are separable and uniformly convex.
6.1.2 Question. If A is a Banach algebra and if there 
exists an identity I in A** for either Arens multiplication, 
is the norm of I equal to 1 ?
Recall that A** under either Arens multiplication 
is a Banach algebra; but if A** has an identity, we cannot
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prove that it has norm 1. If A has a bounded approximate 
identity* then the question is answered in the affirmative 
by Lemma 3•1•5•
6.1.3 Question. If A is a Banach algebra with bounded 
approximate identity* is the (non-empty) set of right 
identities in A** for either Arens multiplication a subset 
of the unit ball of A**? Moreover* does a right identity 
have to be a ex (A*** A*)-cluster point of the bounded 
approximate identity?
Lemmas 3*1.4 and 3-1 *5 ar)d the discussion following 
these lemmas are related to this question.
6.1.4 Question. If J is a locally convex Hausdorff 
topology on a Banach algebra A such that (A*3)* is a subset 
of A** what conditions on 3" and A imply that either of 
the Arens multiplications can be defined on (A*3)A and that 
(A*3)A is an algebra under this multiplication? Moreover* 
what additional properties on ST ensure that (A*3)A is an 
algebra under both Arens multiplications and that these
. multiplications are regular?
6 .I.3 Question. If 3 and O’’ are'two locally convex 
topologies on a Banach algebra A such that (A*3")* and 
(A*?1)* are contained in A* and such that (A*3)A and 
(A*3,,)A are algebras under some Arens multiplication* is
(A,arvar« )A an algebra under some Arens multiplication?
Theorem 4,1.5 gives a partial answer to Question 6.1.4. 
In Chapter IV we examine both Questions 6.1.4 and 6.1.5 from 
the standpoint of examples. Requiring only that A have a 
bounded approximate identity, we show that (A,p^)A and 
(A,|i'i')A , for i = 1,2, are algebras under some Arens multi­
plication, If, in addition, the positive linear functionals 
in A separate points of A (or, equivalently, if the j> 
topologies are Hausdorff), then (ASJ)^ » (A,®^)A (i =1,2) is 
an algebra under both Arens multiplications and these multi­
plications are regular. We need additional assumptions (see 
Theorems 4.2.14, 4.3.9* and 5.2.10) to prove that (A,p)A and 
(A,p)A are algebras under either Arens multiplication. In. 
particular, for p we impose severe restrictions on A : 
namely, that A be a B*-algebra on which the multiplication 
(a,b)->ab is p-continuous for ||a|| < 1. In this connection 
we ask the following:
6.1.6 Question. How restrictive is the condition on a 
Banach algebra A that the multiplication (a,b) -» ab be 
p-continuous for ||a|| < 1 ? A less general, but analogous, 
question is to ask how restrictive is the condition on a 
W*-algebra M that the multiplication (a,b) -*ab be 
Pe-continuous for ||a|| < 1.
In either case if the algebra is commutative, the
condition imposes no restriction: the proofs are similar to 
that of Corollary 5.2.11. Partial results for the non- 
commutative W*-algebra case are given in Theorem 5.2.4 and 
Corollary 5.2.5 .
6.1.7 Question. Is there a single technique to show that the 
completions of A with respect to 01, n1, and , for
i = 1,2, are algebras under some Arens multiplication? Are 
there more general conditions than imposed by Theorems 4.2.14 
and 5.2.10 which imply that (A,p)A and (A,|i)A are algebras 
under either Arens multiplication?
The discussion following Theorem 4.4.8 is germane to 
this question.
6.1.8 Problem. Investigate the properties of AB*-algebras.
In section 3 of Chapter III we examine some of the 
properties of AB*-algebras; one of the more interesting is 
that a cQ-direct sum of AB*-algebras is AB*, while a 
cQ-direct sum of algebras equivalent to B*-algebras can fail 
to be equivalent to a B*-algebra (see Examples 3*3>7 and 
3.3*8). The study of AB*-algebras might be useful in this 
context, and other applications would be worthwhile. Two 
important properties of AB*-algebras to establish is whether 
they have a bounded approximate identity and whether they 
are symmetric.
6.1.9 Question. Is there an intrinsic proof that the bidual
of a B*-algebra A is also a B*-algebra (that is, a proof which
does not require that A or A** be represented as a set of 
operators on some Hilbert space)?
Tomita's proof [27 ] of this result (see Theorem 3.2.16)
fails t o b e  intrinsic at only one point, the relation
FG(0) = G*F*(0) for all F and G in A** and for all
positive linear functionals 0 on A is needed to prove that
the mapping F -» F* on A** is an involution; and this 
relation is established by using Theorem 3*2.2, which asserts 
that every positive linear functional on A generates a 
•^-representation of A**. This relation for F and G when 
F and G are elements of. A is an easy consequence of the
fact that each 0 is positive on A .
6.1.10 Question. What conditions on a Banach algebra A are 
necessary and sufficient that A be a two-sided ideal in A** 
under either Arens multiplication (that is, A** = J(A) ) ?
We prove in Theorem 4.2.17 that if A is a B*-algebra, 
then A** = J(A) if and only if A is dual. This question 
can be phrased in certain Banach spaces, and Hennefeld [12] 
has studied this question.
6.1.11 Question. If S' is a locally convex topology on a 
Banach algebra A such that (A,S’)* is contained in A*, what
conditions on A and 3 imply that iJ-equicontinuous subsets 
in A* are relatively a (A*,A**)-compact? Conversely, what 
conditions on A and 3 imply that relatively 
cr(A*,A**)-compact subsets of A* are ff-equicontinuous?
We know that if A has a bounded approximate identity
and if the positive linear functionals on A separate points
1 2  Ifof A , then J , J ,J , and J - equicontinuous sets are
always relatively cr (A*, A*^-compact in view of Corollary
3.2.9 and Theorem 5 .1.6. By our generalization of D. C.
Taylor's characterization of (3-equicontinuous sets (see
the proof of Theorem 5-1-3 and [26]) we see that if A is
a Banach algebra with bounded approximate identity such that
(A,|3)* = A* and A** = «=0(A), then relatively a(A*,A**)-
compact subsets of A* are g-equicontinuous. If A is a
B*-algebra, then a subset of A* is relatively a(A*,A**)-
lfcompact if and only if it is J -equicontinuous by Corollary
5.2.2. Furthermore, |i-equicontinuous subsets of A* are 
relatively a (A*,A**)-compact if and only if the Arens 
multiplications on A** are regular by Theorem 3-1.8 and 
Lemma 4.3*1.
6.1.12 Question. If J is a locally convex Hausdorff
topology on a Banach algebra A such that 3' < t (A,A*) is it
true that (A,7)* in A* is norm-dense in (A,«T^)* and that 
If(A,3 )* is norm-closed? What conditions on A and 3"
imply that O’ = 0'lf> ?
1 ?For the topologies 0 ,. p , P,  and J the first
question is answered in the affirmative by Theorems 2.1.7.,
5.1.4, Corollary 5.1.7* and the remarks preceding Theorem
If5.1.3. Moreover, the facts that p = p and that 
p^ = for i = l,2, are established. If A is a
B*-algebra, then (A,^)* = (A,^lf)* in view of Corollary 5.1.7 
and in contrast to Example 5 .1 .8 . Perhaps in this case
then we would also have that J = t(A**,A*) on A**C
in view of Corollaries 5.2.2 and 3.2.9.
6.1.3 Question. Can the u_ and topologies on
W*-algebras be used in the non-spatial approach to the study 
of W*-algebras (that is, the study of W*-algebras as 
B*-algebras which are the duals of Banach spaces and not as 
weakly-closed *-subalgebras of operators on some Hilbert 
space) ?
We see in the proof of Lemma 5*2.7 that certain norm- 
bounded SOT-convergent nets also converge in the J and, 
hence, the \iQ topologies by Theorem 5.1.10. Furthermore,
P. C. Shields [23] showed on B(H) that a < SOT. We believe
w
that the n and J  topologies are non-spatial analoguesc 6
for the ultrastrong and ultraweak (operator) topologies.
Much work remains to be done in this area.
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